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I.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

X - ray absorption spectroscopy is 	a 	relatively 	old 

experimental technique that has been revitalized by technological 

and theoretical progress during the past several years. The 

development of powerful radiation sources such as synchrotron 

radiation, radiation from rotating anode X - ray generator and high 

intensity nanosecond-pulsed soft X - rays from a laser-produced 

plasma has provided experimental physicists with X - ray fluxes 

several orders of magnitude higher than those previously obtainable 

from conventional X - ray tubes. Furthermore, theoretical 

understanding of the X - ray absorption spectra has advanced to the 

point where reliable structural information can now be extracted 

from the detailed analysis of X - ray .absorption spectra. The 

combined effect of these developments has made feasible both the 

collection and interpretation of data on dilute systems such as 

metalloproteins. In its applications to biophysics and bioinorganic 

chemistry, as well as amorphous materials, catalysts, and surfaces, 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy already provided structural 

information that was inaccessible by conventional methods. 

EXAFS experiments have been performed on a large number of 

macromolecules of interest to biophysics and biochemistry. 

Experiments in biophysics can roughly be divided into two groups. 

The first involves proteins where the ligands of the metal ion are 

already known from diffraction techniques and EXAFS is used to 

obtain more accurate bond length and geometry information. The 
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second group of experiments deals with proteins where some or all 

of the ligands are unknown and the goal is to determine the 

coordination number, the bond lengths, and ultimately the local 

structure. In all these studies model compounds play an important 

role in aiding the analysis and establishing confidence in the 

results. In the first respect, the work of the group 1 
from Bell 

laboratories, USA, has dealt a strong blow to the 

crystallographically proposed entatic states of the proteins. 

Deoxyhaemoglobin has been found to have perfectly normal Fe-N 

(porphyrin) distance of , 2.06 A ° , as opposed to the elongated 

values of , 2.15 A
o 

proposed by Perutz 2 . With rubredoxin, the Fe-S 

distances were found to be equal within 0.1 A °  , and no evidence 

for the abnormally short Fe-S bond originally proposed by Hoard
3 

was found. 

EXAFS studies of unknown metalloprotein structures have also 

been carried out. The structures of Cu site in both hemocyanin and 

azurin have been recently investigated by EXAFS
4-5

. As expected, 

there is no evidence for any Cu-S bond in hemocyanin, while the 

blue copper protein, azurin appears to have a short Cu-S bond 

length of 2.10 A° . X-ray absorption edge studies of the copper ion 

in cytochrome oxidase have also been reported
6 , and the results 

were interpreted as evidence for inequival• Cu sites, only one of 

which remained reduced even when the overall , rotein was oxidized. 

The work in this thesis, described in subsequent sections, is 

concerned with determination of unknown or partially unknown 
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metalloenzyme structures, specially, the.Cu sites in copper zinc 

superoxide dismutase, the Cu sites in copper complex extracted from 

micro-organism, pseudomonas aeruginosa and the vanadium sites in 

vanadium nitrogenase. In the first case partial structural 

information was available, while in the last two cases absolutely 

nothing was previously known about the Cu and V sites and the main 

question was the bond length or even the existence of square planar 

Cu-0 bonds and octahedral V-0 or V-S interactions. 

1.2 THE PROCESS OF X-RAY ABSORPTION 

A typical X-ray absorption spectrum 	(Fig.I.1) 	exhibits 

decreasing absorption as the photon energy is increased. 

Superimposed on this smooth background is a sequence of steeply 

rising discontinuities in the absorption at energies 

characteristic of each element in the sample. This phenomenon of 

absorption jumps or "edges" has been known since the work of De 

Broglie 7  
 who first observed the Ag and Br K - edges due to AgBr in 

his photographic emulsions while recording X - ray emission 

spectra. These abrupt increases in the absorption occur whenever 

the incident photon has just sufficient energy to promote a core 

electron to unoccupied valence levels or continuum. The edges are 

labeled according to the core electron being promoted; the K edge 

arises from is excitation, L edge arise from 2s or 2p excitation, 

and so on. 

Soon after the discovery of absorption edges, it was observed 

15 
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Fig.I. I A typical X-ray absorption edge shows three phenomenologically 

different regions of the spectrum. The edge region extends 
over 25 to 50 eV and the EXAFS is typically abservable 
over several hundred to 1000 eV. 



that the absorption trend both near the edge and beyond it is not 

smoothly varying; rather, there exists a wealth of fine structure 

characteristic of the chemical environment of the X-ray absorbing 

atom. As shown in the Figs.I.1 and 2, the fine structure at energy 

close to the absorption edge typically consists of a series of 

approximately Lorentzian lines superimposed on a steeply rising 

absorption step. 

As early as 1920, Kossel 8 
observed that discrete structure 

could arise from transitions of core electrons to vacant optical 

levels below the continuum. These features were often referred to 

as "white line" in the early literature, because they left sharp 

unexposed regions on spectroscopic emulsions. 

Although bound-state transitions can account for most of the 

structure within 25 eV of the absorption edge, in virtually all 

cases additional structure is observed over several hundred 

electron volts past the edge. This long range oscillation, or 

EXAFS is now regarded as resulting from interference between the 

photoelectron wave propagating from X-ray absorbing atoms and the 

wave backscattered by neighbouring atoms. 

The first attempt to understand theoretically the EXAFS 

occurred about 40 years ago g . Since then there have been various 

further attempts to theoretically understand the EXAFS, but 

without complete success 10-20  . The various theories proposed for 

EXAFS can be classified into two categories, long-range order 

(LRO) and short-range order (SRO). The LRO theories require the 
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Fig. I. 2. A generalized X-ray absorption edge illustrating how bound-state 
transitions determine the observed structure. The relative energies 
and intensities vary substantially with the specific case at hand. 
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existence of long-range order to explain the fine structure. 

Because the EXAFS is found experimentally in amorphous solids and 

molecules. The experimental evidence favours the SRO theoretical 

approach. For this reason theoretical interest has centered on 

the SRO theories. In these theories only the environment in the 

vicinity of the excited atom is held responsible for EXAFS. Most 

SRO theories of EXAFS agree on the basic physics. The differences 

occur in the various approximations made in the calculations. 

However, there has never been detailed theoretical 

investigation of the relationship between LRO and SRO theories 

although one knows that both approaches must give the same result 

if correctly formulated. This aspect is investigated by Stern and 

his co-workers
20 who have .shown that the LRO theorieS as usually 

formulated are incorrect because they neglect the dominant 

effects. 

The probability of absorption of X - ray by the K shell is 

given in the dipole approximation by
21 

2a.2 e 2 	
2 

2 2 ! Mrs! P(Ed 
c m 

where 
	

M
fs 
	

IP - els> - 

Here Is> is the K-shell s state, If> is the final unoccupied state 

of p symmetry, p(E f ) is the density of sta te per unit energy at 

(<3 
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the energy of final state E f , to is the frequency of X-ray, 

the momentum operator, and s is the electric field vector of the 

X-ray. In most SRO theories the p(E f
) is assumed to be that of 

free electron of energy h
2 k 2 /2m = E f -E0  , where Eo 

is the zero 

energy corresponding to the energy of k = 0 free electrons. 

The value of E o 
is the effective average potential felt by an 

excited electron also called the "inner potential". The 

justification of the free electron assumption for p(E f
) is that 

for 30 eV or more above the Fermi level, the band effects will be 

small and negligible. With this assumption for p(E f ), the only 

remaining factor that can contribute to EXAFS is M fs . The initial 

state Is> is fixed and does not vary with to. The final state If>, 

however, does change with to and produces the fine structure. 

To understand the mechanism that causes variations in If> 

consider Fig.I.3. The wave function If> can be considered as a sum 

of two parts. If there were no atoms surrounding the excited atom 

the photoelectron would be in a solely outgoing state from the 

central atom as shown schematically as outgoing solid lines. In 

this case M
fs would not show any fine structure and the X-ray 

absorption coefficient would vary monotonically with to. This is 

the case for a single atom. If now the excited atom is surrounded 

by other atoms as in a solid or molecules, the outgoing state 

scatters from the surrounding atoms producing ingoing waves shown 

in Fig.I.3 as the dotted lines. These ingoing (backscattered) 

waves can constructively or destructively interfere with the 

p 

9 

is 
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Fig. I.3 Schematic picture of the excited electron wave function. 

The hatched circles represent the positions of atoms. 

The excited electronic state is centered about the centre 
atom. The solid circles represent the crests of the outgoing 
part of the electron state. The surrounding atoms diffract 

the outgoing part as shown by the dotted circles. 
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outgoing wave near the origin where Is> exists. This interference 

causes an oscillatory behaviour in M fs  as w is varied, changing 

the electron wavelength and thus the phase between the ingoing and 

outgoing waves. Constructive interference increases M
fs 

while 

destructive interference decreases M
fs 

from what it would be if 

the excited atom were isolated. 

The basic formula used to describe EXAFS is obtained by 

directly transcribing the above qualitative picture 	into 	a 

mathematical form. The result is for an unoriented sample  

me 

4nh2 k 	2 

f= 

J 	R
j  

--- 	(k) exp(-2R/X le )exp(-2a
2
.k

2 
 )sin[2Rk

j 
 + 0.(k)] 

  ( 1.2 ) 

wherekistheelectronwavevector,Wis the number of atoms in 

the jth coordination sphere, R. is the average radial distance to 

the jthatoms,F.(k ) is the back-scattering amplitude of 

electrons, X is the mean free path of the electron, the second 

exponential containing a
2 
is a Debye-Waller-type term where a 	is 

the rms fluctuations of the atom about R j  , 	(0.(k) is a phase 

shift. The form of this equation is a sinelike scattering from 

eachshellofatr-mIsatR.with the EXAFS signal proportional to 

the number of 	ems surrounding 	the 	absorbing 	atom 	and 

2 
inverselyproportif-naltoR..A decrease in temperature has the 

J 

27 
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effect of sharpening the EXAFS. 	Each 	coordination 	sphere 

contributesasineliketermofperiod2kR..The total result is a 

summation over all the coordination spheres within range of the 

effect. 

As mentioned earlier the existence of fine structure in both 
sr' 

the absorption edge itself (Kossel structure) and beyond the edge 

(Kronig structure) has been known since 1930's, it has only been 

shown
22-23 in recent years that a good theoretical understanding of 

the latter has emerged. Much of the recent work has been stimulated 

by the availability of high quality spectra from the laboratories 

4E/Fdgd grid thv laboratory of Professor C.N.R.Rao at Indian 

Institute of Science, Bangalore in our country. In turn the 

4 improved understanding of these spectra has greatly enhanced their 

value and prompted further experimental improvements. Starting with 

a single X - ray monochromator in 1975 by Lytle and his 

co-workers24  in their in-House EXAFS laboratory, a two-crystal 

spectrometer was set up in early 1975 at Synchrotron Radiation 

Centres in USA25 and in other countries, and later in that year an 

improved instrument with a focussing mirror for even greater flux 

was installed 26
. In India, the progress was very slow, begining 

with a curved crystal X-ray spectrometer with a photographic 

registration arrangement for recording X-ray absorption spectrum
27

, 

a flat crystal automatic X - ray, spectrometer was added in early 

1986 28 and later in 1?Be a third instrument with a Johansson type 

4 curved crystal monochromator and intense radiation source were 
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installed
29a . In Poona University as well as at Inter University 

Consortium for DAE Facilities, Indore (IUC-DAEF) indigenous EXAFS 

facilities have also been developed recently
29b

. For greater flux, 

a Synchrotron Radiation facility is being developed at the Centre 

for Advanced Technology, Indore and for better resolution, a 

two-crystal spectrometer is being fabricated at IUC-DAEF,_ Indore. 

The interaction between theory and experiment is truly synergistic, 

since as the spectra become more interpretable, experimentalists 

will go to greater lengths to obtain them, and as better spectra 

are obtained, the correlation between theory and experiment can be 

more precisely tested. 

1.3 BIOMO.LECULES 

Biomolecules, owing to their complicated structure, have been 

posing a problem to the structural scientists 30-33 . Metals are 

involved in a very large number of biochemical processes and thus 

it is essential that we should understand the biophysics aspect of 

these metals. Even to ask an intelligent question, it is a 

prerequisite that we should know the detailed structural 

arrangement of a biomolecule, the ligands it provides, the metal it 

binds and how the chemistry of metal is modulated by a protein for 

its specific purpose. 

It is nearly thirty three years ago34 that, the structure of 

the first metalloprotein was solved using a low resolution X - ray 

diffraction technique. Since then a number of protein structures 



have been solved to a medium and "high" resolution, which in many 

instances have demonstrated the relevance of various structural 

details to a protein's function. However, at times, the resolution 

of crystallographic data is insufficient to draw a meaningful 

conclusion about the detailed chemistry of a metal centre or its 

relevance to a protein's function. Also, despite extensive 

efforts, some proteins refuse to crystallize or yield crystals 

suitable for a high resolution structure determination. Moreover, 

it is important to learn structural details for aqueous proteins 

at conditions similar to their working environment. 

Characterization of the relationship between local protein 

structure and the functionality of a protein active sites continues 

to pose one of the fundamental challenges in modern biophysics. 

During the two decades considerable progress has been made in 

defining the equilibrium properties of the active metal sites in 

proteins. However, the aspects of the site structures that 

determine the functional mechanism of the systems are only being 

defined. It is of particular interest to identify spectroscopic 

probes of the site structure that can be linked to both the local 

environment and the dynamics of the active site during the 

functional processes. Ideally such probe should have several 

characteristics: (i) sensitivity both to local structure at the 

active site and to states of reactivity, including the ligation and 

oxidation state, (ii) responsiveness to over all protein 

conformational changes that are functionally relevant and, 	(iii) 

25" 
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time dependant behaviour reflective of protein dynamics. Attention 

on the first aspect, in particular, the local structure of active 

sites in native form and in derivative forms, on which information 

can easily be obtained from the analysis of the K absorption edges 

of metallic centres in biochemical systems, is very important. 

1.3.1 CUPRO-ZINC SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASE 

Interest in the copper zinc superoxide dismutase (SOD) stems 

both from its well-defined coordination chemistry and from the 

growing importance of its pharmaceutical properties 35-38 
 . The 

enzyme is invoked increasingly as a model for non-blue copper 

proteins
39 
 since it shows many of the chemical and spectroscopic 

properties of this class of enzymes, including the ability to bind 

anions 	A feature of the coordination chemistry of SOD is its 

affinity for small linear anions such as cyanide, 	azide, and 

thiocyanate, which coordinate to the Cu(II) centre, 	inhibit 

enzymatic activity, and effect major changes in the spectroscopy of 

the copper centre The structural similarity of these ligands 

to the superoxide substrate makes anion binding a valuable method 

of probing structure - function relationships in the Cu/Zn SOD. 

Studies using interactive molecular graphics have shown 42 that 

diatomic anions such as either the 0
2 substrate or the inhibitory 

CN fit nicely into a small pit in the surface which lies between 

Cu(II) and arginine (Arg-141) and the experimental evidence that 

arg-141 is involved in the binding of cyanide to Cu(II) ha 
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reported
43

. However, interpretation of 	a 	large 	volume 	of 

spectroscopic data, including continuous wave
44 

and single crystal 

EPR
45

, ENDOR
46 , electron spin echo

47
, NMR

48 
and 	relaxivity 

measurements
49

, indicates that anions, and in particular cyanide 

reorient the coordination sphere so as to result in bonding at an 

equatorial position of a planar or square-pyramidal copper centre. 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy 50-51 offers an important 

addition to the armory of spectroscopic techniques which have been 

applied to biochemical systems. We therefore thought it worthwhile 

to examine the XANES and EXAFS spectra at the K edge of copper in 

this enzyme to provide details of copper-histidine bond length and 

its disorder in the native protein, and to compare our results 

with those available from X - ray crystallography in order to test 

the capability of this new technique. 

1.3.2 SLIME OF COPPER COMPLEX FORMED FROM PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA 

Micro-organisms are known to produce large quantities of 

extracellular polysaccharides, which are either organized into 

well-defined capsules around the cells or extracted into the growth 

medium. It has been suggested
52-53 

that these polymeric materials 

bind metallic ions. Pseudomonas aeruginosa produces an 

extracellular polysaccharide layer (slime) the chemical composition 

of which has been rather uncertain and contradictory. For example, 

Eagon and Randles
54 

reported that a pseudomonas strain produces a 

polysaccharide consisting largely of mannan, Brown et a1
55 , on the 

71, 
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other hand, found a slime composition for pseudomonas aeruginosa 

which contains 20 % nucleic acids (DNA, RNA) and small amount of 

proteins, while Bartell et al
56 

described a slime containing 

rhamonse, glucosamine glucoronic acid and glucose. A study of 

pseudomonas aeruginosa treated with copper has shown
57 

that with 

0.4 mM copper concentration the slime accumulated 94 /. of total 

copper. Although the isolation of copper complex formed by the 

slime of this bacteria has been reported as mentioned above, no 

tttiActural information is available hitherto either from 

spectroscopy or from diffraction techniques. 

1.3.3 VANADIUM NITROGENASE OF AZOTOBACTER CHROOCOCCUM 

Evidence for 	the 	existence 	of 	a 	vanadium-containing 

nitrogenase has existed for more than half a century
58 

' but 

progress in understanding this enzyme has only come recently
59

. In 

1980, Bishop and co-workers
60 

proposed that 	an 	alternative 

nitrogen-fixing enzyme exists in Azotobactor 	Vinelandii 	and 

subsequently proposed that vanadium was involved
61

. In 1986, Robson 

et a1
62 

demonstrated clearly that the alternate nitrogenase from 

Azotobacter 	Chroococcum, 	Ac t * , 	contained 	vanadium. 	This 

vanadium-containing nitrogenase protein, Acl
*
, has a relative 

molecular mass 210,000 and contains 2 vanadium atoms, 23 iron 

atoms and 20 acid-labile sulphide ions per mole. 

The molybdenum and vanadium-nitrogenase proteins are similar 

in many respects. Like the molybdenum enzyme Acl
* 
exhibits an EPR 
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spectrum characteristic of a species with an S = 3/2 ground 

state
63-64

. Additionally Acl
* 
has recently been shown to possess an 

N-methylfarmamide soluble cofactor, FeVco, analogous 	to 	the 

well-known iron-molybdenum cofactor FeMoco 65
. The similarity 

between these enzymes led us to study their X-ray absorption 

spectra since no X-ray crystallographic data is yet available on 

Ac1 enzyme. 

Before discussing the rationale of the present work, it would 

be in order here to mention briefly the special advantages of X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy that make it a versatile technique of 

structure determination. 

1.4 SOME SPECIAL ADVANTAGES OF X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY 

As is well known, the surge in interest during the last two 

decades in X-ray absorption fine structure, which had been an 

obscure phenomenon for the previous fifty years, was caused by the 

realization that X-ray absorption spectroscopy can be used to 

obtain information about the local structure of the absorbing 

atoms66 . Several years after this appreciation, the technique, as 

mentioned in section 1.1 , becomes experimentally accessible to the 

general scientific community with the advent of very high intense 

radiation sources. Since then X-ray absorption technique has found 

wide applicability in many diverse areas as a tool to determine the 

local atomic environment in many classes of materials whose 

structures defied analysis by standard techniques such as 
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diffraction or diffuse scattering 66-71 
 . The properties of 	X - 

ray absorption technique that make it so useful for structure 

determination are : 

1. The local atomic arrangement can be determined about each 

type of atom in a sample separately. By tuning the X-rays 

to the absorption edge energy of an atom, 	only 	its 

environment is probed. 

2. Since EXAFS measures only short range order, there is no 

fundamental distinction between crystals with long 	range 

order and 	samples without, such as amorphous solids, 

liquids, 	and solutions. 	Thus aperiodic systems can be 

studied with the same ease as crystals. 

J. In principle, the 	kinds of surrounding atoms can be 

distinguished by the energy dependence of their contributions 

to the EXAFS. 

4. The number of atoms at a given average distance and the 

disorder in their 16cation about the average 	can 	be 

quantified by EXAFS. 

5. In unoriented samples only the radial distance between the 

centre atom and its neighbouring atoms is determined, but in 

oriented samples which have less than cubic 	symmetry, 

angular positions are discernible. 

6. Structural information is obtained from EXAFS by a simple 

and direct analysis. 

7. The X-ray absorption measurements are relatively easy and 
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rapid. 

8. Determination of the chemical state of atom is possible by 

determining absorption edge shift and 	the 	near 	edge 

structure. 

9. Information regarding the unoccupied bound states as well as 

the low-lying continuum states can be obtained from the 

absorption spectrum by making use of 	a relatively narrow 

inner state as a scanning probe. 

10. It is a non-destructive technique and comparatively small 

quantities of materials are required in the investigation. 

11. The site symmetry of 
	

the 	absorbing ions i.e., 	the 

geometrical distribution of atoms around the absorbing atom 

can be obtained simply by studying the profiles of X - ray 

absorption edges in the model compounds and in the 	unknown 

systems. 

It is because of these properties and advantages that X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy occupies an important place among the 

different methods used in the study of biophysics and other 

branches of natural sciences. 

1.5 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

Because of the unavailability of intense radiation sources in 

our country, a very little work seems to have been done on 

structural aspects of the biological molecules as far as X-ray 

spectroscopic research is concerned. We therefore thought it 
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worthwhile to undertake the investigations on the 	K 	X-ray 

absorption spectra in 

(a) copper tetraphenylporphyrin (CuTPP); 

(b) copper zinc superoxide dismutase (Cu2 Zn2SOD) in native as 

well as in azide and cyano forms; 

(c) cobalt-substituted derivative, Cu
2
Co

2
SOD of the native 

cupro-zinc superoxide dismutase; 

(d) copper complex formed from the slime of pseudomonas 

aeruginosa; 

(e) vanadium nitrogenase of Azotobacter Chroococcum; 

in order to study the local structure of active metal centres in 

these complicated biochemical systems with Rigaku X ray 

spectrometer using the white radiation from high-power Rigaku 

X - ray generator. 

In this thesis we report our investigations on 

I. (a) the energy positions and the 	profiles of copper 

absorption edge in the several model compounds, a few imidazole 

complexes and freeze-dried bovine superoxide dismutase in native 

enzyme form, azide-bound form and cyanide bound form, and cobalt-

substituted derivative of the native enzyme, 

(b) the EXAFS spectra at the Cu K edges in the above compounds, 

2. (a) the energy positions and profiles of copper K edges in 

different copper glucuronates and copper complex formed from the 

slime of pseudomonas aeruginosa, 

(b) the EXAFS spectra of the above compounds. 

3. the energy positions and profiles of vanadium K-edges in its 
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several model compounds and vanadium nitrogenase of Azotobacter 

Chroococcum . 
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 



11.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION AND DATA COLLECTION 

X-ray absorption data were collected on biomolecules and 

several copper compounds which serve as models. This section 

describes the preparation of the samples and outlines the 

conditions under which the X-ray absorption spectra were measured. 

11.2 PREPARATION OF MATERIALS 

11.2.1 PREPARATION OF MODEL COPPER COMPOUNDS 

, CuO, CuBr, CuBr 2,  CuC1, CuI, CuCN, CuF 2' 
	copper 

phthalocyanine, CC 32H 16CuN4 ], and cupric acetylacetonate, 

[Cu(C5H 70 2 )
2 ] were obtained from M/S. Johnson Matthey GmbH-Alfa 

Products, Karlsruhe, Germany. Cu(NO3 ) 2 .6H 20, copper acetate 

monohydrate, ECu(CH3C00) 2 .H20J and CuSO4 .5H20 were purchased from 

M/S. Aldrich Chemical Company, Milwauke, U.S.A. Mesotetraphenyl 

porphine copper (II), C
44H28N4Cu was procured from M/S. Sigma 

Chemical Company, St. Louis, U.S.A. DEAE-Sephacel and Sephadex G-75 

was purchased from M/S. Bio-Rad Pharmacia, Germany. 

Before the use of copper (II) acetate monohydrate, for X-ray 

absorption measurement, it was recrystallized from warm, deionized 

water to yield turquoise- coloured crystals. 

Anhydrous copper(II) propionate, ECu(CH 3CH2C00) 2 ] was made by 

diluting about 15 ml of propionic acid to about 40 ml with 

deionized water and adding about 3 gm of cupric carbonate a little 

at a time. The solution was heated to about 70 C and stirred 

28 

overnight, then cooled in ice and the green crystals filtered off 



-4( 

blue-violet crystals of 	Cu(imid)
4
(C10

4
)
2

. Tetrakis(imidazole) 

2 

and dried over P205 . 

The complexes, tetrakis(imidazole)copper(II) nitrate, tetrakis 

(imidazole)copper(II) perchlorate tetrakis(imidazole) copper(II) 

chloride and tetrakis(imidazole) copper(II) iodide were synthesized 

by the literature methods Only a brief account of these methods 

is given here. Tetrakis(imidazole)copper(II) nitrate, was made by 

the reaction of an ethanolic solution of Cu(NO
3

)
2
.6H

2
0 and 

imidazole in 1:4 molar ratio. After evaporation for 20 hours purple 

crystals of Cu(imid)
4
(NO

3
)
2 

timid = imidazole) were 	formed. 

Tetrakis (imidazole)copper(II) perchlorate, 	Cu(imid)
4
(C10

4
)
2 

was 

prepared by adding the solutions of sodium perchlorate to the 

solutions of copper(II) salt and imidazole. The reaction mixture 

was kept in air for four days for slow evaporation to obtain 

copper(II) chloride and tetrakis(imidazole) copper(II) iodide were 

made in a similar way by adding appropriate solutions of sodium and 

copper salts to imidazole. 

Anhydrous copper formate, Cu(HC00) 2  was 	synthesized 	by 

reaction of about 2 gm of cupric carbonate with 35 ml of 90 % 

formic acid. The solution was stirred and kept warm overnight, then 

cooled and the blue crystals formed were filtered and dried over 

P2°5- 

Copper(II) citrate dihydrz4le, 	Cu
2
OC(CH

2
COO)

2
C00.2H

2
0 	was 

prepared by the method of MastroprIolo et a1
5 
by dissolving 4.2 gm 

of citric acid, 3.4 gm of cupric chloride and 24 gm of urea in 100 
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ml of deionized water. The solution obtained in this reaction was 

filtered and then heated in an oven at about 85 ° C for about 25 

hours. The green, insoluble crystals were filtered and air-dried. 

Copper chromite was obtained by heating the mixture of copper 

oxide and Cr203 in 1:1 proportion at 950 
o
C. 

Ba4NaCuO4
(CO

3
)
2 
was prepared by the method of VerNooy and 

Stacy
6
. A mixture of 0.5 gm of CuO, 0.33 gm of Na 2CO3 and 1.9 gm of 

BaCO
3 

was added to 14.0 gm of Ba(OH) 2 and 2.5 gm of BaC1
2
.2H

2
0 

(BaC1
2
.2H20 was dried at 110 ° C before use). All the powders of 

above compounds were mixed thoroughly and the mixture was kept in a 

crucible with a tightly-fitting lid. The crucible was then placed 

in the furnace and heated from room temperature to 750 °  C over 2.5 

hours, held at 750°- C for 5 hours and cooled gradually to 600 °  C 

over 40 hours. The crucible was then removed from the furnace and 

placed in a dry nitrogen atmosphere. After two days, deep red 

colour crystals formed a thick layer on the surface of the 

solidified melt and were isolated mechanically. These crystals are 

found to be moisture-sensitive and therefore utmost care was taken 

♦ not to expose them to air. The powder of these crystals was packed 

in a rectangular plastic cell made for performing X-ray absorption 

measurements. 

Copper (II) tetraamine sulphate monohydrate,. Cu(NH 3 ) 4SO 4 .H 20, 

was prepared by adding an excess of ammonia to an aqueous 

copper(II) sulphate solution. The deep purple crystals were 

A 	 precipitated out by adding ethanol to the sclution. 



In addition to above compounds, a group of four model 

compounds namely, trimethylimidazole copper dichlorate, . KCuF 3 , 

CuSe03 .2H20, tetrakis(pyridine N-Oxide) copper(II) and 

tetrafluoroborate, CCu(C 5
H
5
NO)

4
(BF

4
)
2
] have also been prepared the 

methods of preparation of which are well documented
?-12 .  

Cs 2CuC1 4 	, 	Cu(II)diethyldithiocarbamate, 	Cu(II)isopropyl 

dithiocarbamate, and 	KCu(biuret)
2 	

were 	obtained 	from 	the 

Biochemistry Department. 

11.2.2 PREPARATION OF CUPRO- ZINC SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASE 

There are different methods available 13-17 to 	isolate 

superoxide dismutase (SOD) from bovine blood. The following method 

which is similar to those of Gartner et al. 15 
 was used to extract 

SOD since it gives high yield and is less time consuming. 

Bovine red blood cells were separated from plasma and washed 

with 0.9% NaCl. The cells were lysed after dilution with 1-2 vol. of 

tap water. The lysate was dialysed for 14 hours and heated at 

70-80°C for 10-15 minutes at pH 7 while stirring was maintained. 

Roughly 90% of the haemoglobin is removed by this procedure, were as 

60-70% the SOD was recovered. Separation of the soluble fraction 

from the precipitate was performed by centrifugation. Before 

chromatography on DEAE-Sephacel the pH was adjusted to 6.5 with 

acetic acid. Under these conditions the residual haemoglobin passed 

almost completely through the ion-exchanger. The bound 

nonhaemoglobin proteins were eluted with a linear NaC1 gradient 
A 

L! 7 
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(0-200 mM). The superoxide dismutase fraction was concentrated by 

freeze-drying or membrane filtration. Further separation of 

contaminant proteins as well as desalting was accomplished in one 

step after passage through a Sephadex G-75 column equilibrated with 

distilled water. The homogeneous enzyme was freeze-dried. A final 

yield of 50% of the originally present enzyme is achieved in this 

process. 

Anion derivatives superoxide dismutase were prepared 	as 

follows. To a 10 mmol dm
-3 

solution of native enzyme prepared above 

was added an amount of chelex-treated sodium azide or potassium 

cyanide so as to result in a final concentration of anionic ligand 

of 100 and 60 mmol dm
-3 

of azide and cyanide respectively. 

The activity of SOD in bovine blood was checked by the method 

of Carpo and Tierney
20 

The measurement of activity or the assay 

procedure involves the inhibition of epinephrine autoxidation in an 

alkaline medium as described by Mishra and Fridovich
21 
 . 6 ml of 

bovine blood was added to 0.9 ml of sodium citrate and refrigerated 

centrifused for 15 min at 5000 - 6000 x g (i.e., 4500 - 5000 rpm). 

After removing the plasma and buffy coat, red blood cell pallate 

was washed with phosphate buffer saline. Red blood cells were 

hemolysed by adding 10 volumes of phosphate buffer containing 0.1 

mM EDTA at pH 7.8. RBC membrane was then removed by centrifugation 

at 20,000 x g (i.e. 18000 'rpm). Hemolysate was collected and 

precipitation of hemoglobin was done by adding chilled 	3:1 

ethanol-chloroform mixture . After incubation of 30 min at 
4 oc, 
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hemolysate was subjected to centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 20 min. 

Supernatant was collected and kept frozen till assay was done. When 

kept frozen the enzyme remains stable for at least two weeks. The 

final assay mixture for the autoxidation contained in a volume of 

3 ml epinephrine (3 x 10
-4 

M), EDTA (1 X 10
-4 

M) and 0.05M sodium 

carbonate at pH 10.2 . 

The reaction was started by adding the epinephrine solution to 

the assay mixture and the change in the extinction coefficient was 

followed at 480 nm in a Baush & Lamb Spectrophotometer. The rate of 

change of extinction coefficient as reported by Mishra and 

Fridovich 21 was 0.025/min at 25 °C. In our experimental conditions 

we consistently found an absorbency change of 0.024/min. SOD 

activity was determined by measuring the inhibition of epinephrine 

autoxidation after addition of the supernatant or purified enzyme. 

The readings were taken at 30 seconds interval and enzyme assay was 

always done in duplicate. In the assay, where supernatant was added 

to the reaction mixture, a latent period of a few minutes existed, 

before extinction coefficient begins to increase linearly and this 

was taken as the initial rate of the enzyme reaction. The same 

phenomenon was noted by Car0o and Tierney 2°  in their experiments. 

The enzyme activity was expressed in arbitrary units causing 50% 

inhibition in the reaction mixture of 3 ml. under our experimental 

conditions. Purity of SOD was checked by SDS polyacrylamide lel 

electrophoresis with standard SOD purchased from M/s Sigma Chemical 

Company, U.S.A. 

f.t 
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11.2.3 PREPARATION OF COPPER GLUCURONATES AND COPPER COMPLEX 

FORMED FROM PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA 

The following complexes were prepared using a method similar 

to that of Traube and Kuhbier 18
: magnesium-copper glucuronate, 

barium-copper glucuronate and copper galacturonate. To 2 gm of 

glucuronic acid dissolved in ion-free water, 1.8 gm of freshly 

precipitated cupric hydroxide was added and the mixture treated 

with 50 ml of 9 h NaOH until a clear, deep-blue solution was 

obtained. To prepare the barium salt, 25 ml of 10% BaC1 2  was added 

to the deep-blue solution when the light blue barium 

copper-glucuronate precipitated. The barium copper-glucuronate 

(sparingly soluble in water) was washed with water, ethanol and 

finally acetone until free from residual NaOH. It was dried in a 

desiccator over 
H2SO4 and finally stored in a vacuum desiccator. 

The magnesium copper-glucuronate is soluble in water and was, 

therefore, washed with 2 volumes of 25 ml of ethanol, followed by 

acetone and ether, this was also stored under vacuum over H 2SO4 . 

Barium copper-galacturonate was prepared from galacturonic acid in 

a manner similar to the preparation of barium copper-glucuronate. 

A mucoid Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain 9501 which was used in 

all the experiments was donated to us by Professor R. Magee, 

Department of Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry, La Trobe 

University Bundoora, Victoria Australia. A chemically-defined 

minimal salts medium was used to cultivate the bacteria 19
. Copper 

sulphate wa-, used in all the uptake experiments. 



As mentioned earlier, cultures were grown in the minimal salts 

medium. After 23 hours incubation with Cu 2+
, the extracellular 

material was removed from the bacteria either by treatment for 

30-60 sec in a blender or by shaking for 30 minutes at 310 K with 

10% (V\V) ethylene glycol. The cells were removed by centrifuging 
Dr- 

at 2000 g for 2 hours at 293 K. The slime was precipitated from the 

supernatant by addition of an equal volume of ethanol. After 24 

hours at 277 K, the supernatant was decanted and the slime 

redissolved in the minimum volume of hot (333 K) 0.1 M KOH. After 

cooling (290 K), the slime was reprecipitated with an equal volume 

of ethanol. The precipitate was kept overnight at 277 K, the 

supernatant decanted and the slime washed (90% V\V ethanol ) 

-4,fc followed by ether. After drying over P 205  and KOH in vacuum, the 

copper—containing slime was stored in a desiccator over P 205. The 

copper complex present in the slime was extracted by dissolving the 

slime in 2N saline solution. After filtration, the insoluble copper 

complex was washed with two volumes of 25 ml of ethanol, acetone 

and finally ether. The complex was then stored under vacuum over 

H2SO4 . 

11.2.4 PREPARATION OF MODEL VANADIUM COMPOUNDS AND COMPLEXES. 

Vanadium metal foil, VC, VN, VO, V 203 , V204 , V205 , Na3VO4 , 

V2 S3, Vanadium tetraphenylporphine, Vanadium phthalocyanine, 

vanadyl acetylacetonate were obtained commercially. Other model 

vanadium compounds investigated in this work were synthesized by 
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Anjli Chhikara et a1 22 
for X-ray spectroscopic study of complex 

oxides and organometallic compounds. 

Vanadium complex of the tridentate schiff 	base 	ligand 

N-salicylidene-N -(2- Hydroxyethyl) ethylenediamine (designated as 

HSHED) studied in this work was synthesized by the method of Li et 

a1
23

. Salicylaldehyde (2 ml, 18.8 mmol) and N-(2-Hydroxyethyl) 

ethylenediamine (1.9 m1,18.8 mmol) were added to 75 ml of degassed 

methanol and allowed to react for 1 hour. Vanadyl sulphate hydrate 

(3.74 gm, 18.8 mmol ), dissolved in 50 ml of water, was added to 

this solution, and after about 3 hours the reaction solution turned 

blue with a small amount of blue solid precipitating. At this 

point, NaOH (1.5 g, 37.6 mmol) was added to the mixture, and then 

the solution was kept in air, and the reaction was continued for 14 

hours. At the end of this process, a Yellow colour compound 

CVO
2
(HSHED)]

2 was precipitated. 

11.2.5 PREPARATION OF (Me
4
N)CVFe

3
C1

3
(DMF)

3
].2DMF 

Following the method of Kovacs and Holm 24 , a VFe
3S 4 cluster, 

(Me
4
N)EVFe

3C1(DMF) 3 3.2DMF was synthesized in the laboratory (DMF = 

dimethyl formamide). A slurry of (NH 4 ) 3 CVS 4 ] (12 mmol) and 

equimolar Me 4NBr in 300 ml of DMF was allowed to react with 52 mmol 

of anhydrous FeC1 2  under nitrogen atmosphere, giving an intense red 

solution which slowly turned brown. After 16 hours workup of the 

reaction mixture obtained above, a black crystalline solid, 
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(Me 4 N)CVFe 3C1 3 (DMF) 3
7.2DMF was obtained. 

11.2.6 PREPARATION OF VANADIUM NITROGENASE 

The experiments were carried out with the Azotobacter 

Chroococcum strain was obtained from AFRC Unit, University 

Sussex, UK. Organisms were grown in air at 30 °C and nitrogenase 

activity was measured in cultures by following H 2  evolution as 

described by Robson et al.
25 As mentioned above, the organisms were 

grown in the medium in presence of 40 pM VOSO 4 . Cells were 

collected during the long phase, suspended in 50 mM HEPES buffer at 

pH 8.00 and disrupted by French 	pressure 	cell 	treatment. 

Nitrogenase was purified under strictly anoxic conditions and 

separated into two components by using DEAE-Sephacel ion exchange 

chromatography in 50 mM Tris-HC1 buffer pH 8.0 . Both proteins are 

then subjected to a linear NaC1 gradient (0.25-0.4 M NaC1). Ac t * 

fraction was concentrated by freeze drying method and used for our 

X-ray spectroscopic work. 

11.3 X - RAY ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS 

We describe below the apparatus used in this investigation to 

record the X - ray absorption spectra of a copper and vanadium 

their pure metallic forms, several model compounds and in a few 

biological complexes. It is to be noted here that some of the 

spectra were recorded using very high intensity X-ray source. This 

is particularly important where the concentration of the absorbing 



metal ion is very Jow. 

11.3.1 X - RAY SPECTROMETER 

Our basic X-ray spectrometer is a horizontal diffractrometer 

with attached tube stand. The major modification is an improved 

crystal (monochromator) support for optimum alignment of the 

diffracting crystal (Fig.II.1). This spectrometer is used with a 

conventional X-ray diffraction generator and tubes (W, or Cu 

target) chosen to provide a high intensity continuum in the region 

of absorption edge to be measured, while missing the intense 

characteristic lines. The spectrometer is used with a goniometer 

radius of 18.75 cm using simple set-back brackets and an X-ray tube 

takeoff angle of approximatelY 3 °  (adjusted for maximum diffracted 

intensity). The first slit is used to limit the angular divergence 

of the X-ray beam, and the Bragg-Brentano parafocussing conditions 

and slit position require the focussing slit (exit) slit to be 

approximately the same size. Between the two slits, a 

single-crystal monochromator Bragg diffracts a narrow band of the 

incident X-rays and adds its diffraction pattern to the divergence 

of the beam. The vertical divergence is limited to ± 2°  by a Soller 

slit located before the exit slit. Thus the resolution function 

depends primarily on the size of the slits and crystal diffraction 

pattern. 26 Our usual method of operation employs 0.05-mm slits 

(0.025 °divergence) in the 2e range from 15 0  to 450  and 0.1mm 

o 	 o 
(0.5 divergence) slits for angles greater then 45 with overlap as 
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Fig.II. 1 Schematic diagram of X —ray Absorption Spectrometer 
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experimentally required. Hence resolution 	power 	defined 	as 

(tane)/Le (or X/LX) is approximately 1000 - 2000. The diffracted 

intensity from the continuum operating at full recommended tube 

power is typically (1-10) x 10 3 
photons per second before passing 

through the sample. For the case of 0.05 mm slits at 2e = 45 °  and a 

LiF crystal (2d = 4.026A ° ), the energy band width, assuming a 

rectangular response function, received at the exit slit would be , 

4eV (EKE = E cote Eke), however, the intensity distribution of the 

radiation falling on the exit slit has the usual diffraction 

profile and the Rayleigh resolution criterion suggests that the 

spectrometer would be advanced in angular increments of 1/2 the 

angular width of the exit slit, i.e. A2e = 0.01 °  for 0.05 mm slits. 

The mode of operation is as follows: For each spectrometer 

position, I and I o  are measured (preset count mode) and stored on a 

floppy disk, the spectrometer is advanced to the next 2e position, 

and the sequence is repeated. A separate scalar is used to generate 

a running number for each subsequent pair (I,I 0 ). Knowledge of the 

start position and the 2e stepping increment allows calculation of 

X-ray wavelength for any data pair. The spectrometer stepping motor 

and absorber changer are activated and synchronized by the X-ray 

scalar print-out command. It was found that the mechanical accuracy 

of the absorber placement mechanism limited the precision to ' 0.3Y. 

, thus 105  photons were recorded for each I, I
o and increased 

precision to 0.1% was achieved by averaging multiple passes. The 

problem of coincidence loss in the X-ray detecting electronics was 
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corrected using the method of 	Short
27 

and 	Burbank
28

. 	If 

uncorrected, intense emission lines from X-ray tube Jeave an image 

in the data, which can be mistaken for EXAFS. 

The flanged tube stand attached to the spectrometer allowed 

the X-ray tube to be translated, rotated and inclined with respect 

to the spectrometer circle. The alignment procedure consisted of 

locating (by means of these adjustments) the most intense spot on 

the X-ray tube target so that it was directed through narrow 

aligned entrance and exit slits at 2e = 0 0  as measured by a 

protected X-ray detector. The crystal monochromator was then 

inserted and a suitable characteristic line chosen for final 

crystal adjustment. At the calculated 2e the translation, tilt and 

rotation (e) adjustments of the crystal holder were used to obtain 

peak diffracted intensity of standard line which located the 

diffracting volume of the crystal at the centre of the 

spectrometer. Further refinement of the alignment was not necessary 

if the procedure described in the section on precision and accuracy 

of the energy scale was followed. 

11.3.2 MONOCHROMATOR CRYSTALS 

The usual discussion of monochromators for X-ray spectrometers 

emphasizes high resolution with narrow crystal rocking curves and 

multicrystal spectrometers. Our requirement stresses high X-ray 

intensity at moderate resolution for good statistical accuracy of 

measured EXAFS. Although better resolution would probably show more 

details particularly near the edge, there is an inherent width 
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(".'20eV) in the EXAFS due in part to temperature smearing as well as 

lifetime broadening 29 
e.g., 1.5 eV for the Cu K edge. 

Given the flat crystal geometry, this experiment is intensity 

limited by the inherent luminosity of X-ray tube and the 

diffraction efficiency of the monochromator. A given monochromator 

has a diffractive dispersion called its "rocking curve" which is 

the angular width of the diffracted beam. When the crystal is 

exposed to a continuum of diverging radiation, it selects from the 

total flux just that angular range of wavelength AK, which is its 

rocking curve width, and diffracts a narrow band toward the exit 

slit, thus a crystal with very a narrow rocking curve will diffract 

comparatively few photons. A crystal with a wider rocking curve 

than the divergence of the slit system will smear the diffracted 
\-4 

beam over the exit slits. The optimum condition is obtained when 

the divergence of the slit system and rocking curve of 

monochromator are approximately equal. 

The efficiency of diffraction and the rocking curve width of 

diffraction crystals may be modified by appropriate treatment. 

LiF(200) and Si(220) are particularly workable crystals in this 

respect. The integrated reflection coefficient for nonpolarised 

radiation, which is the area under the crystal rocking curve, has 

been calculated as a function of wavelength for the two ext remes of 
the crystal perfection, a perfect crystal and an ideal mosaic 

crystal
30-32 . The measured values of selected and treated crystals 

are also shown
31-32

. Note that the treatment increased the photons 
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diffracted by a factor of 3. The time necessary to obtain a 

precision measurement was reduced proportionally. The treatment 

consisted of vigorous sandling on rough paper to drive dislocations 

into the crystal followed by successively finer paper to 600 grit 

to provide a smooth surface. Part of the damaged surface layer was 

then removed by an etching procedure
33 . After one minute in 

concentrated HF, a chemical polish consisting of 2-vol.Y. NH 4OH in 

H2O at 26
0 
 C with vigorous agitation was used to remove the surface 

at about 1jm/min. The crystal was checked repeatedly until rocking 

curve width narrowed to that of the desired slit size. we have used 

similar techniques with Si and quartz crystals with some success. 

11.3.3 PREPARATION OF ABSORBERS 

The absorbers were prepared in a variety of ways, malleable 

metals were rolled (2-5 pm); some materials were evaporated onto 

mylar or thin Al foil, soluble materials were dissolved and then 

absorbed and dried on a_filter paper, many materials were ground to 

pass 400 mesh, mixed with a vacuum grease and then cast on a smooth 

substrate. When dry, the casts were sandwiched between thin 

transparent adhesive tapes for support and attached to the sample 

holder. For liquid samples, a rectangular sample holder having 

mylar windows was made. The optimum absorber thickness considering 

contrast, measurement time, and primarily the coincidence counting 

error problem, was attained when I/1 0  " 1/3 on the high absorption 

side of the edge. For experiments in which the element of interest 
A 

524 
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was very dilute, thickness was used such that I/I 0  ' 1/10. For 

example, with this thickness a satisfactory K absorption pattern of 

copper-zinc superoxide dismutase was obtained in 15 passes. For 

liquid samples, a rectangular sample holder having mylar windows 

was made. 

11.3.4 PRECISION AND ACCURACY OF THE ENERGY SCALE 

The kinetic energy of the ejected photoelectrons E must be 

established accurately in order to evaluate the natural EXAFS 

variable k. For every experiment, characteristic and/or impurity 

lines from the X-ray tube occurred and were used as standard 

rHference points to calculate an effective lattice constant for the 

monochromator to establish the energy scale at the accuracy to 

which they were known
34 . Many elements were present as an 

impurities on the X- ray tube anode; W, Cu, Ni, Fe, and Mn are 

usually present, plus the characteristic line from the primary 

anode element in multiple orders of diffraction. Replicate 

experiments established a precision of a = 75 ppm (- 0.7 eV at the 

Cu K edge) as compared to 40 ppm typical calibration lines. By 

using the calibration lines to calculate the lattice constant for 

every set of data, the requirement was removed for corrections 

involving the diffraction process in the monochromator crystal such 

as a temperature correction, Lorentz-polarization correction, 

refraction and various errors due to misalignment. The value of E 

associated with each data pair was calculated from35 

55- 
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E = 12398.52/2dsine eV 	 (II.1) 

The data collected from the EXAFS apparatus consisted of the time 

to collect a preset number of counts with the absorber in (T) and 

out (T
o
) of the spectrometer. 

The preliminary data processing program mentioned in Chapter 

III tabulated the initial data and calculated the X-ray energy, the 

kinetic energy of photoelectron, and the total absorption. All the 

other details are given in Chapter III. 

11.4 OTHER MEASUREMENTS 

In addition to X-ray absorption spectroscopic technique, we 

have also employed four more techniques, X-ray Photoelectron 

Spectroscopy (XPS), Infrared (IR) spectroscopy , Electron Spin 

Resonance (ESR) spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction (XRD) for the 

characterization of a few important copper compounds. A brief 

description is given in the following few paragraphs about the 

measurements carried out using these techniques. 

Infrared spectra were recorded on a PYE UNICAM SP 1100 double 

beam infrared spectroMeter. The spectra of the samples were taken 

as mulls in Nujol and Fluorolube in the range 4000 cm
-1 

- 400 cm
-1

. 

X-ray photoelectron spectra of powdered copper samples were 

recorded using an ESCA 3 Mark-II spectrometer of VG Scientific 

Limited, UK, fitted with a sample preparation chamber. The 

frn 
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operating vacuum in the chamber was 10
-10  torr. This chamber was 

fitted with an argon ion gun and a quadrupole mass spectrometer. 

The radiation employed was Al K a 
(1486.6 eV). The spectrometer was 

calibrated with reference to the binding energy of Au (4f 712
) at 

83.7 eV. 

ESR measurements were made on a Varian E-13 spectrometer with 

a variable temperature arrangement and capability for modulation at 

100 kH z 
, alteratively and simultaneously, at lower frequencies. 

Magnetic field positions were determined using diphenylpicryl 

hydrazide as the internal standard. The instrument settings for 

copper samples investigated in this work were : microwave frequency 

9.118 GH
z
, microwave power 50 mW , modulation amplitude 0.63 G , 

time constant 1 s and temperature -196 °C and scanning time for 

each sample 9 min. The uncertainty in the g values is estimated to 

be ± 0.004. 

All the samples prepared in the laboratory were investigated 

by powder X-ray diffraction technique using an automated Rigaku 

DMAX II-C X-ray diffractometer with Cu Ka  radiation generated at 40 

kV and 20 mA. X-ray diffraction patterns were collected at scan 

speeds of 1 degree per minute. The observed relative intensities of 

Bragg peaks and the corresponding d-values of our compounds agree 

very well with those repor .ted in JCPDS data files. It may be 

noted here that before carrying out X-ray diffraction analysis, the 

compositions of the compounds synthesized were determined by 

chemical analysis using standard methods 36 . 
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TABLE 11.1. CRYSTAL AND DETECTOR ANGLES FOR COPPER f —ABSORPTION EDGES 

Edge Wavelength 
	

Energy 	Crystal Interplanar 	Crystal 
	

Detector 

X in A ° 
	

in eV 	plane 	distance 	angle 	 angle 

2d in A°  

CuK 	1.38905 	8980.5 	Si(111) 6.276 	 12.787° 	25.574° 

	

(12°47 13 ) 	(25°34 . 26) 

	

Si(220) 3.825 	 21.294° 	42.588°  

	

(21 ° 17 37 ) 	(42°35 15 	) 

	

S1(311) 3.276 	 25.088° 	50.176
o 

	

(25 °0516 ') 	(50° 10 32 	) 

	

Si(400) 2.715 	 30.772° 	61.544
o 

o 

	

(30
o
46 18 ) 	(61 32 37 ) 



TABLE 11.2. CRYSTAL AND DETECTOR ANGLES FOR VANADIUM K-ABSORPTION EDGES 

Edge Wavelength 
	

Energy 	Crystal Interplanar 
	

Crystal 
	

Detector 

X in Ao 
	

in eV 	plane 	distance 
	

angle 
	

angle 

2d in A° 

V K 	2.2691 
	

5463.9 	Si(111) 6.276 
	

21.195 ° 
	

42.391 ° 

Si(220) 3.825 

Si(311) 	3.276 

Si(400) 	2.715 

(21 ° 11 43 ) 	(42°23 27) 

36.386° 72.773° 

(36° 23 11 	) 	(72°46 22 ) 

43.839° 87.679°  

(43
o
50 23 ) 	(87°40 46 ) 

56.695° 113.391 ° 

(56°41 43 ) 	(113°23 27 	) 
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NUMERICAL METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN 
X - RAY ABSORPTION DATA ANALYSIS 



III.1 INTRODUCTION 

The shape of the extended X-ray absorption fine structure 

(EXAFS) spectrum of a compound is determined by the arrangement of 

atoms in the immediate vicinity (within - 5Ao ) of the absorbing 

atom. Factors affecting its profile include number and kind of 

neighbouring atoms as well as their distance from the absorber. The 

goal of EXAFS data analysis is to extract this structural 

information. Empirical methods of doing this kind of analysis have 

been described in literature. These methods generally involve the 

numerical techniques of Fourier transform and curve fitting 1-3 
• 

111.2 ORIGIN OF DATA 

The data analyzed in this thesis were collected in the 

in-house EXAFS laboratory. Details about the source of X - rays as 

well as the experimental equipment and setup are given in Chapter 

II . Briefly, X - rays emitted from the rotating anode X - ray 

generator or a conventional X-ray tube are monochromated by a 

Johnsson type bent or a flat silicon crystal. The monochromated 

beam passes through the first detector and then through the sample. 

The transmitted X-rays are then detected by another detector. Even 

one detector can be used by moving the sample in and out of the 

X-ray beam. The voltage pulses produced are fed into a digital 

scalar and counted for a given length of time, the number of counts 

per unit time being directly proportional to the number of photons 

entering into the detector. With the sample between the two 

detectors, the ratio of counts from the first and second detector 

63 
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gives I
o /I. The logarithm of this value is proportional to the 

absorption coefficient p . As a spectrum is measured, (I
o
/I) is 

recorded as a function of monochromator crystal position. The 

crystal is mounted on a goniometer driven by a stepping motor, so 

that monochromator steps are proportional to the incident angle of 

the X - ray beam on the crystal face. The data to be analyzed, 

then, is originally in the form of monochromator steps vs 1 0  / I . 

111.3 COMPUTER SYSTEM AND DATA FILES 

X - ray absorption data in this work were analyzed on a 

Rigaku computer with an operating system convenient for using 

interactive programs. The computer system is equipped with a dot 

matrix printer and an XY plotter which is used extensively to plot 

the data at each step of the analysis. Data are stored in file on 

floppy disk. The file format is standardized for all files so that 

anv analysis program can process data from any file. At the top of 

each file is a space devoted to a brief description of the 

processing done on the data in the file. Each program prompts the 

experimentalist to supply some information about the way the 

program is run, and this information is added to the "development" 

space of the file being processed. This is very convenient for 

keeping a record of the analysis done on any given data set. 

111.4 ANALYSIS PROGRAMS 

Programs making up the X - ray absorption spectral analysis 

package (XASAP) can be divided roughly into five groups. The first 

4L, 
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• 

group contains the preliminary processing programs which calibrate 

the data to the appropriate energy scale and also provide means for 

removing glitches and smoothing the data. The second group of 

programs subtracts the background leaving only the fine structure. 

Fourier transform and Fourier filter program make up the third 

group. Programs in the fourth group fit parameterized versions of 

theoretical equations to the data. The last group 	contains 

generally useful programs which average data, 	list it, plot it, 

scale it, etc. Numerical aspects of these programs will be briefly 

discussed in the remainder of this chapter. 

111.5 POLYNOMIAL FITTING 

Most of the preliminary data processing programs use a 

polynomial fit. The polynomial coefficients in the equation 

Y = C0
+ C

l
X 	C2

X
2 

C.3 X 3 (III.la) 

are calculated
4 by solving the following matrix equation for the 

• 
• •

 • 
• 
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• 

Here N is the number of data points, and the sums are over all the 

data points. The solution is obtained by Gauss elimination and back 

substitution, employing the optimum pivot point obtained by row 

exchanges during the elimination s . Whenever the polynomial routine 

is used, polynomial order and fitting ranges are specified by the 

experimentalist. 

111.6 PRELIMINARY PROCESSING 

111.6.1 DEGLITCHING 

The stored data are plotted and examined for glitches and 

faults. Glitches are most commonly due to spurious X - ray beam 

output by the monochromator from other Bragg reflection planes• 

Spurious beams may cause glitches in the data by either moving 

across the main beam as the crystal is rotated, or by the main beam 

losing intensity to the spurious beam. These monochromator glitches 

are seldom more than a couple of eV wide. They always come at the 

same energy since the Bragg reflection planes in the crystal are 

always in the same place. Other glitches in the data may be due to 

such things as something bumping the metal hutch in which the 

experiment is run, a sudden electrical power fluctuation in the 

building which affects the apparatus, or loss of a data bit 

somewhere in the long chain of data transfers. Glitches are removed 

by fitting a polynomial to regions of the data on both sides of the 

glitch and the fitted value replaces the glitch with polynomial 

values. 
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111.6.2 DEFAULTING 

A fault may be produced in the data by a sudden permanent 

decrease in the X - ray photon flux. This may be due to a sudden 

loss of some current in the generator. Because of the non-linear 

response of the detectors, the values of I o /I before the sudden 

change are not consistent with those after it even though the data 

may be perfectly good on both sides. The general effect on the data 

is to shift I 
o
/I after the fault to either higher or lower values 

•  

by some constant amount. Polynomials are fitted to the data on both 

sides of the fault, and the difference in the two polynomials at 

the point of the fault is found and then the difference is 

subtracted from all the data after the fault. 

111.6.3 SMOOTHING 

There is always some noise in the data, and the signal to 

noise ratio decreases as the energy increases and the EXAFS 

oscillations die away. Smoothing the data at a point involves using 

for the value at that point some kind of weighted average of data 

points in its vicinity. A computer program is written for smoothing 

process. It provides a polynomial weighting by fitting a polynomial 

to a range of data points around the point of interest and using as 

the smoothed value the value of the polynomial at thai point. 

Smoothing can also be done by Gaussian weighting of the points 

around the point of interest. 
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111.7 ENERGY CALIBRATION 

In order to assign energy values to monochromator steps, 

generally the spectrum of a standard is measured which has some 

feature at a known energy. Often this standard is a metal foil. For 

EXAFS experiments on copper compounds, for example, it is 

convenient to do the energy calibration using copper foil whose K 

absorption edge comes at 8980.3 eV
7
. In order to more easily 

determine the monochromator step at which various features occur in 

the calibration data, the fIrst and second derivatives of spectrum 

in the vicinity of the edge as a function of monochromator step are 

calculated and plotted. From the derivatives ,  it is easy to 

determine where these derivative curves cross the X axis 

indicating the positions of the peaks and inflection points. To 

calculate the derivatives, a polynomial is fitted over a small 

range around each point and then differentiated at that point. Axis 

crossing locations are calculated by linear interpolation between 

two adjacent points on opposite sides of the axis. 

After an energy E is assigned to a certain monochromator step 

S at some point of calibration, the rest of the monochromator 

steps in the data set can be assigned energies by the following 

equation 

he 
E 

	

	 (III.2) 
X 

where h is Planck's constant, c the speed of light, and X the X-ray 
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wavelength. 	X is given by Bragg 	equation 

X 	= 	2d sin e (111.3) 

where d is 	the distance 	between diffraction planes in the crystal 

and 0 is the 	angle of 	incidence of 	the 	X-ray beam on the planes. 

e 	, the angle 	at 	the point 	of 	calibration, 

Op 	= 	arcsin 
2CE 

is calculated by 

(111.4) 
II 

P 

Since monochromator steps are directly proportional to the angle 

change, 	the 	angle 	0 	for 	a 	given 	monochromator 	step can 	be 

calculated by 

0 = 	Op + m ( S - S 	) 	 (III.5) 
p 

where m is the amount of angle change per step. Combining equations 

(2), (3) and (5) we obtain a relation which has energy as a 

function of monochromator step 

he 
E -  	 (III.6) 

2d sin[09 +m(S-S) 
p 	 p 

III.8 BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION 

The absorption coefficient modulation due to a set of N atoms 



exp(-2a2 k
2  ) sin E2kR + 0(k)] (III.7) 

P 
	 If(k,n)I 

N 	 
kR

2 x 

at a distance R from the absorber can be described by 
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4 

where i  is the observed absorption coefficient and 'Jo  is the 

absorption coefficient without modulations due to neighbouring 

atoms, I f(k,n) I is the backscattering amplitude for the 

photoelectron from the neighbouring atoms, and a2  is the mean-

squared fluctuation in R similar to a Debye-Waller factor for a 

crystal. k is the magnitude of the wave vector of the photoelectron 

and 0(k) is the phase experienced by the photoelectron due to the 

Coulomb potential of the ionized atom which it leaves and also the 

potential it feels in the vicinity of the.backscattering atoms. A 

separate modulation or a wave in the absorption coefficient is 

produced by each set or "shell" of atoms at approximately the same 

distance R from the absorber. The observed absorption fine 

structure results from the sum of waves from the various shells. 

Two methods have been used in this analysis for arriving at 

the value of ( i  -p0 )/ . In the first method, a preliminary step 

involves extrapolating the pre-edge portion of the spectrum over 

the entire data range and subtracting it. This procedure is 

intended to get rid of all the absorption due to other atoms in the 

sample as well as absorption due to other electron shells of the 

absorbing atom leaving only the K absorption of the absorbing atoms 

with its fine structure. A polynomial is fitted to the pre-edge 
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portion of the data. This polynomial is extrapolated over the whole 

range of data and is subtracted from this data range. Optionally 

the polynomial is fitted as a function of inverse powers of energy, 

which may be convenient since it has been observed that a good 

empirical form for the X - ray absorption spectrum at energies well 

above an absorption edge is the "Victoreen" equation. 

C X
3 

+ D X
4 	

(III.8) 

After this pre-edge subtraction, a curve is fitted through the 

centre of the EXAFS oscillations. This curve is assumed to be the 

curve for NO  and is subtracted from the data, and then the 

difference is divided by it. 

The second method of obtaining 	(1.1-1.1 0 )410  involves 	no 

preliminary pre-edge subtraction. A curve is fitted through the 

centre of the EXAFS oscillations and is then subtracted from the 

data to give (p-p0 ). At the edge, NO  is taken as the the difference 

between the value of fitted curve and the lowest point below the 

edge. The value of NO  is decreased linearly as a function of energy 

Ar  
above the edge. The rate of decrease is determined by the type of 

absorbing atoms. For example, NO 
 for copper at 1000 eV above the 

edge is about 0.75 of its value at the edge.
11  The value of (pi - NO ) 

is then divided by this linearly decreasing value of The The rate 

of decrease is specified by the experimentalist. 

111.9 WAVE VECTOR 

-4 	 The magnitude of the photoelectron wave vector is calculated 

from energy using the relation 



k = 	2m / h
2 

(E - E
o 

) 

where E
0 
 is the zero of energy for the photoelectrons of interest. 

The actual number for (2m / h2 ) is 0.262467 eV-1 . 

III.10 FOURIER TRANSFORM AND FOURIER FILTERING 

The theoretical form of the EXAFS oscillations given in 

equation (III.7) shows them to be sinusoidal with the distance to 

neighbouring atoms determining the frequency. Generally there are 

several atoms in the immediate vicinity (< 5 A o
) of the central 

absorbing atom. In many.cases, the nearest neighbouring atoms are 

A all at about the same distance from the central atom and form a 

"first shell" of atoms around it. The backscattering effects from 

these first shell atoms sum together to give one oscillation in the 

fine structure spectrum corresponding to their average distance. 

Second nearest neighbours may form a second shell and produce a 

second oscillation which is added to the first and so forth. Since 

second nearest neighbours are farther away, the frequency of 

oscillation they produce is higher and its amplitude is less. 

Frequency information can be extracted from data numerically 

by Fourier transform.1,2  The transform has a real and an imaginary 

component as a function of frequency, the modulus of which shows a 

peak at those frequencies corresponding to the frequencies of the 

oscillations that make up the original data. The transform of a 

el 
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(III.11) 

function f(x) is defined as 

a 

1. (R) = 	f(x) exp(2nixR) dx 
	

(III.10) 

-a 

The function exp (2nixR) can be written in terms of a sine and 

cosine function and is equivalent to cos(2nxR) + i sin(2nxR). The 

data is multiplied by the appropriate sine or cosine function and 

then integration by Simpson's rule is performed. The values of real 

and imaginary components of the transform are given by 

k
f 

Imag 	inc  

2R 
Inc  0 

x (k) k 	sin(2nR. 	
k) dk 

inc 
(III.12) 

i 

Here n is an integer , R . 
	
is the distance between points in the 

transform, and k. and k f  define the k range over which the data 

x(k) is transformed. The data is multiplied by the factor k l?  where 

0 is usually 3. This is done so that the amplitude of the EXAFS 

oscillations will be roughly constant over the transform range. 

Fa 
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Using this k
3 factor makes the transform less sensitive to the 

value of k. and also weights less in the low energy portion of the 

spectrum where the theoretical function is not as good a 

description.
2 The normalization factor 2R inc

In is such that the 

real and imaginary components of the transform are the sine and 

cosine coefficients needed to reconstruct the original data from a 

Fourier series of the form 

0 
x(k ) = Z[lReal 

(2nR inc
)cos(2nR

inc
k )-14

Imag 
(nR

inc
)sin(2nR

inc
k) 	/ k 

(III.13) 

This is convenient for Fourier filtering the data. Peaks of 

interest in transform are chosen by specifying the range in which 

they lie. All the rest of the Real 
and

Imag 
are zeroed, and data 

in k space is then reconstructed using the Fourier series which has 

only components from the chosen frequency range in it. 

If the phase shift 0(k) is assumed to be of the linear form 

0(k) = A
o + A l  k (III.14) 

then peaks in a standard Fourier transform of EXAFS data would 

correspond to frequency components as a function of 2R + A l  . For 

convenience, the factor of 2 is included in the sine and cosine 

arguments of equations (III.12) and (III.13) so that 
.1Real 

and 

Imag 
calculated in the Fourier transform pro ram are functions of 
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R + A 1 /2 . These two components as well as the modulus of the 

transform given by 

2 	2 4.
Modi nc 

(R 	) = 1//
Real 

+
Imag 

(III.15) 

are plotted as a function of R. 

III.11 SIMPSON'S RULE INTEGRATION 

The Simpson's rule integration used in Fourier transform does 

not require equally spaced points. The general formula for the 

approximation to the integral can be derived by using the Lagrange 

interpolation formula 12 to write the polynomial passing through 3 

point (x 1 ,  y1' ) (x
2' y2' 

) and (x
3
,y

3
), 

(x-x 2 )(x-x 3 ) 	 (x-x 1 )(x-x 3 ) 	 (x-x 1 )x-x 2 ) 

	  Yl   Y2 + 
	  

(x
1
-x

2
)(x 1 -x 3 ) 	(x2-x 1 )(x 2-x 3 ) 	(x3-x 1 )(x 3-x 2

) Y3  

(III.16) 

and then integrating f(x) from x 1  to x 3. The result yields 

x
3 

ff(x)dx = 	
x 3  -x 1 	[ 

6 	
3 1 	] 

Y1 	
3 1  

Y2 
J 	 (x2-x 1 ) 	 (x2

-x 1 )(x 3-x 2
) 

(x -x ) 	 (x -x )
2 
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(III.17) 
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111.12 GAUSSIAN WINDOW 

The experimental data is optionally tapered to zero on the 

ends of the data•set by multiplying the data set by a window 

function with Gaussian ends as shown in Fig.III.1. The value 

width/2 is specified by the experimentalist and is the distance 

from the Gaussian maximum of 1 to the point where the value of 

Gaussian function is 0.01. Multiplying two functions together in k 

space has the effect of convoluting the transforms of two function 

in R space1 3  The Fourier transform of a Gaussian function is 

another GaW=1Zi8N4 Z" this procedure has an effect ..7;lmilaP tP 

smoothing the transformed data with a Gaussian weighting function. 

111.13 NONLINEAR TRANSFORM 

The computer 	program 	written 	to 	carry 	out 	Fourier 

transformation, has the option of adding a cl< 13  term to the sine and 

cosine arguments of equations (III.12) and (III.13) to account for 

non linearity of the phase shift. For example, the real component 

would be 

2R . 

Inc 
x 	1J3  cos (2nR. 	c k (nR 	) 	 0 ) dk Real 	Inc 	 Inc 

k. 
1 

k
f 

(111.1e) 
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Fig. Ia. 1 	Window function with Gaussian ends 



111.14 NON - LINEAR CURVE FITTING 

The theoretical EXAFS function given by equation 	(II1.7) can 

be parameterized to give a function which can be fitted to the data 

by least-squares adjustment of the parameters. The form of fitting 

function needs to be such as to provide the best fit possible to 

both the amplitude and the phase of the data by adjusting the 

smallest possible number of parameters. It should also be flexible 

enough to be usable for fitting spectra from a variety of 

compounds. The parameterized function used in our XASAP program is 

given by 

2 C
2
k  

n
2 

x(k) = C
1 	

Z sin ( C
4 

+ C
5
k +C

6
k 1+  C

7
/k ) 

C 3 

(III.19) 

Here C
1 
- C

7 
are parameters that can be adjusted by general 

optimization program written for this purpose. Z is a theoretical 

amplitude as a function of k which may be used as a constant and 

is not adjusted. It is set to 1 when no theoretical amplitude is 

input. n 1  and n
2 
are integers specified by user and are also not 

adjusted. In cases where data to be fitted contain more than one 

frequency component, the fitting function is given by a sum of 

functions of the form in the equation (111.19) 

111.15 EDGE ADJUSTMENT 

If the phase shift is known for the EXAFS oscillations from a 

431 
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theoretical calculation or from some . empirical result, 	it may be 

convenient to adjust the energy of E o  in the fit rather than the 

parameter C 4 
from the equation (111.19). This can be done in the 

fitting scheme by adjusting the k value of each data point. How to 

change the value of Eo  by AE and find new k value, given the old k 

value,,can be shown in the following derivation: 

2 k
old 

- 	 (E - E
o

) 	 (III.20) 
h
2 

2m 
k
new 

- 	 CE - ( E
o
+ AE) 

h
2 

2m 	 2m 	 2m 
	(E - E

o
) - 	AE 	- k

2 
old 

h
2 
	AE 

h2 	 h
2  

i.e. 

2 	
2m 

k
new 	old - 

h2 
AE  (III.21) 

It is possible to. adjust the value of AE in the fit along with the 

other adjustable parameters. 

111.15 MINIMIZATION TECHNIQUE 

Fits are done by minimizing the following function 

2m 



F = 
	 E ki3 

(xexpt— 
 x )

2
] / 	N 	

(111.22) 

where 
xexpt 

is the Fourier filtered EXAFS data, x is 	the 

parameterized function (III.19), N is the number of data points in 

the fit, and the sum is over this number of data points. The power 

0 is specified by the programmer and is usually 6. F is a measure 

of the goodness of fit and is lower for a better fit. An 

optimization technique similar to that of Rosenbrock
14-16 

 is used 

for this kind of fitting. Each step in the optimization performs a 

search for a lower value of function (111.22) in n independent 

directions in "adjustable parameter space", n being the number of 

adjustable parameters. In the initial step, each parameter 

individually has a specified value D added to it, after which the 

function is evaluated and tested to see if it is lower than the 

original function value. If it is not, D is subtracted from the 

parameter and the function reevaluated and tested. If no value is 

found in these two attempts, D is decreased to 1/8 of its original 

value and two similar attempts are made. If a lower function value 

is found in one of these attempts, the parameter is reset 

accordingly, D is doubled, and a new attempt is made in the same 

direction. If the initial four attempts are unsuccessful, the 

program goes to the next parameter. At the first unsuccessful 

attempt after a successful one, D is cut to 1/8 of its current 

value, and if the next two attempts fail, the program also goes on 

to the next parameter. Before making attempts with the next 

ea 
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parameter, D is reset to its initial 	value. 	At the end of a 

complete step, this initial value is doubled if attempts on any of 

the parameters were successful without cutting D by 1/8. The 

initial value is cut in half if none of the attempts were 

successful without decreasing D. The program stops when this 

initial value reaches 10
-8

. After a fit is completed, the standard 

deviations of the adjusted parameters are calculated. 

Now the curve fitting procedure for determining the distance R 

to a shell of atoms in an unknown compound is as follows 15-18 

EXAFS data from a "standard" compound whose crystal structure is 

known is fitted with equation (III.19) by adjusting all seven 

parameters using the optimization program. The standard parameters 

C2  , C3  ,-C4  , C6  and C7  are then used as fixed constants in 

fitting equation (III.19) to data from the unknown compound by 

adjusting only C 1  and C 5 . If the phase shift Oas (k) is assumed to 

have the form 0
as  (k) = Ao + A l

k + A
2k 2 + A3 /k

3 
, then comparison of 

the theoretical equation (III.7) with the parameterized equation 

(III.19) shows that C
5 = 2R + A l  . The phase shift parameter A l  is 

determined from the standard fit since R is known, and then A
l is 

used to calculate R from the fit of the unknown. After determining 

R for the unknown, the number of atoms N can be estimated by 

C 1 R s
2 

	

N = N
s 

C
lsR2 

	 (111.23) 

where N, R, and C
1 refer to the unknown and N

s 
 , R

s 
 and C

ls 
refer 
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to the standard. The factor R 2 /R2  accounts for the 1/R 2 
dependence 

of the EXAFS amplitude. 

The phase 	shift 	0 as (k) 	is 	different 	for 	different 

absorber-backscatterer pairs. This difference is mostly a constant 

difference rather than a difference in slope of Oas (k). If the 

difference in Oas (k) for Cu-X and Cu-Y waves is closer to n radians 

than to 0 or 2n , then fitting Cu-X standard parameters to a wave 

produced by Y atoms would yield a negative amplitude, which would 

indicate the use of wrong parameters. If the difference in O as (k) 

.is closer to 0 or 2n than to n , fitting wrong parameters would 

give a positive amplitude, but the overall fit would not be as good 

as a fit using a correct amplitude and phase standards. If the 

difference were very close to 0 or 2n , the wrong parameters would 

give a reasonable fit of the phase and predict a distance R close 

to the one predicted by using the right parameters. However, the 

fit would still be worst because the amplitude would not be fitted 

as well as with the correct standards. This provides a valuable 

means of determining the type of atoms in a shell. 

111.20 FOURIER TRANSFORM PARAMETER DETERMINATION 

Cramer et al
16 
 and Singh et al

19  have proposed a simple method 

based on Fourier transform for the determination of bond distances 

and coordination numbers in compounds. The advantage of this method 

is that a relatively less amount of computer time is required to 

compute these local structure parameters as compared to the large 

computing time required for curve-fit the Fourier filtered spectra. 
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In this method, the important quantities to be determined from the 

transforms of model compound spectra are 1) the effective phase 

shift constant A *  andand (2) the effective per atom magnitude M 
a - S 

The effective phase shift constant is simply the difference between 

the observed Fourier transform peak position and the known 

absorber-scatterer distance, while the per atom magnitude is the 

observed peak height normalized to the number of scatterers and 

their distance : 

A
a-s 

= R
a-s 

 - R
obs 
	 (111.23) 

2 
M
obs 

 . R
a-s 

a- s 	 N
s 

(111.24) 

Once these parameters have been obtained from known structures, 

they can be used to predict structures from the Fourier Transforms 

of unknown spectra through simple inversions of these relations : 

R
a-s = R

obs + A a - S 

R 2 
	Mobs obs N

s 
-

M  
a- s 

(111.25) 

(111.26) 

Chetal et al 20 
have used this method to extract Gd-O bond distances 

and near neighbours of Gd in gadolinium compounds. Singh et al 19 

have determined the coordination numbers and bond distances in 

Chromia-gels at different temperatures. Cramer et al 16 have 
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. 

obtained these local structure parameters in several molybdenum 

complexes by analyzing the Fourier spectra of Mo K-edge EXAFS. 

The procedures outlined above for the determination of local 

structural parameters from EXAFS spectra can be summarized in a 

flow chart like that shown in Fig. 111.2. 

or 

k 

-4 

4 
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Fig. 111.2. Flow chart representing a systematic procedure for the determination 

of local structure of unknown material from the background subtracted 

and normalized EXAFS spectrum. 
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IV.1. INTRODUCTION 

X-ray absorption spectrum has traditionally been divided into 

a low energy region-the so-called X-ray absorption near edge 

structure (XANES), in which the transitions are to bound states
1-3 

and a high energy region-the so-called extended X-ray absorption 

fine structure (EXAFS), where the transitions are to free electron 

states
4-5

. Recently, as mentioned in Chapter I, high intensity 

X-ray sources have become available whose intensities are about 10
5 

times higher than those previously available. This results in 

improved signal to noise ratios, which allow meaningful 

measurements to be made even on dilute systems
5-6 

In this Chapter we present our measurements, made with X-rays 

from Rigaku X-ray generator, on K X-ray absorption spectra of 

copper proteins and several model copper compounds. The model 

compounds which we have studied in the present work are Cu 20, CuCl, 

CuBr, Cul, CuCN, CuO, CuF 2,  KCuF3, Cs2CuC14'  CuBr2,  CuCr2
0
4' 

(pyridine N-oxide) copper(II) tetrafluoroborate, (C 5 H5 N0) 4Cu(BF4 ) 2 , 

CuSe0
3'

2H
2
0, copper acetate monohydrate, Cu(CH

3
COO)

2
.H

2
0, anhydrous 

copper propionate, Cu(CH
3
CH

2
COO)

2 , 
copper(II) citrate dihydrate, 

Cu20C(CH2COO) 2C00.2H 20
' 
anhydrous copper formate, Cu(HCOO) 2, copper 

benzoate trihydrate, coppe'r salicylate tetrahydrate, copper(II) 

acetylacetonate, Cu(acac)
2' 

Mg-Cu-glucuronate, Ba-Cu- glucuronate, 

Ba-Cu-galacturonate, copper(II) tetraamine sulphate monohydrate, 

Cu(NH)
4SO.H20 ' tetrakis(imidazole) copper nitrate, 

Cu(C
3
H
4
N
2
)(NO

3
)
2 

, 	tetrakis(imidazole) copper(II) perchlorate, 
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Cu(C
3
H
4
N
2 ) 4 (C10

4
)
2 
	, 	tetrakis(imidazole) 	copper(II) 	dichloride, 

Cu(C
3
H
4
N
2

)
4
C1

2 tetrakis(imidazole) copper(II) di iodide, 

Cu(C3H 4 N 2
)
4

I
2 ' copper trimethylimidazole chlorate, copper(II) 

phthalocyanine, CuC
32

H
16

N
16' copper diethyl dithiocarbamate, 

Cu(et
2
dtc)

2 ' copper diisopropyl dithiocarbamate, Cu(ipr 2dtc) 2 , 

KCu(biuret) 2 , Ba 4NaCu0 4 (CO3 ) 2  . The biological complexes include a 

copper complex formed from the slime of pseudomonas aeruginosa, 

CuPA, copper tetraphenyl porphirin, CuTPP, copper-zinc superoxide 

dismutase, Cu 2 Zn 2SOD and cobalt-substituted derivative of the 

native enzjime,Cu 2Co2SOD . Transitions from the is to the 3d, 4s and 

4p states, in the model compounds have been assigned to different 

spectral features on the basis of atomic model of Shulman et a1
7 

and others 
 

IV.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to determine the energy positions of various features 

in the X-ray absorption edge spectra of copper complex formed from 

pseudomonas aeruginosa, copper tetraphenyl porphirin, copper-zinc 

superoxide dismutase and some model compounds, first and second 

derivative curves were calculated by fitting a third-order 

polynomial around each point of interest over a total range of 

about 2 eV and differentiating the polynomial. For plotting 

purpose, a straight line was fitted over the range 8970 - 8990 eV 

and then extrapolated and subtracted from the entire spectrum for 

the copper edges in the compounds and complexes in order to 
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eliminate the steep background due to absorption by all the other 

atoms in the sample. 

IV.3 ASSIGNMENT OF ELECTRONIC TRANSITIONS 

Before 	discussing 	our 	results 	of 	X-ray 	absorption 

measurements, it would be interesting to mention here that in the 

case of X-ray absorption spectra of transition metal compounds 

studied by various authors
12-20

, the .K absorption edges exhibit a 

weak low-energy peak at the threshold followed by a shoulder on a 

rising absorption curve that culminates in a strong peak. Through 

an examination of a series of cubic perovskites of first-row 

transition metals, KMF 3  ( where M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Zn ), 

Shulman et al l assigned the lowest energy features in such edges as 

is 3d transitions, the intermediate feature as a is 4 4s 

transition, and the dominant peak as is 4p transition. It is 

observed by these authors that the experimentally measured energies 

of these features agree rather well with the spectroscopic energy 

levels of the Z+1 (where Z is an atomic number) ions. Similar 

assignments have been made previously by other authors
B-11 

In Table IV.1 are given the relevant structural parameters for 

compounds on which crystrallographic data are available
21-48 

Figs.IV.1 - 3 show plots of K - absorption edges for several 

representative copper compounds with copper ions in 1
+
, 2

+
, 3

+ 

states. In Fig.IV.4 and FigIV.5 are given the K-absorption spectra 

of biological complexes and structurally related complexes. For 
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Cu(II) compounds, peak assignments may be made according to 

analogous assignments for other transition metal compounds as 

discussed above. The small pre-edge peak at about 8977.5 eV is due 

to a is 4 3d transition. This transition is forbidden by selection 

'rule for an isolated atoms and is believed to be allowed, albeit, 

weakly by vibrational disorder of symmetry of Cu binding sites. The 

next major rise in the spectrum appearing as either a peak or a 

shoulder, is attributed to the forbidden is 4 4s transition, which 

is assumed to be made allowed by mixing of 4p orbitals with 4s. The 

strong peak in the spectra arises from the allowed is 4 4p 

transition, superimposed upon the rapidly rising continuum 

absorption. The consistency of the position of the peaks due to the 

is 4 3d transition is noteworthy. The energies of is 4 4s and is 4 

4p transitions show a similar behaviour. Energy of these three 

electronic transitions for Cu
2+ 

compounds are listed in Table IV.2. 

The energy range for the is 4 3d transition is 8978.5 - 8979.7 eV 

with an average of 8979.3 eV. The standard deviation of this 

average for the variety of Cu
2+ 

compounds studied is only 0.4 eV. 

The energy range for is 4 4s transition is 8983.1 - 8985.5 eV with 

an average of 8985.4 eV and a standard deviation of 1.4' eV. The 

average energy for is 4 4p transition is 8998.5 ± 0.5 eV. The other 

peaks on the low-energy side of the strong absorption maximum 

observed only in the spectra recorded using synchrotron radiation 

or radiation from rotating anode X-ray generator have not been 

assigned any transition by researchers since their origin may be 
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different. 

Absorption edges for a few Cu
1+ 

compounds are shown in 

Fig.IV.1. The first peak which appears as a shoulder in the 

spectrum of Cu
1+ 

compounds is attributed to a is 4 4s transition. 

The is 4 4s transition of Cu
1+ 

compounds comes at lower energy than 

for Cu
2+ 

compounds as clearly seen in F g.IV.1 in the case of CuBr 

and CuBr
2
. The energy range of the is 4 4s transition for Cu

1+ 

compounds is 8982.9- 8984.0 eV with an average of 8983.7 eV. This 

does not overlap at all with either the is 4 3d or is 4 4p range 

observed for Cu
2+
compounds we studied , thus providing a clear 

distinction between the edge spectra of the compounds with copper 

in the two different oxidation states. It is also important to 

note that there is no evidence of any is 4 3d transition in the 

spectra of Cu
1+ 

compounds, which is consistent with•the fact that 

Cu
1+ 
 has a 3d

10 
 configuration. This provides another definite 

distinction between Cu
1+ 

and Cu
2+ 

spectra. In the case of CuCN, 

though the peak corresponding to is 4s transition appears in the 

range of 8981.4 - 8982.6 eV, it is very sharp. This could be due to 

the complex unknown structure of this compounds
23

. 

The differences in the spectra of compounds with copper in the 

2+ and 3
+ 

states are very small compared to the differences 

between the spectra of Cu
1+ 

and Cu
2+ 

compounds. Potassium copper 

(III) biuret shows a pre-edge transition at 8978.4 eVwhich is about 

0.9 eV less than that of the Cu (II)compoundS. The energy of the 

is 4 4p transition comes at 9001.0eV, slightly above the Cu(II) 

00 
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range. In a Ba4 NaCu04 (CO3 ) 2  , a pre-edge peak is not observed. This 

may perhaps partly be due to the stability of this compound in air. 

It is well known
49 that the alkali compounds easily get oxidized in 

air. It is interesting to mention here that Alp et al
50 

have also 

not observed this pre-edge feature in NaCu0 2 . 

The K-edge spectrum for copper complex formed from the slime 

of pseudomonas aeruginosa is shown in the Fig.IV.4 along with the 

spectra of Ba - Cu - glucuronate, Mg - Cu - glucuronate, Ba - Cu 

galacturonate, Cu(acac)
2 

and other copper compounds for comparison. 

The copper complex shows a weak peak in the Cu(II) is 4 3d region. 

The energy of this transition in the bio-complex is 8979.4 eV. The 

energy of the main peak in the spectrum is 8999.5 eV. Both of these 

energy positions are well within the range for Cu(II) compounds. 

There is no evidence of any transition in the spectrum that would 

indicate the presence of Cu(I). From these observations we conclude 

that the copper atoms of the active site are in Cu+2 state in this 

bio-complex and have a square-planar coordination. 

In order to substantiate our results on the valence state of 

copper and square planar coordination of ligands around the 

absorbing copper atom, we have performed X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopic and electron spin resonance measurements on Cu, Cu
2
0, 

CuO, Ba4NaCu04 (CO3 ) 2 , KCu(biuret) 2  , Ba-Cu-glucuronate, and a 

copper complex formed from the bacterium pseudomonas aeruginosa. 

The 2p 312  binding energy peaks in X-ray photoelectron spectra of 

these compounds shown in Fig.IV.6 exhibit characteristic satellites 

'1r 
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generally found in Cu
2+ 

and other transition metal compounds
51-52 

thereby supporting the results that the valency of copper in the 

biocomplex is two. The ESR spectra of Mg-Cu-glucuronate and copper 

complex of PA are given in F g.IV.7. The values of and g for 

these two biocomplexes are 2.050, 2.180 and 2.050, 2.170 

respectively obtained from the analysis of the above ESR spectra 

are similar to those in cupric acetylacetonate wherein copper atom 

is surrounded by four oxygen ligands in a plane
37
. This 

corroborates our findings that the copper atoms are in a square 

planar coordination. 

The infrared spectra of copper glucuronates and copper complex 

formed from pseudomonas aeruginosa are shown in Fig.IV.8. The 

spectra of the complex is similar to those of glucuronates in the 

3600-300 cm
-1 

region showing characteristic 0-H, ionized carboxyl 

and C-0 stretching bands. The HPLC analysis 53 
 
of the slime produced 

by the bacteria pseudomonas aeruginosa without copper clearly shows 

that the glucuronic acid is a major constituent of this complex. On 

the basis of our results, and the HPLC analysis carried out by 

•  
Magee

53 
 , we propose two possible structures for this biomolecule. 

These structures are shown in Fig.IV.9. In structure I, the copper 

atom is coordinated through the ether oxygen of carbon 1 and the 

aldehydic oxygen whereas in structure II, the Cu atom is 

coordinated through the hydroxyl oxygen of carbon 3 and 4. 

The K - absorption edge spectra in the region 8950-9080 eV of 

native, azido and cyano superoxide dismutase 	and 	imidazole 

OND 
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complexes are shown in Fig. IV.5. The absorption spectrum for the 

cobalt-substituted derivative is very similar to that of native 

enzyme. The profile of the K edge of CuTPP is given in Fig.IV.2. 

It may be mentioned that these spectra are recorded on Rigaku 

Johansson-type X-ray spectrometer using X-rays from 12 kW Rigaku 

X-ray generator. This is done because of very low concentration of 

copper in SOD. The similarity between the spectra of native and 

azide forms of SOD , CuTPP and imidazole complexes is striking. The 

edge profile shows three spectral features corresponding to 1s 3d 

, is 	4s and 1s 	4p transitions at similar energies. This edge 

structure is a 	characteristic 	signature 	for 	a 	imidazole 

coordination to copper(II) ions 54 . Although excellent for a 

protein, the overall resolution in the spectra of two forms of SOD 

is not as good as that in the model imidazole complexes. This is 

not uncommon and is attributable to minor heterogeneity in the 

protein copper sites. One possible source for the broadening could 

be slightly inequivalent copper sites in the native protein 55 
 . 

Nevertheless, the X-ray edge spectra establish that both copper(II) 

sites in the SOD are electronically very similar to copper 

46- 
	 imidazole complexes. The absorption edge profile of the cyano 

derivative of SOD on the other hand, is slightly different and 

exhibits four spectral features at different energies. Recent 

theoretical calculations of the profile of K-edges in native SOD 

have indicated 56 
that the edge features may arise in part from 

inter-ring scattering interactions and are very much dependent on 

\66 
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imidazole ring orientational disorder. Comparison of features of 

the azide-bound SOD and other model copper imidazole complexes with 

those of native enzyme would thus suggest that the detailed 

geometry around Cu(II) in the azido derivative does not differ 

substantially from that in the native enzyme, whereas some extra 

structural reorientation seems to occur as a result of CN binding. 

Comparison of these edge features with those of model copper (II) 

compounds again suggests similar coordination geometry around Cu 

(II) in all these three derivatives of SOD. The similarity of CuTPP 

edge spectrum with the spectra of imidazole complexes and CuPc 

indicates the presence of Cu2+  ions in this complex. The divalent 

nature of copper ions in SOD and CuTPP is clearly seen when one 

compares the Cu 2p3/2  spectra showing the presence of satellites 

with that of imidazole copper complex (see Fig. IV.6). 

These general conclusions drawn from XANES feature will be 

reinforced by comparing the copper K-edge EXAFS of the native 

enzyme and the two derivatives. We expect that the EXAFS of the 

native enzyme and the azido derivative will be qualitatively and 

quantitatively similar in 4 - 12 A °-1 
 range studied, whereas some 

differences will be clearly discernible in the EXAFS spectrum of the 

cyano derivative. It may be interesting to mention here that Cu 

K- absorption spectra recorded by the researchers in the Daresbury 

laboratory57 in England shows a number of sharp features at 

different energies. Nevertheless, the main three features, i.e 

pre-edge, shoulder and main absorption maximum observed in our work 

104 
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are similar to those obtained by these researchers. The extra 

features observed by them may perhaps be due to the splitting of 4p 

level into different components because of the presence of ring 

structure of imidazole and it is only possible to observe such 

structure with the high intensity of X-ray beam and high resolution 

power of the spectrometer used by them. XPS spectra in the 2p 

region of a dry freeze SOD and an imidazole complex are shown in 

Fig.IV.6. The satellites of 2p 312  level are clearly seen indicating 

thereby the presence of Cu
2+ 
 ions in the superoxide dismutase. 

The assignments, is 4 3d, is 4s and is 4p, although useful 

in a qualitative sense, are unsatisfactory in one respect. They are 

based on an atomic model for the available orbitals that does not 

allow for covalent bonding. Clearly, the final orbitals for the 

lower energy transitions cannot be of pure d or s character, since 

the angular momentum selection rules forbid is n d or is (n+1) 

s transitions. Shulman et al l have claimed that vibronic mixing of 

s, p and d characters makes the low energy transitions allowed. 

However, in many complexes covalent interactions between metal and 

ligands could also cause such mixing, in which case a molecular 

orbital (MO) description of the electronic transitions would be 

more desirable. In the next section, the MO scheme has therefore 

been used for interpretation of X-ray absorption spectra. 

Most of the studies on the near-edge structure so far carried 

out by various authirs have been primarily experimental in nature. 

Comparisons were made only with calculated molecular energy level 
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spacings; no transition strengths were included. However, more 

quantitative calculations 	for 	the 	near-edge 	structure 	in 

transition-metal compounds have been done and few results have been 

published. Bair and Goddard
58 

have carried 	out 	ab 	initio 

self-consistent field calculations on the excited states of the 

CuC1
2 
molecule involving excitations of the Cu is orbital 	into 

bound valence and unbound virtual orbitals. These authors have 

calculated both the absolute excitation energies and the transition 

strengths, and considered the presence of a fully relaxed core 

hole, in their theoretical method based on a multielectron model 

utilizing a Hartree - Focks configuration - interaction approach. 

They have found that the weak pre - edge peak is indeed due to a 

transition to a partially unoccupied orbital of a primarily metal 

3d character, in agreement with the above discussion. The main 

absorption peak at 8993 eV is assigned as a transition to the 

orbitals that are primarily of a metal 4p character ( is 	4p z  

again in agreement with some of the above studies. However, the 

shoulder ( the lower energy feature at 8986 eV ) is not assigned to 

any single - electron transition. The is -.. 4s monopole transition 

strength is found to be far too weak to be observed and appears at 

the wrong energy to fit the shoulder peak data. Rather, this 

feature is reassigned by these authors to a shake down 	satellite 

transition involving a Cu is 	4p z  transition simultaneous with 

ligand-to-metal charge transfer. 

A similar interpretation has recently been proposed 58-60 
for 

kOl 
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the polarised spectra of CuC1 2 .2H20 and (creat) 2CuC1 2 . Satellite 

peaks, which are pronounced in inner-shell XPS studies of many 

transition-metal complexes 61-65 , are predicted to be significantly 

reduced in intensity in X-ray absorption edge studies due to the 

shielding of the valence electrons when the photoelectron is in the 

low-energy threshold region. A previous study 66 comparing the XPS 

and X-ray absorption spectra of FeC1 2 , MnC1
2 
and CoC1

2 
found low 

intensity satellites to the high energy side of the principal 

absorption maxima at energies corresponding to those expected o 

the basis of the prominent satellites splittings found in XPS. Mor e 

rigorous calculations have been reported by Kutzler et a1
67 

wh 0 

have performed self-consistent field X a  multiple scattering wa ve 

calculations for the near-edge of iron, chromium and molybden um 

compounds. Like Bair and Goddard, they calculated one-electr on 

transition strengths into bound and continuum states including the 

fully relaxed core hole. The results of these numerical stud ies 

indicate that a molecular cage defined by the first shell of 

ligands, which breaks the inversion symmetry at the metal atom 

site, can make transition from a is electron state to a bound s tate 

of a mainly nd character possible via admixture with p orb' tals 

from liganding atoms. They also show that the shoulder or 

which has been assigned by several authors to a is 4 

transition, appears to be an inherent feature of the continuum 

kink, 

n+l)s 

and 

that the principal absorption maximum correspond to a is 4 (n+l)p 

transition. However, it is worth noting that the results of K utzler 

110 
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et al fail to predict the various shoulder peaks splittings 

observed 	in 	the 	measured 	spectra 	of 	transition-metal 

compounds
2 ' 68-69 . These authors speculated that many-electron 

processes (such as shake-down transition considered by Bair and 

Goddard) may be involved but they do not attempt to incorporate 

such effects into their calculations. 

From the above studies we see that interpretation 	and 

calculation of the near-edge structure for the transition-metal 

compounds is much less clear cut. Many-electron effects due to an 

incompletely screened core hole appear to be sufficiently important 

to alter the simple molecular orbital or symmetry-based transition 

scheme invoked by various investigators. Although it appears that 

we are safe in labelling the pre-edge peak and main absorption 

maximum as is ►  3d and is 4 4p transitions, respectively, more 

corroborating calculations are needed before a definite assignment 

of the shoulder peak is possible. 

IV.4. MOLECULAR - ORBITAL APPROACH AND Cu K-EDGE STRUCTURE 

It is well known
2-3 

that the fine structure within about 20 to • 

25 eV of an absorption edge in a compound is characteristic of 

chemical bonding. Literature survey shows that the molecular 

orbital theory has been successfully employed by many workers to 

explain fine structure observed in the absorption edges of 

compounds. Fischer
70-71 

Pendharkar and Mande
72

, 	Obashi,
73-74 

1 

Chetal and coworkers 75-77  Sarode and Pendharkar 78  have assigned 
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the peaks of X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) to the 

core electron transition to the vacant molecular orbital levels of 

appropriate symmetry formed from interaction of ligands with 

central metal atoms. 

In the present work, a qualitative molecular orbital diagram 

for octahedral compounds like KCuF 3, CuSe0
3
.2H

2
0 , adapted from the 

book by Ballhausen and Gray
79 is shown Fig.IV.10. This diagram 

takes into account the interactions of the metal 3d, 4s and 4p 

orbitals and the 2s and 2p (a, n ) orbitals of the ligand. In this 

figure, solid, half open, and fully open circles represent electron 

pairs, unpaired electron and fully vacant states respectively. For 

octahedral copper complexes in which oxygen atoms are ligands, 

copper atom contributes eleven electrons and six oxygen ligands 

contribute 36 electrons to the molecular orbitals. However, the 

CuO6 ion has ten more electrons because of its negative charge. 

Therefore total number of electrons of CuO
6 
cluster contributed to 

the formation of the molecular orbitals is 57. After distributing 

all these electrons in the various molecular orbitals as shown in 

Fig.IV.10, one finds that the orbitals below 3e are completely 

filled. The antibonding orbital 3e is partially vacant and the 

higher energy orbitals above 3e are completely vacant. The 

partially vacant antibonding orbital 3e has d symmetry and the 

empty antibonding orbital 3a
19 has s symmetry and the outermost 

empty antibonding 4t1u level has p symmetry. The pre-edge peak, 

shoulder and the main absorption maximum in Fig.IV.10 can therefore 

\\2.  
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• 

be attributed to the transitions of the is electrons of the K shell 

to the partially occupied 3e and the vacant 3a lg 
and 4t lu 

molecular orbital levels respectively. 

It may be noted that the is 4 3e 	and is 4 3a
lg 

transitions are dipole forbidden. However, as can be clearly seen 

"tr  from the molecular orbital diagram (Fig.IV.10) some amount of the p 

character from oxygen orbitals mixes up with metal orbital to form 

these molecular orbitals, making these two electronic transitions 

allowed.. If the liganding atom is nitrogen or fluorine instead of 

oxygen, the same molecular orbital picture is valid. Furthermore, 

in some compounds copper has six ligands comprising nitrogen and 

oxygen atoms, the molecular orbital picture in this case will 

remain, to the first approximation, the same. Therefore, the 

*  absorption fine structure in such compounds can be interpreted in a 

similar way. 

For tetrahedral copper compounds and complexes like CuCr
2
0
4' 

Cs
2
CuC1 4 the molecular orbital picture is shown in Fig.IV.11 . It 

takes into account the interaction of metal 3d, 4s and 4p orbitals 

and 2s and 2p (a,n) orbitals of oxygen (or chlorine) ligands. The 

copper atom contributes 11 electrons and 4 oxygen atoms contribute 

24 electrons to tile formation of molecular orbitals. Taking into 

consideration the charge on the CLI0
4 cluster, the total number of 

electrons is 41. After distributing these electrons in various 

molecular orbitals of Cu0
4 ion as shown in Fig.IV.11 , one observes 

that the antibonding orbital 4t 2  is partially vacant and the other 
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antibonding orbitals viz. 32, 1  and 5t 2  are left completely vacant. 

The antibonding levels 4t 2  and 5t
2 

have d+p admixture of metal 

character and s+p admixture of ligand. The 32, 1  level has the 

character from metal and s+p character from ligand. Hence the 

electrons from the K level can go, in the X-ray absorption process, 

to all these levels without violating the dipole selection rules. 

Thus, the pre-edge absorption peak, shoulder and the main 

absorption maximum in the tetrahedral complexes can be attributed 

to the transition of the is electron to the 4t 2, 5t
2 and 3a 1 levels 

respectively. It may be interesting to note here that the relative 

intensity of is 4 3d transition in tetrahedrally coordinated copper 

ions is relatively more as compared to that of a compound wherein 

copper ions are octahedrally coordinated. The reason is obvious, if 

we compare the transitions of is electron to 3e g  and 4t
2 levels in 

the octahedral and tetrahedral compounds respectively. The level 

3e g  has little p(a) contribution from oxygen, however the level 4t
2 

has a relatively large p contribution from metal and p(a,n) 

contribution from ligand. It means that the 4t 2  MO level has more 

p-contribution. This is the reason why many workerse68 '
80-81 

have 

observed intense is 4 3d transition in the transition metal 

compounds. 

Fig.IV.12 depicts the molecular orbital energy level scheme 

for square planar metal complexes like Cu(imid) 4 (NO3 ) 2  , adapted 

from the paper of Gray and Ballahausen 82
. The metal 3d antibonding 

orbitals in complexes of square planar stereochemistry with 

116 
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configuration d
9 are known to be filled up to and including a l  

g 

orbital with one unpaired electron in the b
lg 

orbital. The presence 

of one unpaired electron and hence a vacancy in the 3d region in 

copper square planar complexes has earlier been shown by magnetic 

and other studies
83 
 . Thus, the pre-edge feature, may accordingly 

arise due to the transition of is electron to the antibonding b
lg 

orbital. The shoulder peak appearing in the square planar complexes 

may be assigned as a normally forbidden transition, is 4 a lg (a). 
 

The transition may become allowed due either to mixing of states 

(s-d or s-p) or to symmetry changes produced by vibrational 

excitation as mentioned earlier in the beginning of the Chapter. 

The bi-component splitting of the principal absorption maximum of 

these complexes can be understood as the splitting of the triply 

yr  degenerate 4p
* 

(antibonding) levels under the influence of the 

field due to surrounding ligands. A consideration of the spatial 

orientation of bonding orbitals in the square planar configuration 

would reveal that the doubly degenerate e
u set would be placed at a 

higher energy level than that of a 2u  and hence, the splitting 

components may be designated as is 4 a
2u 

and is 4 e
u
* 

in the 

increasing order of energy. 

IV.5. BOND LENGTH DETERMINATION FROM Cu K-EDGE STRUCTURE 

As mentioned earlier, 	there is a growing 	interest 	in 

understanding the X-ray absorption near - edge structure (XANES) 

part of X-ray absorption 	spectra 	for 	local 	structure 

I. 
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determination in complex systems 
	
. According to 
	

Bianconi 

et.a1
85

, XANES of transition metal compounds can be separated into 

two parts: 

(a) the discrete part below the continuum edge, where the weak 

features are usually called pre-edge peaks (or prepeaks), due to 

transitions to unoccupied bound antibonding orbitals
85 

and 

(b) the continuum part where the 	peaks 	are 	due 	to 

multiple-scattering resonances of the photoelectron, which are 

sensitive 	to 	both 	coordination 	geometry 	and 	interatomic 

distances
86-88

, The effect of the interatomic distance R has been 

shown to shift the multiple-scattering resonances in diatomic 

molecules, with a given geometry, following the rule
89 

K
r
R = 

const., where K r  is the wave vector of the photoelectron at 

resonance for small variation (<20% ) of R. The shift of the 

multiple-scattering resonances with distance variation in diatomic 

molecules of low - Z elements has been applied in chemisorption 

studies 90 but the main limitation in the bond 	

- 	

distance 

determination is in the determination of V, the average 

interstitial potential, which is necessary for the definition of k 

because k is related to V 

- 

by the relation , k = hw - E
o 
- V, where 

E
o 

is the continuum threshold. 

The correlation between the energy position of the multiple 

scattering resonances in the continuum and 	the 	interatomic 

distances has been recently demonstrated by Bianconi, Natoli and 

others
88-91

. In the framework of the X
a 

 - 

multiple 

- 

scattering 

119 
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theory, the absorption cross section can be shown to be determined 

by the multiple - scattering matrix M of the photoelectron with 

kinetic energy (hk)
2/2m = E = E

* 
 -V where E is the energy of the 

resonance above the threshold and V is the average muffin - tin 

interstitial potential as mentioned above. The maxima in the 

absorption correspond to the det (Ni) = 0 condition. In this 

formalism, Natoli derived a relation between continuum resonance 

energy, E r  and the first coordination shell distance, 

(E
r 

- 	R2  = C r 
	 (IV.1) 

where C
r is the constant corresponding to E r. However, C

r 
being 

unknown and V being experimentally undeterminable, the above 

equation was found to be of little use in practice. Natoli also 

obtained a similar expression for the bound state resonance energy, 

E
b with a different constant C b' 

i.e., 

(E
b 

- V) R2  = C
b 
	 (IV.2) 

Combination of the two relations (IV.1) and (IV.2) eliminates V and 

leads to the following equation 

(E
r 

- E
h
) R 2 = C

r 
- C

b 
	 (IV.3a) 

OP 

C
rb AE3d-4p 	R2 (IV.3b) 

120 
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This is a relation containing only measurable quantities and of 

immediate application. 

By the term "bound or excitonic resonances" we mean those 

spectral pre-edge features due to transition to truly bound state 

in molecules (e.g., the n transition in diatomic molecules 93 or to 

antibonding states of 3d character in metal oxides 94 ). Both have in 

common the feature that they fall in an energy region where atomic 

resonances of the constituent atoms occur and, so to speak, are 

driven by them. 

When applied 	to free molecules, eqn (1V.3b) states that the 

energy difference between the a
* 

and the n
* 

resonance depends only 

on the bond length, provided initial state differences, like more 

or less covalent or polarity of the bond, have the same effect on 

X.  
the two excited states. For chemisorbed molecules one is led to the 

same conclusions, provided the two resonances are affected by the 

metal substrate shielding in the same way. Under these 

assumptions
94

, the constant 
A 
 should be transferable from one phase 

to another. If applied to metal oxides or in general, metal 

compounds, eqn (IV.3b), according to Natoli 94  implies that the 

energy separation between the pre-edge excitonic feature and the 

first strong absorption maximum after rising edge is a function of 

the bond length. The relation (IV.3b) has been employed by Natoli
94 

and other researchers
95-97 

to determine the bond distances in the 

transition metal compounds, 

The relation (IV.3b) is an equation of straight line passing 
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through the origin and having a slope C rb . In order to determine 

the value of constant C
rb' 

we have plotted in Fig.IV.13 (E
r
-E

b
) 

versus (1/R 2
) for several copper compounds. The least-squares 

analysis of the data using all the 23 points carried out on IBM PC 

XT gives the value of constant C rb  77.98251 with the correlation 

coefficient 0.903 and the standard error of estimates 0.961. 

However, there is relatively a large deviation for KCuF
3

. 

Performing the same analysis excluding the point for this compound, 

there is a considerable improvement in the fitting. The values of 

the constant C
rb is found to be 77.414 and the values of 

correlation coefficient and standard error of estimates obtained in 

this analysis are 0.950 and 0.687 respectively. Using the new 

value of the constant, we have estimated the bond distances in 

biological systems like copper complex formed from pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, copper tetraphenyl porphirin , the cobalt-substituted 

and three derivatives of superoxide dismutase on which no crystal 

structure data are hitherto available except CuTPP. The numerical 

value of these distances are given in parenthesis in Table IV.1. It 

can be seen that these values agree with those in the model copper 

compounds in which the square planar configuration of ligand around 

copper exists. The value of Cu-M bond distance in copper(II) 

tetraphenyl porphine obtained frc ) our analysis compares very well 

with the value 1.984 A o 
obtained ')y Fransson and Lundberg from 

X-ray diffraction analysis of aliPP. 

Thus, on the basis of XANF observations, we can determine the 
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bond distance and the coordination geometry around copper atom in 

the biological systems. In order to confirm the number of near 

neighbours and the bond distances obtained from analysis of XANES 

studies, we have carried out the EXAFS analysis for these 

complexes. In the next section, we shall discuss our results 

obtained from EXAFS of these biocomplexes. 

(2(.1 
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TABLE IV.1 STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS OF COPPER COMPOUNDS AND COMPLEXES 

Sr. 

No. 

ABSORBER 
Qa 

BOND 

TYPE 

No. OF 

BONDS 

R
b 	

COORDINATION 

A° 	GEOMETRY 

REF. 

1. Cu Metal 0 Cu-Cu 12 2.56 21 

2. Cu
2
0 1 Cu-0 2 Linear 22 

3. CuCl 1 Cu-C1 4 2.35 	Tetrahedral 21 

4. CuBr 1 Cu-Br 4 2.46 	Tetrahedral 21 

5. CuI 1 Cu-I 4 2.67 	Tetrahedral 21 

6. CuCN 1 Cu-C 	(?) 23 

7. CuO 2 Cu-0 4 1.99 	Sq.Planar 24 

2 2.78 

8. CuF 2 Cu -F 	. 4 1.93 	Distorted 25 

Cu -F 2 2.27 	Octahedral / 

9. KCuF 2 Cu-F 2 1.96 	Distorted 26 
4 2.07 	Perovskite 

10. Cs2CuC1 4 
2 Cu-C1 4 2.20 	Flattened 

tetrahedral 

29 

11. CuBr
2 

2 Cu-Br 6 2.40 	Octahedral 27 

12. CuCr2O
4 

2 Cu-0 4 2.01 	Tetrahedral 28 

13. (C
5
H
5
NO)

4
Cu(BF4 ) 2 

2 Cu-0 4 1.92 	Sq.Planar 30 

14. CuSeO3 .2H20 2 Cu-0 4 1.96 	Sq.Planar 31 

2 (2.27 & 3.21) 

15. Cu(CH
3 
 COO)

2
.H

2
0 2 Cu-0 4 1.969 	Sq.Planar 32 & 33 

Cu-OH
2 

1 2.161 

Cu-Cu 1 2.614 



TABLE IV.1 cont. 

16. Cu(CH
3
CH

2
COO)

2 
2 Cu-0 4 1.94 	Sq.Planar 34 

1 2.28 

Cu-Cu 1 2.578 

17. 
Cu2C6H407 

.2H
2
0 2 Cu-0 4 1.946 	Sq.Planar 35 

1 2.281 

Cu-Cu 1 3.242 

18. Cu(HCOO)
2 

2 Cu-0 4 1.95 	Sq.Planar 36 

1 2.394 

Cu-Cu 1 3.435 

19. Cu 	(acac)
2 

2 Cu-0 4 1.92 	Sq.Planar 37 

20. Mg-Cu-glucuronate 2 Cu-0 4 1.98 	Sq.Planar 38 

21. Ba-Cu-glucuronate 2 Cu-0 4 1.98 	Sq.Planar 38 

22. Ba-Cu-galacturate 2 Cu-0 4 1.98 	Sq.Planar 38 

23. Cu(NH
3

)
4
SO

4
.H
2
0 2 Cu-N 4 2.05 	Sq.Planar 39 

Cu-0 2 (2.59 & 3.37) 

24. 	Cu(lnild)
4
(NO

3
)
2 

2 Cu-N 4 2.011 	Sq.Planar 40 

Cu-0 2 (2.606 & 3.526) 

25. 	Cu(TRI)
4
(C10

4
)
2 

2 Cu-N 4 2.000 	Sq.Planar 41(a) 

26. 	Cu(inild)
4
(C10

4
)
2 

2 Cu-N 4 1.999 	Sq.Planar 41(b) 

Cu-0 2 2.625 

27. 	Cu(inild)
4
C1

2 
2 Cu-N 4 1.98 	Sq.Planar 42(a) 

Cu-C1 2.34 

28. Cu(lmid) 4 I 2  2 Cu-N 4 2.316 	Sq.Planar 42(b)- 
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29. CuPc 	 2 Cu-N 4 1.83 	Sq.Planar 43 

30. Cu(et
2
dtc)

2 	
2 Cu-S 4 2.169 	Sq.Planar 44 

31. Cu(ipr
2
dtc)

2 	
2 Cu-S 4 2.284 	Sq.Planar 45 & 

32. KCu(biuret)
2 	

3 Cu-N 4 1.82 & 1.89 Sq.Planar 47 

33. Ba
4
NaCuO

4
(CO

3
)
2 	

3 Cu-0 4 1.857 	Sq.Planar 48 

34. CuPA 	 (2) (Cu-0) (4) (1.956) 	(Sq.Planar) 

35. CuTPP 	 (2) (Cu-N) (4) (2.050) 	(Sq.Planar) 

36. Cu/Zn SOD 	(native)(2) (Cu-N) (4) (2.056) 	(Sq.Planar) 

37. Cu/Zn SOD 	(azide) 	(2) (Cu-N) (4) (2.062) 	(Sq.Planar) 

38. Cu/Zn SOD 	(cyanide)(2) (Cu-N) (4) (2.023) 	(Sq.Planar) 

39. Cu/Co SOD 	 (2) (Cu-N) (4) (2.050) 	(Sq.Planar) 

a = Oxidation state 	, b = bond distance 

Abbreviations used 

imid 	= imidazole 

Pc 	= phthalocyanine 

ipr2dtc = diisopropyl dithiocarbamate 

et
2
dtc = diethyl dithiocarbamate 

PA 	= pseudomonas aeruginosa 

TPP 	= tetraphenylporphine 

SOD 	= superoide dismutase 

TRI 	= trimethylimidazole 

46 
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TABLE IV.2 (a) ENERGY POSITIONS OF VARIOUS SPECTRAL FEATURES IN THE COPPER 

K-EDGE SPECTRA IN COPPER (I) COMPOUNDS AND COMPLEXES ± 0.5 eV 

Sr. ABSORBER 
	

PRE-EDGE 	MAIN ABSORPTION ENERGY SEPARATION 

PEAK 	(eV) 

Is 	4s 

PEAK 	(eV) 

Is 	4p 

AE45-4p 	(eV) 

1. Cu
2
0 

2. CuC1 8984.0 8987.9 3.9 

3. CuBr 8984.0 8987.6 3.6 

4. CuI 8984.0 8986.7 2.7 

5. CuCN 8982.9 8988.3 5.4 

E4s-4p 
for Zn(II) free ion = 6.1 eV. 

Energy of Inflection Point for Copper Metal = 8980.3 eV. 



TABLE IV.2 (b) ENERGY POSITIONS OF VARIOUS SPECTRAL FRATURES IN THE COPPER 

K-EDGE SPECTRA IN COPPER (II) AND (III) COMPOUNDS AND COMPLEXES 

t 0.5 eV 

Sr. 	ABSORBER PRE-EDGE 

PEAK (eV) 

1s 3d 

MAIN ABSORPTION 

PEAK (eV) 

1s 	4p 

ENERGY SEPARATION 

AE
3d-4p 	

(eV) 

1. CuO 8979.4 9000.0 20.6 

2. CuF
2 

8979.2 9001.2 22.0 

3. KCuF
3 

8979.0 9001.1 22.1 

4. Cs
2
CuC1

4 
8978.5 8993.7 15.2 

5. CuBr
2 

8978.7 8993.3 14.6 

6. CuCr2O
4 

8979.2 8998.4 19.2 

7. (C
5
H
5
NO)

4
Cu(BF

4
)
2 

8979.0 9000.1 21.1 

8. CuSeO3 .2H20 8979.4 8999.3 19.9 

9. Cu(CH
3
COO)

2
.H

2
0 8979.3 9000.4 21.1 

10. Cu(CH
3
CH

2
COO)

2 
8979.5 9000.6 21.1 

11. Cu
2
C
6
H
4
0
7
.2H

2
0 8979.1 8999.1 20.0 

12. Cu(HCOO
)2 

8979.4 9000.4 19.9 

13. Cu(acac)
2 

8979.5 8999.5 20.0 

14. Mg-Cu-glucuronate 8979.4 8999.3 19.9 

15. Ba-Cu-glucuronate 8979.3 8999.4 20.1 

16. Ba-Cu-galacturonate 8979.3 8999.5 20.2 

17. Cu(NH
3

)
4
SO

4
.H

2
0 8979.2 8997.6 18.4 

18. Cu(imid) 4 	(NO3 ) 2 8979.3 8997.7 18.4 

19. Cu(TRI) 4 (C104 ) 2  8979.3 8997.8 18.6 
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TABLE IV.2 	(b) cont. 

20. Cu(imid)
4
(C10

4
)
2 

8979.3 	 8997.8 18.6 

21. Cu(imid)
4
C1

2 
8979.2 	 8997.4 18.2 

22. Cu(imid)
4

I
2 

8979.2 	 8997.4 18.2 

23. CuPc 8979.4 	 8998.5 19.1 

24. Cu(et
2
dtc)

2 
8979.6 	 8994.6 15.0 

25. Cu(ipr2dtc) 2  8979.7 	 8994.3 14.6 

Cu(III) Compounds 

26. KCu(biuret)
2 

8978.4 	 9001.3 22.9 

27. Ba
4
NaCuO

4
(CO

3
)
2 

9000.6 

Biological Complexes 

28. CuPA 8979.4 	 8999.5 20.1 

29. CuTPP 8979.3 	 8997.6 18.3 

30. Cu/Zn SOD 	(native) 8979.4 	 8997.6 18.2 

31. Cu/Zn SOD 	(azide) 8979.3 	 8997.4 18.1 

32. Cu/Zn SOD (cyanide) 8979.5 	 8998.3 18.8 

33. Cu/Co SOD 8979.4 	 8997.7 18..3 

for Zn(III) 	free E
3d-4p 

ion = 17.8 eV. 
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SECTION II 

CHEMICAL SHIFTS OF COPPER K-EDGE 
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IV.6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In Figs.IV.1-5 are shown the K absorption edge profiles of 

copper in some of its typical model compounds and a few biological 

complexes. These spectra, as mentioned in Chapter II, have been 

recorded on Rigaku X-ray spectrometer equipped with Si(220) 

monochromator. 

The energy of an X-ray absorption edge is generally measured ' 

on its inflection point. The shape 	of 	the 	K 	absorption 

discontinuity of copper is found to be complicated (see 

Figs.IV.1-5) since the edge splits into two components in the case 

of metal and three (or four) components in the case of compounds. 

It is therefore slightly difficult to locate the inflection point 

on the edges. In all the cases the inflection point on the second 

component i.e., the shoulder of the absorption curve 	which 

corresponds to is 	4s transition has been used to determine the 

position of the discontinuity in order to maintain uniformity in 

the measurements. The results of the measurements on copper 

discontinuity in pure copper, in the model compounds and biological 

complexes are given in Table VI.3. Since the chemical shifts are 

small in some compounds (e.g., CuBr, isopropyl dithiocarbamate 

etc.), in order to obtain reliable results the measurements were 

made on a large number of profiles recorded in turn from several 

spectra of each absorber. Our value of the energy of the K edge of 

pure copper agrees fairly well with that given by Cauchois and 

Senemaud
2a , Vaughan

2b and also with that adopted by Bearden
3 . The 



slight differences may probably be ascribed to the different 

reference lines or the edge feature at known energy used for energy 

calibration and other experimental conditions. We may reasonably 

expect that the chemical shifts obtained by us will not be affected 

by the choice of reference energy of the spectral feature of the 

metal foil, since for a particular series of spectra the same 

reference energy was used. 

It is seen from Table IV.3 that the K absorption edge of 

.copper shifts towards the high energy side with respect to the 

position of the discontinuity in the pure copper metal in all the 

systems investigated. This table also shows that the magnitude of 

the chemical shift lies in the range 1.0 - 10.0 eV. It is maximum 

in the case of copper fluoride and minimum for copper iodide. 

IV.7 CHEMICAL SHIFT AND VALENCE OF METAL ION 

Chemical shift in X-ray absorption spectra is defined as the 

energy shift of the absorption edge of a metal ion in a compound, 

complex, or mineral relative to the edge position in pure metal, 

i.e. the chemical shift, AE (in eV) is given by 

AE = E (compound) - E (metal) 	 (IV.4) 

where E refers to the X-ray absorption edge position (in eV). The 

chemical shift arises due to the change in the local potential set 

up by the differences in charge distribution among atoms in a 

139 
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molecule
4,5 . This local potential around the absorbing atom is the 

aggregate (superposition) of the atomic and molecular potentials 

the former, the dominant one, being proportional to the charge on 

the atom; the latter, the perturbing one, being set up by the 

charge distribution in the rest of the molecule. Normally an atom 

in a metal, when transformed into a positive ion in a compound, 

shows a positive shift due to : (i) the displacement of electronic 

charge from the cation towards the anion, thus increasing the 

electrostatic potential felt by the core electrons of the cations, 

i.e. increasing the core electron binding energy and 	(ii) 	the 

screening by polarization of the neighbouring anions in ionic 

compounds. 

The shift of the X-ray absorption edge due to chemical 

combination first observed by Bergengren
6 and later by others

?-8has 

been found to depend primarily on the valence of the element in 

question. Kuntzl
9 
made a critical examination of the experimental 

work concerning the displacements of the K-absorption 

discontinuities of atoms in different oxidation states. On the 

basis of his results he proposed an empirical law, known as 

Kuntzl's law, for the chemical shifts. This law states that the 

X-ray absorption edge shifts are proportional to the valence of the 

absorbing ion. It has later been shown
10-11 

that this law holds 

good only qualitatively for cationic shifts in compounds. One 

observes either a positive or a negative shift depending upon 

whether the absorbing ion is a cation or a anion. A critical 

190 
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examination of Table IV.3 shows that the chemical shift does depend 

on the valence. Thus for Cu
2
0, CuO , and Ba 4

NaCuO
4
(CO

3
)
2 

wherein 

copper ions have 1 , 2
+ 

and 3
+ 
oxidation states respectively and 

oxygen as bonding partner, have different chemical shifts. Similar 

trends are also observed in CuBr and CuBr 2, CuCl and Cs2CuC14' and 

Cu(NH3 ) 4 SO4
.H

2
0 and KCu(biuret) 2. In the other copper compounds 

e.g.,CuCr 204 , KCuF 3,  Cu(imid) 4 (C104 ) 2, etc. where copper ion is 

present in the same oxidation state and it is bonded to different 

ligands, the magnitudes of the observed shifts are not same. It 

seems in such cases, bond character plays an important role. In the 

next section it is shown how the bond character affects the 

magnitude of the chemical shift. It may be interesting to note here 

that Sarode et al12-13  have studied the K - absorption edge-shifts 

in the first and second row transition metal compounds and have 

shown such variations of chemical shifts with oxidation states of 

the transition metal ions. Wong et al
14 
 have observed such 

variations in the case of vanadium K edge shifts. Hodgson et al 15 

have also noted such variation of chemical shifts with oxidation 

states in the case of molybdenum compounds. On the basis of our 

X-ray chemical shift data, we can modify the statement of Kuntzl's 

law. For chemically similar compounds wherein the valence of metal 

ion varies widely, the modified Kuntzl's law states that the 

chemical shifts are governed by the valence of the absorbing ion. 

Now by applying this law to our compounds, we shall determine the 

valences of copper ions in biological complexes. 
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In copper tetraphenyl porphirine (CuTPP), the chemical shift 

is very close to that in copper phthalocyanine suggesting thereby 

the presence of Cu
2+ 

ions in this biological complex. The observed 

shift in the copper complex formed from the slime of pseudomonas 

aeruginosa (CuPA) is similar to that observed in copper oxide and 

copper glucuronates. This implies that the copper ions are in 2 

state in this biomolecule. In native copper-zinc superoxide 

dismutase (Cu-Zn SOD), its two adducts and cobalt-substituted 

derivative the chemical shifts are almost the same and are 

comparable to the imidazole complexes of copper. This is because 

the copper ions in SOD and imidazole complexes are in divalent 

state. 

IV.B CHEMICAL SHIFT AND ELECTRONEGATIVITY DIFFERENCE 

Table IV.3 gives the values of chemical shifts of the K 

absorption discontinuity of copper in its compounds along with the 

values of electronegativity differences. Gordy and Thomas
16 have 

given the electronegativity values 1.8 and 2.0 for monovalent and 

divalent copper atoms respectively. However, for trivalent copper 

atom, the electronegativity value is not available. Using the 

Gordy's formula
16 , the electronegativity value for trivalent copper 

atom is found to be 2.2. We have used these three values along with 

the electronegativity values for other elements from Ref. No. 17 to 

find out the electronegativity differences. In this table, are also 

included the percentage ionicities and atomic charges calculated 

using Pauling method
18 . It is observed from the Table IV.3 that the 
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chemical shift decreases with decrease 	of 	electronegativity 

difference between the absorbing atom and its nearest neighbouring 

ligands. In cobalt compounds Kondawar 19 
has earlier observed a 

decrease in the magnitude of the chemical shift with increasing 

electronegativity of the ligands surrounding the absorbing atom. 

Singh and Agarwal
20 

have also correlated the chemical shifts 

observed in the X-ray absorption spectra with the 

electronegativities in some transition metal compounds. 

It is well known 1
8 	

that 	greater 
	

the 	difference 	in 

electronegativities of the constituent atoms, greater is the ionic 

character of the chemical bond between them. In the divalent copper 

compounds the electronegativity difference between copper and 

fluorine is maximum for CuF
2 
and therefore in this compound the 

chemical shift is the largest indicating large ionic character of 

Cu-F bond. In CuI and isopropyl dithiocarbamate the 

electronegativity difference is minimum and accordingly chemical 

shift is small implying less amount of ionic character of the 

bonds. Comparison of chemical shift in CuTPP with that in CuPc 

wherein copper forms bonds with nitrogen indicates similar nature 

of bond character. The similar magnitude of Cu K-edge shifts in 

CuPA, Cu glucuronates and Cu(II) oxides leads to the conclusion 

that the bonds in CuPA and the glucuronates have the same bond 

character. In case of imidazole complexes of copper viz. 

Cu(imid) 4 (C10 4 ) 2, Cu(imid)
4
C1

2' Cu(imid)
4
(NO

3
)
2 , Cu-Zn superoxide 

dismutase (all the three forms) and cobalt-substututed derivative 

143 
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of the native enzyme, the values of the chemical shifts of Cu 

K-edge are almost the same suggesting thereby a similar nature of 

copper-ligand bonds. Thus it is inferred from the chemical shift 

data given in Table IV.3 that the chemical shift depends on the 

electronegativity difference between the absorbing atom and its 

ligating atom and gives an idea of nature of chemical bonding in 

the compounds. 

It is to be noted that in some copper compounds e.g., copper 

acetate monohydrate, copper propionate, copper citrate dihydrate 

etc., although the copper ions are in 2 state and copper-oxygen 

bonds have 40.45 h ionic character, the magnitude of the chemical 

shifts are not the same. This may probably due to the presence of 

metal-metal bonds in'the second coordination sphere of liganding 

atoms around the copper atom as noted by Agarwal and Verma
21

. These 

authors have given a qualitative rule: In general, the chemical • 

shift is towards the high energy side of the metal X-ray absorption 

edge and it increases progressively with the increase in the 

valency of the cation, unless the shift is either suppressed by the 

covalent nature of the bond or enhanced by the formation of 

metal-metal bond. In fact, the chemical shifts are found to be 

affected not only by the valence and electronegativity but also by 

the type of hybridization, coordination number , bond distance and 

other physicochemical parameters 12,14,22-30 The quantitative 

theory incorporating all these parameters is not yet available to 

explain the chemical shifts. 
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IV.9 CHEMICAL SHIFT AND EFFECTIVE CHARGE 

The X-ray absorption spectra determine the difference between 

the energies of the initial and final states. Therefore, in one 

-electron picture
31 

the shifts of both the core level and outer 

level are involved. The initial state involved in the absorption 

process of the copper compounds studied in this work is the K 

(1s
1/2 ) level having s-symmetry, while the final state is of purely 

p-type or admixed s + p symmetry. The X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopic data on 
151/2 

core level shifts in all these 

compounds being unavailable, it is difficult to make accurate 

estimates of the absorption shifts for our compounds. However, 

since several workers31-35 have in fact observed negligible core 

level shifts in the transition metal compounds, it is perhaps 

appropriate to begin with the assumption that the core levels 

shifts of these ions are negligible and that the chemical shifts 

are due to the shifts of outer levels only. 

We now try to see if there exists a correlation between these 

absorption shifts and the effective charges on the absorbing copper 

ions. 

The determination of the charge distribution presents a 

difficult problem since it is not easy to visualize just what is 

meant by charge distribution, and more so, to evaluate it 

quantitatively in terms of charge per atom. An appropriate solution 

4' 
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to this problem can be approached by a study of the electronic 

adjustments that occur with the formation of chemical bonds. This 

approach, although far from rigorous, leads to atomic charges in 

the reasonable accord with other approaches, e.g. dipole moments. 

Various theoretical methods
36-39 

have been proposed to evaluate 

this charge. Numerous experimental methods
40-41 

have been developed 

to determine charges on compounds. However, it has been pointed 

out
41 

that the values of charges obtained by different methods 

cannot always be compared due to different physical arguments 

inherent in them. Pauling
18 
 has proposed a method for the 

evaluation of atomic charges in compounds. This method, which is 

based on electronegativity criterion, is inherently simple and 

straight forward, and permits the calculation of atomic charges in 

all types of compounds, and has earlier been successfully used in 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) work 
 

When two atoms with different electronegativities combine, the 

valence electron distribution in the bond is asymmetric. The 

electron density is greater near the more electronegative atom due 

to charge transfer. The ionic character or the polarity of the 

bond is estimated by Pauling
18 
 with the help of the dipole moment 

of the molecules. He observed the correlation between the dipole 

moment and the electronegativity difference between the constituent 

atoms and derived empirically the relationship 

I
A-B 	

1-exp E-(X
A
-X B

) 2 /47 
	

(IV.5) 

'4( 
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where the parameterI A _B represents the ionicity of the bond in the 

molecule AB and X
A 

and X
B 
are the electronegativities of the atoms 

involved in the bond. The atomic charge, q, in the Pauling's method 

is given by 

q = nI A -B 
	 (IV.6) 

where I
A-B 

is the ionicity calculated using the equation (IV.5) and 

n is the valence of the ion whose atomic charge, q, in the compound 

is to be determined. Table IV.3 gives the calculated values of 

ionicities and charges in the copper compounds as mentioned. 

earlier. 

From Table IV.3 it is observed that the energy shift of the 

K-absorption edge of copper in various compounds and complexes 

depends on the magnitude of the atomic charge of the absorbing 

atom. For the K absorption edge of copper, the magnitude of 

chemical shifts decreases with decrease of the magnitude of charge 

on copper ions indicating a decrease in ionic character or an 

increase in covalent character of the M-X (M = Cu, X = ligand ) 

bond. In order to find out the functional relationship between the 

chemical shift and atomic charge we have plotted the chemical shift 

LE of the K absorption discontinuity of copper against the atomic 

charge q on copper ion in Fig.IV.14. 

The shift of the X-ray absorption edge due to the chemical 

combination has been shown to depend on effective charges by 
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COPPER COMPOUNDS AND COMPLEXES 
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several researchers. Kondawar and Mande
24 , Rao and Chetal

43 
and 

Sarode
22 have shown that the chemical shift LE is directly 

proportional to the effective charge q on the absorbing atom, the 

relationship being given as 

AE 
	

aq , 	 (IV.7) 

where a is the constant. Suchet 44-45 
has critically analyzed the 

results of Sap re and Mande 10-11 
and has shown that LE is related to 

q by the relation 

	

AE = aq + bq
3 	

( I V.B) 

Et" 

where a and b are constants which depend on the bonding prevalent 

in compounds. Apte et al 46 
have modified the equation (IV.B) by 

adding a constant to explain the dependence of LE on q in terms of 

number of 3d electron in the case of manganese compounds. The 

modified relation given by them is 

	

AE = aq + bq 3 
 ± c 	 (IV.9) 

Sarode et al12-13  have studied several first and second row 

transition metal compounds. On the basis of a theoretical model, 

they have derived the parabolic relation between AE and q of the 

form 
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AE = aq + bq
2 	 (IV.10) 

Pandey et al
47 have studied the dependence of AE on q in copper 

compounds including cuprate superconductors 	and 	fitted 	the 

following equation to their data on copper K edge chemical shifts 

AE = aq +bq
2 

+ cq
3 

+ dq
4 	

(IV.11) 

We have examined these five equations to find out the most 

appropriate relationship between LE and q for our compounds. 

To determine which of the above five equations provides a 

better fit to our data than the others, a least-squares analysis of 

the data was performed on PC-AT using a general computer program 

developed by Shantanu Gauns
50 
 in our laboratory. this analysis 

we have also taken data on La 2CuO4, CsCuC1
3' 

KCuO
2 
 Cu(OH) 2 .xH2O

, 

Cu 3As04 (OH) 3  , Cu(phen.acac), Cu picrate and Cu(en) 2 (BF 4 ) 2  from 

literature
48-49 

for fitting. This regression analysis of the data 

suggests that the linear equation (IV.7) gives better fit 

(correlation coefficient is 0.97) to our data than the remaining 

equations. However, on the basis of the value of correlation 

coefficient, the quadratic equation (IV.10) also seems to give an 

equally good fit (correlation coefficient is 0.90). The result of 

the analysis shows that there is indeed a good correlation between 

chemical shift and atomic charge of the type given by either 
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equation 	(IV.7) 	or equation 	(IV.10) with 	the 	least-squares 

parameters given at the bottom of Table IV.3. The solid lines in 

Fig.IV.14 is the least-squares fit of the data. It may be mentioned 

here that the linear or the parabolic nature of the our (AE q) 

plot is similar to that reported by Rao and Chetal and Chetal et 

al
51 respectively for copper and cobalt metal compounds. A 

qualitative justification for linear dependence of the X-ray K 

absorption shifts on the effective charges can be given as 

suggested by Rao and Chetal by considering the difference between 

the linear variations of energies of core and valence energy levels 

with ionic charges. Similarly the justification for the parabolic 

dependence of chemical shifts on the atomic charges can be given as 

suggested by Shantanu Gauns
50 and Sarode et a1

16  by considering the 

parabolic dependence of energy levels on atomic numbers and 

screening of the level due to interelectronic repulsion. 

Having found a relationship between AE and q, we can, 	in 

principle, estimate q in biomolecules, where Pauling's formula is 

not directly applicable because the nature of chemical bonding is 

not known in these complexes. Although such estimates of q are 

subject to some uncertainty (ca 0.2), we have listed them in 

brackets for these compounds in Table IV.3. It is to be noted here 

that since the value of the correlation coefficient for linear 

curve is slightly higher than that for the parabolic plot, we have 

used linear relation to compute such charges. 

From these estimates we see that the charge on copper ion in 



1 . 4 .1 

the CuPA complex, is 0.810 implying thereby that the nature of 

chemical bonding in these systems is similar to that in divalent 

copper compounds having Cu-0 bonds. In CuTPP, and native SOD, azide 

adduct and Cupro-Cobalt SOD, the magnitudes of charges are similar. 

The estimated charge on copper ions in these complexes is 0.487. 

This value suggests that bonding in these biomolecule resembles to 

the bonding in the imidazole copper complexes. In the cyano 

derivative of SOD, the value of the charge is slightly higher 

indicating thereby the slight difference in Cu-N bonding character 

as compared to the bonding in imidazole complexes of copper. 

Several workers
34-36,42 

have studied theoretically and 

experimentally the chemical shifts in the core levels and have 

shown that the effect of the chemical combination on the core 

levels specially in the case of heavy elements and their compounds 

is very small. It has therefore been a usual practice
24,52-53 

 in 

X-ray spectroscopy to ignore the effects of chemical combination on 

the inner levels. Hence we may safely assume the K level in copper 

and its compounds to be unaffected as mentioned earlier. We may 

again safely assume that the final levels (or valence levels) 

involved in the formation of chemical bonds, are mainly responsible 

for the observed chemical shifts. We have shown schematically in 

Fig.IV.15 (not to scale) the transition responsible for the first 

component in the copper metal and the shouder peak ( is 4 4p 

shakedown component) in the compounds. In this figure we have shown 

the final level of the metal to be of zero energy for 
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normalization. This figure shows that within a series of compounds, 

the final level shifts its position with respect to that in the 

pure metal depending upon the effective charge on the absorbing 

atom. However, it should be mentioned that this simple and 

qualitative picture is rather approximate and has been put forth 

simply to interpret the results of this work. 
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TABLE IV.3 CHEMICAL SHIFTS OF K ABSORPTION EDGE OF COPPER IN ITS COMPOUNDS 

Sr. 	ABSORER FORMAL BOND CHEMICAL AX a IONICITY IONIC 
No. VALENCE TYPE SHIFT % CHARGE 

AE ± 0.5 eV q 

1. Cu Metal 0 Cu-Cu 0.00(Ref.)
* 

2. Cu
2
0 1 Cu-0 1.10 1.64 48.95 0.490 

3. CuCl 1 Cu-C1 

4. CuBr 1 Cu-Br 1.80 1.16 28.57 0.286 

5. CuI 1 Cu-I 

6. CuCN 1 Cu-N(?) 1.40 - - - 

Cu-C(?) - - - 

7. CuO 2 Cu-0 4.20 1.44 40.45 0.809 

8. CuF
2 2 Cu-F 7.40 1.98 62.47 1.250 

9. KCuF
3 2 Cu-F 7.60 1.98 62.47 1.250 

10. Cs
2
CuC1

4 2 Cu-C1 4.80 1.16 28.57 0.571 

11. CuBr
2 

2 Cu-Br 2.00 0.96 20.58 0.412 

12 CuCr2O
4 

2 Cu-0 4.50 1.44 40.45 0.809 

13. Cu(C
5
H
5
NO)

4
(BF

4
)
2 

2 Cu-0 4.60 1.44 40.45 0.809 

14. CuSeO3 .2H20 2 Cu-0 4.30 1.44 40.45 0.809 

15. Cu(CH
3
COO)

2
.H

2
0 2 Cu-0 5.60 1.44 40.45 0.809 

16. Cu(CH
3
CH

2
COO)

2 
2 Cu-0 5.40 1.44 40.45 0.809 

17. Cu
2  C7  H4  07 

 .2H
2 
 0 2 Cu-0 5.30 1.44 40.45 0.809 

18. Cu(HCOO)
2 

2 Cu-0 5.10 1.44 40.45 0.809 

19. Cu(acac) 2 2 Cu-0 4.70 1.44 40.45 0.809 
20. Mg-Cu-glucuronate 2 Cu-0 4.90 1.44 40.45 0.809 
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21. Ba-Cu-glucuronate 	 2 Cu-0 	4.60 	 1.44 40.45 0.809 

22. Ba-Cu-galacturonate 	2 Cu-0 	4.70 	 1.44 40.45 0.809 

23. Cu(NH
3

)
4
SO

4
.H

2
0 	 2 Cu-N 	3.80 	 1.04 23.69 0.474 

24. Cu(imid)
4
(NO

3
)
2 	

2 Cu-N 	3.90 	 1.04 23.69 0.474 

25. Cu(TRI)
4
(C10

4
)
2 	

2 Cu-N 	3.10 	 1.04 23.69 0.474 

26. Cu(imid)
4
(C10

4
)
2 	

2 Cu-N 	3.10 	 1.04 23.69 0.474 

27. Cu(imid)
4
Cl

2 	
2 Cu-N 	3.40 	 1.04 23.69 0.474 

28. Cu(imid)
4

I
2 	

2 Cu-N 	3.40 	 1.04 23.69 0.474 

29. CuPc 	 2 Cu-N 	3.40 	 1.04 23.69 0.474 

30. Cu(et
2
dtc)

2 	
2 Cu-S 	1.20 	 0.58 8.07 0.161 

31. Cu(ipr2dtc) 2 	 2 Cu-S 	1.70 	 0.58 8.07 0.161 

32. KCu(biuret)
2 	

3 Cu-N 	4.70 	 0.84 16.17 0.485 

33. Ba
4
NaCuO

4
(CO

3
)
2 	

3 Cu-0 	6.20 	 1.24 31.94 0.957 

34. CuPA 	 (2) (Cu-0) 	4.90 	 - - (0.810) 

35. CuTPP 	 (2) (Cu-N) 	3.00 	 - - (0.487) 

36. Cu/Zn SOD 	(native form) 	(2) (Cu-N) 	3.00 	 - - (0.487) 

37. Cu/Zn SOD 	(azide form) 	(2) (Cu-N) 	3.00 	 - - (0.487) 

38. Cu/Zn SOD 	(cyanide form)(2) (Cu-N) 	3.30 	 - - (0.537) 

39. Cu/Co SOD 	 (2) (Cu-N) 	3.00 	 - - (0.487) 

* 	Reference energy 	 SEE = Standard error of estimates 

Least-squares parameters 	COR = Correlation coefficient 

Linear Relation • 	 Quadratic Relation 

a = 6.137 
	

a = 6.739 

b = -0.850 



SEE = 0.341 
	

SEE = 0.673 

COR = 0.974 
	

COR = 0.897 

For calculation of effective charges on copper the bonds in the first 
coordination cell of ligands around the copper atom in all the model 
compounds and complexes are considered. 
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SECTION III 

EXAFS ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
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IV.10 INTRODUCTION 

Recent experimental and theoretical advances have made EXAFS 

spectroscopy a promising new method for the local structure around 

the specific absorbing atom in metalloproteins 1-2 	
catalysts 

 

amorphous materials
5-6 

and many other cases where conventional 

diffraction methods are not feasible
7
. During the years from 1977 

to 1988, much of the work has centered on the determination of 

accurate absorber-scatterer distances. This in turn has caused a 

need for the evaluation of transferable phase shifts, whether by 

• 
Fourier transform

8 , curve fitting9  or ab initio 10-11 methods. At 

present, with highly symmetric structures involving only a single 

absorber-scatterer distance in the first coordination sphere, one 

can use any one of the above methods to obtain such distances to an 

accuracy of about 0.01 A ° . 

Besides radial distance information, EXAFS also contains the 

information about the type and number of scattering atoms and their 

motion relative to the absorber. The atom type reveals itself 

through the absolute phase of fine structure oscillations and 

through the EXAFS amplitude envelope. This amplitude is also 

affected by the static and thermal disorder of absorber-scatterer 

distances. Moreover -=imple theory predicts that the magnitude of 

fine structure will linearly proportional to the number of 

scattering atoms and it ersely proportional to the square of the 

absorber-scattered diF !Ice. Until 1977, much of the amplitude 

information has been discarded 12 , but later it has been 

162 
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• 

demonstrated
13-15 that a set of transferable total amplitude 

functions can be used to determine the number of scatterers at 

particular distance. Furthermore, it has also been shown that the 

amplitude envelope and absolute phase shift together can be used to 

identify the elemental type - of scatterers involved. For absorbers 

with unknown and/or complicated coordination spheres (several 

scattering elements and absorber-scatterer distances) one needs a 

systematic approach for extracting all the information contained in 

the extended fine structure. It is also essential to know the 

accuracy limits of the results obtained from this approach and to 

understand the major sources of error. 

In this section, a general method for the quantitative 

analysis of the extended X-ray absorption fine structure, described 

in detail in Chapter III will be applied to determine the different 

structural parameters. It may be noted that this method, shown 

schematically in Fig.III.2 as a flow chart, is a hybrid of l  Fourier 

transform and Curve-fitting techniques. 

To test the reliability of this EXAFS method, the extended 

fine structure spectra of a variety of copper compounds have been 

measured and analyzed. Starting with relatively simple compounds of 

known structure, putatively transferable parameters for application 

of the method to copper compounds in general have been derived. 

These parameters and the method were then used to determine bond 

distances of additional compounds whose structures had been 

elucidated previously by 	X-ray 	crystallography. 	The 	close 

correlation of both the distances and numbers of donor atoms 
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derived by crystallographic and EXAFS evaluations of the same 

compounds lends confidence to our ability to predict donor atoms 

and the distances in compounds of unknown structure. In the 

subsequent paragraphs this method will be used with model compound 

results to analyze the EXAFS of copper atoms in the copper complex 

-AC 	 formed from the slime of pseudomonas aeruginosa and copper-zinc 

superoxide dismutase and the metal sites of 	several 	other 

complexes. 

IV.11 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To obtain empirical parameters for the pair wise phase shift 

and amplitude function, "single-shell" model compounds of known 

structure were employed when available. The term single-shell 

X refers
13 to structure where (i) the absorbing atom is surrounded by 

a set of identical scatterers at nearly equal distances and (ii) 

contributions to the EXAFS flsom more distant atoms are negligible. 

VIJU bU-U parameters, the tetrakis(pyridine N - oxide) copper 

tetrafluoroborate, (C 5H5NO) 4Cu(BF4 ) 2  was used. Cu(TRI) 4 (C104 ) 2  , 

where TRI is 1,4,5-trimethylimidazole , and copper diisopropyl 

dithiocarbamate were used to obtain the Cu-N and Cu-S parameters 

respectively. In all these three cases, there is only one 

significant peak in the Fourier transform of the EXAFS data. 

For other Cu-X interactions, compounds were chosen where 

contribution of a given shell could be clearly isolated by Fourier 

filtering from the other components. Thus, for Cu-Cu parameters, 

the second predominant peak in the Fourier transform of the copper 
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acetate monohydrate spectrum was analyzed. 

IV.11.1 FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF EXAFS SPECTRA OF MODEL COMPOUNDS 

In Fig.IV.16 we show background subtracted 	spectra 	of 

Cu(TRI)
4
(C10

4
)
2' 

tetrakis(pyridine N-oxide) copper 
	

tetrafluoro 

fC 	 borate, copper (II.) diisopropyl dithiocarbamate and copper acetate 

monohydrate. As mentioned earlier, these are the four model 

compounds used to identify neighbours by determining the phase 

shifts for Cu-O, Cu-N, Cu-S and Cu-Cu atom pairs. Except for the 

copper (II) acetate monohydrate, each of these has a major peak in 

the Fourier transformed spectra shown in Fig. IV.17. This major 

intense peak is isolated using a suitable window function by 

retransforming it to the k-space and then fitted with the following 

three equations, as mentioned in Chapter III 
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• 

exp (C
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3 

adjusting all the six parameters C 1,  C2,  C3,  C4, C
5 

and C
6 

in first 

two equations and seven parameters C 1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C
5 
 C6 , and C

7 
in 

equation IV.13. The first two peaks in the copper acetate transform 

(see Fig.IV.17) were retransformed to k-space and fitted with the 

sum of two waves in "two-shell" fit. The first shell contains the 

Cu-0 amplitude and phase parameters from tetrakis(pyridine N oxide) 

copper tetrafluoroborate fit, adjusting only C 1  and C5 , while all 

the six parameters in equations IV.11 and IV.12 or all seven 

parameters in equation IV.13 of the second shell corresponding to 

Cu-Cu atoms pair were adjusted. Tables IV.4 - 6 summarize the 

results of the fits of these model compounds including the values 

of the fitting functions, values of the parameters C
1, 
 C2,  C3,  C4, 

C
5 

and C
6 

from equations IV.11 and IV.12 and the values of C 1, 
 C2, 

C3,  C4,  C5, C6 and C7 
from equation IV.13 as well as the linear 

phase shift parameters A l 
as calculated from the known 

crystallographic distances
16-19 and C5. In Fig.IV.18 we have shown 

the fitted and experimentally observed (Fourier-filtered) EXAFS 

spectra of these model compounds. The curve-fitted spectra obtained 

from the parameterized form of EXAFS equation match very well with 

observed Fourier-filtered spectra. However, for Cu-Cu interaction 

the value of the fitted function is slightly large as compared to 

the other interactions. From the values of fitting functions (which 

c i  

k 

ICR 
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Fig.11/.18.(a). Single - shell fit for copper trimethylimidazole chlorate. ( The solid line is Fourier 

filtered EXAFS, and ++t line is least -squares fit. ) 
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indicate the level of goodness of fit) it can be easily seen that 

all the equations are suitable for fitting and hence any one can be 

used for the analysis of copper K-edge EXAFS. In the present 

investigation, equation IV.13 will be used for the EXAFS analysis 

for all the compounds. 

One important feature of these Fourier filtered spectra is the 

different amplitude envelopes observed for different types of 

scattering atoms. As expected
20 , the amplitudes for nitrogen and 

oxygen atoms die out monotonically, while the sulphur amplitude 

peaks at relatively low k values and then dies away. The amplitude 

for Cu-Cu wave clearly show the EXAFS peaking at higher k value as 

atomic number of scatterer increases (Note that all plots of fine 

structure have been multiplied by k
2 
to make the higher k EXAFS 

visible). The physical basis for this variation in EXAFS amplitude 

behaviour is related to trends in the electron atom backscattering 

amplitudes, which peak at higher k value as Z increases
12,20 

VI.11.2 SINGLE - SHELL TESTS OF TRANSFERABILITY 

According to Citrin et al
21 , Lengeler

22 and Chetal et al
23 all 

these phase (C4,  C5, C
6' 

C
7
) and amplitude (C 1,  C2, C

3
) parameters 

can be transferred to the system in which the absorbing atoms have 

the similar chemical environments to predict the structural 

parameters. As a first test of transferability of the Cu-X 

parameters, the phase shifts and amplitudes were used to determine 

other known single-shell structures. The compounds chosen for this 

test, copper tetraimidazole diiodide, CuSeO 3 .2H20, Copper diethyl 
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dithiocarbamate, copper 	propionate, 	and 	copper 	tetraphenyl 

porphorin have different crystal structures and different bond 

distances from the model compounds. The Fourier transforms of the 

EXAFS data recorded for these compounds are shown in Fig.IV.19 . To 

obtain structural information from the Fourier transform spectra 

of these compounds, the observed peak position is simply modified 

by the previously determined phase shift parameter A l  (see Table 

IV.6) to obtain a predicted Cu-X (X = N, 0, S, Cu) distance. The 

coordination number is then obtained from the observed peak height 

using the method described in Chapter III. The predicted and 

crystallographically observed structural results are summarized in 

Table IV.7. 

For curve-fitting analysis of the same spectra, Two variables, 

C
1, 

and C
5 

f
o
r each interaction were floated while C

2 , 
C
3 , 

C
4 , 

C
6 

and C
7 
were fixed. This means that the shape of the amplitude 

envelope and the total phase shift have been fixed. The two terms 

floated in the calculation gave bond lengths and coordination 

numbers. The numerical results of these fits are presented in Table 

IV.7. The fits are almost similar to those in Fig.IV.18. Therefore 

they are not given here. We see that the predicted bond distances 

and coordination numbers from EXAFS agree with those obtained from 

X - ray diffraction data
24-29

. The close correspondence between the 

distances and co-ordination numbers from crystallographic data 

and EXAFS of the same compounds lends confidence to our ability to 

predict coordination numbers and distances in copper compounds of 

unknown structure. 
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The results for the single - shell fits indicate that the 

accuracy of absorber-scatterer distance determinations is on the 

order of 0.01 A° . Almost equal accuracy was obtained by use of the 

Fourier transfotm methods. The calculated coordination numbers 

while correct to about 20 %, did not show the same degree of 

accuracy as the distance calculations. This presumably reflected 

neglect of the thermal motion and/ or disorder for Cu-N, Cu-O, Cu-S 

and Cu-Cu bond lengths in copper tetraimidazole diiodide 

CuSeO3 .2H20 , Cu diethyl dithiocarbamate, 	copper 	propionate 

respectively. Thus, the calculations overestimate the number of 

sulphur and nitrogen -atoms in the case of copper-sulphur and 

copper-nitrogen complexes while underestimating the coordination 

numbers in CuSeO3 .2H20 and copper propionate. 

To test the supposition that different degrees of thermal 

motion are the chief source of amplitude discrepancies, the single- 

C
2
k
2 

shell fits were also performed with a floated e 	term. This 

extra degree of freedom designed to reflect different Debye-Waller 

factors, dramatically improved the calculated number of atoms but 

at the cost of an extra variable (see Table IV.7). Unfortunately, • 

floating the C
2 
parameter in the multishell fits did not improve 

the accuracy of the scatterer number calculations, and C2 

parameters were therefore held fixed throughout the two-shell fits. 

It is clear that empirical total amplitude functions are best 

transferable in cases where the thermal motion and the static 

spread in absorber-scatterer distances are similar. 
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IV.11.3 FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF CuPA AND RELATED COMPLEXES 

The Fourier transform spectra of copper acetylacetonate, 

barium - copper glucuronate, magnesium - copper glucuronate and a 

copper complex formed from a slime of pseudomonas aeruginosa (CuPA) 

in the range .4 - 13 A
0_1 
 are presented in Fig. IV.20. All these 

0 
spectra show a major peak at 1.56 A 	Using previously calculated 

phase shift constant A
l 
and per atom magnitude, a set of possible 

scatterer distances and number were determined and given in Table 

IV.8. One can now compare these calculated values with typical bond 

length (Table IV.1) in order to decide which arrangements are 

chemically reasonable. 

The Fourier transformed calculations in CuPA reveal that the 

major peak corresponds to about four ligand atoms at 1.95 A ° . 

Comparison of these values with the typical Cu-0 bond length of 

Table IV.8 shows that most chemically reasonable assignment is that 

the primary EXAFS component is due to four ligands only. Using the 

transformed distances and tha scatterer numbers for starting 

values, a curve fitting analysis of the EXAFS data has been carried 

out. In this analysis, the Fourier transformed spectra was 

retransformed to k space and fitted to the parameterized equation 

IV.13, wherein the amplitude parameter C 1  and phase shift parameter 

C5  are floated, while the other five parameters, C2 , C3 , C4 , C6  and 

C
7 were kept constant. The results of this analysis are summarized 

in Table IV.8. As expected from the X-ray diffraction data 30-31 the 

coordination number in the first four complexes is four and the 
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coordination number in CuPA is also found to be four establishing 

thereby the fact that this complex is four-fold coordinated and on 

the basis of XANES and ESR results, the coordination geometry of 

copper is square planar in this biological molecule. 

IV.11.4 SCATTERER IDENTIFICATION THROUGH PHASE SHIFTS 

In equation IV.13 the total phase shift, 0
as 	

can be 

treated
20 

as the sum of absorber,0a  and scatterer phase, Os  shifts 

i.e. 

oas ( k) = 'Pau(' 
	

05 (k) - n 	 (IV.14) 

The absorber phase shift 0 a (k) is the result of photoelectron 

propagating out of and back through the central atom potential. 

Reflection of the photoelectron by the scattering atom potential 

causes the scatter phase shift, 0
s 

, the final negative n is added 

to make the amplitude positive
32 

 . 

For a series of compounds with the same absorber, the 

differences in total phase shift are caused by the different O s  of 

the scattering atoms involved. Substantial differences in the total 

phase shifts were observed for the Cu models used for phase shift 

parameterization. The total phase shifts obtained from the 

experimentally measured EXAFS data as a function of wave vector are 

used to predict the type of atoms surrounding the absorbing atoms. 

In the present investigation, the total phase shifts were obtained 

by subtracting 2Rk from C
4 

+ C
5
k + C

6
k
2 

+ C
7
/k

3 
for each of the 
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four standard. These empirical pair wise phase shifts are plotted 

in Fig.IV.21 for Cu-N, Cu-O, Cu-S and Cu-Cu atom pairs. Though 

imidazole complex like tetrakis(imidazole) copper(II) nitrate 

studied in this work contains
33 

four carbon atoms at 2.98 A°  and 

four more carbon atoms at 3.04 A°  we have not observed two 

distinct peaks in the Fourier transform. The difference between 

these two distances is 0.06 A° . Two peaks separated by such a small 

distance are difficult to resolve in the transform. Therefore we 

have not isolated the second peak and hence the phase shift curve 

for Cu-C pair is not given. In Fig.IV.22 we have plotted the phase 

shifts for the atom pairs from theoretically calculated and 

tabulated data of Teo and Lee
20 

Backscattering phase shifts for 

nitrogen are not given in the tables of these authors; therefore 

the phase shifts for the Cu-N atoms pair (Fig.IV.21) were obtained 

by interpolation as suggested by Teo and Lee themselves. It is 

observed from the Figs.IV.21 and IV.22 that the experimentally 

determined phase shifts for Cu-N, Cu-O, Cu-S and Cu-Cu atom pairs 

are similar to those obtained from theory. The differences in phase 

shifts for N, 0, S, and Cu permit straight forward differentiation 

between these backscattering atoms. In accord with theoretical 

calculations
20 

, as the atomic number of the scatterer increases 

the mean value of the phase shift increases, while the average 

slope and curvature decrease. The phase shift versus k curve 

calculated by using the expression 
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°Cu-0 (k)  = C4 	
k + C

6 
k2  + C

7
/k3  - 2Rk (IV.15) 

for 	the 	copper complex 	formed 	from 	the 	pseudomonas 

aeruginosa overlaps with the curve for Cu-0 atom pair. This 

establishes the fact that the copper ion in this complex has oxygen 

atoms as nearest neighbours in the first coordination shell. 

In order to test the sensitivity of these empirical phase 

shift and amplitude function parameters to small changes of the 

fitting range or the choice of E o 
both of these factors were 

systematically changed in fit for the copper diisopropyl 

dithiocarbamate .. The various parameters calculated for three 

different values of E0  and three different ranges of k. It is found 

that no single parameter by itself is physically significant and 

that the constant term (C
4
) in the phase shift function is very 

sensitive to small changes in the choice of E t:) . Since the E0  (the 

threshold energy at which k = 0) is , not experimentally 

determinable, it has been fixed at some arbitrary value in eV in 

the beginning of the calculations and then, as suggested by Lee and 

. 
Ben

34
i 	, it was varied till the peaks in the imaginary component 

and modulus of the Fourier transform coincide. The value at which 

this happens is taken as the value of E0  (see the footnotes given 

in Tables IV.4-6. 

As mentioned in Section I, the HPLC analysis of slime 

(produced by the bacteria pseudomonas aeruginosa without copper 

present) carried out by Magee
35 

clearly shows that the glucuronic 

T 
	 acid is a major constituent of CuPA and on the basis of our results 



and using the results of Magee, We have suggested that the nature 

of the complex is itself a copper glucuronate and proposed the 

possible structures of the copper complex using the Haworth 

structure for the uronic acid is shown in Fig.IV.9. Our conclusion 

that the copper ion is coordinated to four oxygen atoms in CuPA is 

in good agreement with that obtained from the XANES spectra of this 

complex. 

IV.11.5 EXAFS OF COPPER CARBOXYLATES 

In order to determine whether a wave corresponding 	to 

backscattering from a metal atom is sufficiently stronger than 

those due to nitrogen, oxygen or sulphur neighbours to be easily 

distinguished from them, EXAFS data at the Cu K-edge was recorded 

at room temperature in a few compounds with various metal-metal 

distances. Anhydrous copper propionate, anhydrous copper formate, 

copper benzoate trihydrate and copper salicylate tetrahydrate 

copper acetate monohydrate and copper citrate dihydrate have Cu-Cu 

distances of 2.57836  , 3.435 37  , 3.15036  and 3.728
38

, 2.614
19 

and 

3.24239 A
o . respectively. The Fourier transformed spectra of these 

compounds are shown in Fig.IV.23. In this figure the vertical 

arrows show peaks corresponding to the Cu-Cu atom pairs. The 

acetate transform shows the Cu-Cu peak at 2.392 A °  which means that 

the phase shift constant A l  in R space for Cu-Cu atom pair is 0.222 

A
o (see Table IV.4). Applying this phase shift correction to the 

fourier transforms of the other compounds, the peaks corresponding 

to the Cu-Cu distances would be expected to appear at about 2.62 A 
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for the copper propionate, 2.9 A for the citrate, 3 A 	for the 

formate, 2.99 A , for benzoate and 3.28 A for salicylate complex. 

It may be interesting to mention here that except for the copper 

acetate and copper propionate where the Cu-Cu distance is less than 

2.80 A° , there is no clearly distinguishable Cu-Cu peak in any of 

the Fourier transforms. It should be noted that these results are 

obtained from the analysis of the Cu K-edge EXAFS data collected at 

room temperature. As discussed previously, the EXAFS amplitude is 

strongly dependent on the thermal motion of the backscatterers 

with respect to the absorbing atom. Possibly at lower temperatures 

metal-metal components could be more clearly distinguishable in the 

Fourier transform of the Cu K-edge EXAFS spectra recorded on a 

two-crystal spectrometer using Synchrotron radiation as a source of 

X-rays. 

IV.11.6 EXAFS OF Cu-Zn SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASE AND RELATED COMPLEXES 

Bovine erythrocyte superoxide dismutase has been the subject 

of a larger number of investigations and much of this work has been 

O 

stimulated by the determination of the crystal structure to 3A 

resolution 	The structure shows that each of the two subunits 

contains one copper and one zinc atom separated by 6A 	and linked 

to the imidazole ring of a histidine residue. The zinc atom has an 

approximately tetrahedral co-ordination geometry and is bonded to a 

nitrogen atom of the imidazole rings of the residues His-61, 

His-69, and His-78 and carboxylate oxygen atom of the residue 
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Asp-81. The copper atom is coordinated to one nitrogen atom of the 

imidazole groups of the residues His-44, His-46, His-61, and 

His-118. This structure alone does not contain the detailed 

information needed to explain aspects of the enzyme's mechanism as 

the resolution is too low to detect the subtle structural features 

which presumedly control the activity. Therefore a detailed study 

of local structure of copper in such-type of biological complexes 

is desirable. 

The background subtracted EXAFS data in the three forms of 

Cu-Zn SOD are shown in Figs.IV.24. Fourier transforms of these 

three data sets are shown in Figs.IV.25 . It can be clearly seen 

from these spectra that the the copper K-edge EXAFS of these 

biomolecules is dominated by the backscattering from four nitrogen 

atoms (of imidazole groups) in the first coordination shell. 

However, the second and third peaks, corresponding to carbon or 

nitrogen (or oxygen) atoms, though less intense as compared to the 

first major peak, are relatively sharp in native SOD, and slightly 

broad in azido and cyano derivatives of SOD. The first peaks in the 

Fourier transforms of these complexes were Fourier filtered to 

extract the structural parameters of the first shell component over 

a k range of 4-13 A
0-1 
 and then fitted with Cu-N, Cu-O, and Cu-S 

standard parameters on a k range of 4-12 A 0-1 . The results of these 

single- shell fits are shown in Table IV.9.•All the fits with Cu-S 

standard parameters gave negative amplitudes indicating that 

sulphur is not the major component of the first coordination sphere 

of copper in SOD. Cu-N standard parameters gave better fits for all 
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the three forms than those fitted with Cu-0 standards. Fits with 

Cu-N standards predict 2.00, 1.99 and 1.96 A respectively for the 

average first-shell distance in native, azido and cyano complexes. 

O 

The distances predicted by Cu-0 standards are about 0.015 A 

shorter than those predicted by the Cu-N standards in each case. 

Single-shell fits to the model compounds showed that either Cu-0 or 

Cu-N standards fitted to either nitrogen or oxygen shells would 

predict the correct distance to within 0.03A ° . Allowing for the 

somewhat poorer signal-to-noise ratio in SOD data, the error in the 

predicted distances is estimated at about 0.04A ° . It is therefore 

not possibble to determine with certainty which of the distances 

may be the longest or the shortest or to estimate any change in the 

average distance of the first-shell atoms when pure SOD is treated 

with azido or cyno reagents. 

The number of first-shell atoms around copper in native, 

azido, and cyano complexes is predicted to be 4.2, 4.3, and 3.5 

respectively using Cu-N standards, and 3.7, 3.6 and 4.4 using Cu-0 

standards. In the single-shell fits to oxygen or nitrogen shells 

using either Cu-0 or Cu-N standards, the predicted number of atoms 

was accurate to within 0.5 of an atom for four atoms. Again 

allowing for the somewhat poorer quality of the SOD data, we 

conclude that copper in all the three forms of SOD has fdtir atoms 

in the first shell. It may be mentioned here that the X-ray crystal 

structure data suggest 41-42 that the four imidazole groups in SOD 

take up a flattened tetrahedral arrangement around the copper, with 

the solvent molecule occupying a position on the open side of the 
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metal, and this stereochemistry is supported by the highly rhombic 

EPR spectrum
40

'
43. 

However , we have not observed any FT peak 

corresponding to oxygen scatterers (in the solvent molecule). If at 

all there is a fifth neighbour within 2.25 A °  from the central 

copper atom in SOD, it could be detected only by performing 

multiple-scattering calculations, as has been generally done by 

researchers
44-45 

working in the Synchrotron Radiation laboratories 

all over the world. Moreover, from the X-ray diffraction analysis, 

it seems that the coordination geometry of copper site, if we 

assume the presence of one more neighbour is distorted 

square-pyramidal. For the confirmation of this type of coordination 

geometry from X-ray absorption spectra, one must use the copper 

compounds which have square-pyramidal geometry around copper atoms 

as standards for the EXAFS data analysis. In the present study, we 

have not done this because such complexes are very difficult to 

synthesize in our laboratory. 

In addition to these three derivatives of Cu/Zn SOD, we have 

also investigated the EXAFS spectra of the cobalt substituted 

derivative, Cu
2
Co

2
SOD of native cupro-zinc superoxide dismutase in 

order to see if there is any effect on the Cu K-edge fine structure 

and hence the local structure of copper ion in such polynuclear 

metalloprotein wherein there are two different metal ions. It has 

been suggested
40

'
46-50 

that in this cobalt substituted derivative, 

the cobalt (II) ion can replace the zinc (II) ion in its site and 

the resulting cobalt derivative Cu
2
Co

2
SOD contains an imidazole 

' bridged copper(II)-cobalt(II) pair 	The background subtracted 

■ck 
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EXAFS spectra of this enzyme is given in Fig.IV.26 and the 

corresponding Fourier transform is shown in Fig.IV.27 . Both these 

spectra are very similar to those ofnative form of SOD (see 

Figs.IV.24 and 25). The curve-fitting results show no variation of 

Cu-N bond distance and coordination number of copper. Moreover, a 

close similarity of near-edge spectra of copper in native SOD and 

Cu/Co enzyme (figure not shown here) supports the findings from the 

analysis of EXAFS spectra. Thus our observations indicates that the 

replacement of the active metal site (for example, zinc ion) by 

cobalt ion, there is no change of local structure around copper 

ion. 

On the basis of our results from X-ray absorption and X-ray 

photoemission spectra and the findings of the multiple-electron 

scattering calculations of . EXAFS spectra of Cu/Zn SOD by Blackburn 

et a1 45 , , we can propose the possible structure of active copper 

site in native enzyme and in azide and cyanide adducts of Cu
2
ZnSOD. 

This structure is presented in Fig.IV.28. It is very similar to 

that given by Gartner and Weser 46 . It is to be noted here that our 

EXAFS analysis predicts four nitrogen atoms from imidazole 

ligands(histidine) as near-neighbours of copper(II) ion in the 

native enzyme. However, the fifth oxygen neighour (from solvent 

molecule), depicted in Fig.IV.28(a) by dotted line, is shown to be 

present by rigorous theoretical calculations of Daresbury group 45 

thereby completing a slightly distorted square-pyramidal 

arrangement around copper(II) ion. In the case of azide derivative, 

the probable structure suggested by us is given in Fig.IV.28(b) on 
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Fig. IV. 28. Structure of active copper site of native enzyme (a); azide adduct( 

and cyanide adduct of native enzyme (c 
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the basis of our 	experimental 	analysis 	and 	findings 	of 

multiple-scatteing calculations of the extended fine structure. It 

is very difficult to identify nitrogen of azide ligand from 

nitrogen of imidazole group form X-ray spectra. However, the 

high-resolution proton NMR studies of azide adduct of native enzyme 

carried out by Bertini et al
51
, have shown that one of the 

imidazole groups is not influenced by the paramagnetism of the 

Cu(II) centre, which indicates that is is no longer coordinated to 

copper in the first coordination shell. Backscattering from 

neighbouring atoms to copper can, of course, arise from nonbonded 

interactions and does not require the backscatterer to be 

coordinated
52

. Thus it is possible that the imidazole group is 

oriented such that the nitrogen atom is no longer capable of 

effective hybridization with copper, but may still contribute to 

EXAFS spectrum of copper. It is thus probable that, like native 

enzyme, the copper site of azide derivative is also distorted from 

ideal square-pyramidal geometry. The structure of copper site in 

cyano adduct of native enzyme is given in Fig.IV.28(c). In this 

case, as shown in the figure as well as in Table IV.9, although 

four neighbours of copper are nitrogen atoms at 1.96 A ° , it is 

expected
40

'
53 

that the carbon atom of cyanide ligand may be one of 

the neighbours of copper(II) ion in the first shell. This has been 

corroborated by the simulation of EXAFS in k-space as well as in 

R-space for the cyanide adduct. Our experimental results and 

theoretically calculated spectrum of this derivative indicate that 

1 considerable spectral changes which are elicited by cyanide-b4-naing 

D-14-3-?N\ 
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are the result of a shortening of the Cu-imidazole (or Cu-carbon) 

bond lengths to 1.96 ± 0.03 A ° . If carbon atom is present as one of 

the neighbours of copper and square-planar arrangement around 

copper (II) is completed by three nitrogen atoms from imidazole 

groups, then it is worth to note that that the Cu-N imidazole and 

Cu-C cyanide, (if carbon is present, the Cu-C bond length will be 

of the order of 1.97A °  [very close to Cu-N bond length 1, as 

suggested by the results of therotical simulation of EXAFS of 

cyanide adduct) first shell distances will be highly correlated and 

probably not seperated in the Fourier transform within the limits 

of EXAFS analysis. That is why in the Fig. 28(c), the four nitrogen 

atoms instead of three nitrogen and one carbon atoms, are shown in 

the neighbours of copper. The local structure around zinc ion could 

not be studied since some characteristic emission lines of target 

of X-ray tube appear in the EXAFS region of Zn K-edge. 

As noted earlier, it has been mentioned that that the copper 

atoms in SOD are coordinated by imidazole ligands. Five of the 

copper model compounds contain imidazole coordinated to copper, 

namely, Cu(II)tetraimidazole diiodide, copper(II)tetraimidazole 

dichloride, Cu(II)tetraimidazole nitrate, Cu(II) trimethylimidazole 

chlorate, and Cu(II) tetraimidazole chlorate. The Fourier 

transforms of these five compounds are shown in the Fig.IV.29. 

These transforms may be compared to those of the SOD in Figs.IV.25. 

There appear to be no particular characteristics of these 

transforms that would indicate the presence of imidazole in all the 

1 	 corresponding compounds. The differences in the transforms between 
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native, azido and cyano SOD , particularly in the range of 2-4 A e , 

suggest as mentioned earlier significant differences in the active 

site of the native enzyme, and azide and cyanide adducts. which may 

perhaps be due to conformational changes. 
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TABLE IV.4 PHASE SHIFT AND AMPLITUDE PARAMETERS FOR MODEL COMPOUNDS 

OPTIMIZED FUNCTION 

Fitting function, F = L k 
6

(expt(k) 
 - ;t:(k))

2
/N ]1/2 

-1 

Fitting range = 4 - 13 LA 	 k
6 

- weighting 

convergence 	limit = 	1 

Number of 	iterations 

x 10
-6 

= 	1000 

ATOM 
a 

PAIR 
1 

C2 C3 C
4 

C
5 

C
6 

Nb  
1 

c  R(A`') 
1 

Cu-N 0.27 0.824 0.0146 1.930 1.430 3.659 21.54 4 2.000 

Cu-0 0.30 0.410 0.0190 1.380 1.560 3.476 21.84 4 1.955 

Cu-S 0.32 2.369 0.0141 2.365 -0.621 3.949 31.51 4 2.283 

Cu-Cu 0.614 0.0158 0.0256 -1.150 4.018 5.006 36.77 1 2.614 

a. Cu-N From Cu(TRI) 4 (C104
) 2 , Cu-0 from tetrakis(pyridine N-oxide)copper Oes 

tetrafluoroborate, Cu-S from diisopropyl dithiocarbamate and Cu-Cu 

from copper acetate monohydrate. 	 DO 



b. Coordination number from X-ray diffraction measurements. 

c. Bond distance from X-ray diffraction measurements. 

F = value of the fitting function. 

The values of E
0 
 for Cu-N , Cu-O, Cu-S and Cu-Cu are 

9002, 9000, 8995 ,and 8990 eV respectively. 

A
1 

= C
5 

- 2R
1 

The values of A
l 
for Cu-N , Cu-O, Cu-S and Cu-Cu are 

-0.341, -0.434, -0.617, and -0.222 respectively. 



TABLE IV.5 PHASE SHIFT AND AMPLITUDE PARAMETERS FOR MODEL COMPOUNDS 

OPTIMIZED FUNCTION 

-C k
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C
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e 

x (k)   sin [C
4 

+ C
5
k + C

6
k
2 

k
C3  

Fitting function, F = C k 
6
( x

expt
(k) - x(k))

2
IN 

] 1/2 

-1 

Fitting range = 4 - 13 IA 	 k
6 

- weighting 

convergence limit = 1 x 10
-6 

Number of iterations = 1000 

 
ATOM

a F 	C
1 	

C
2 	

C
3 	

C
4 	

C
5 	

C
6 	

N
1 	

R
1
c  
(e) 

PAIR 

Cu-N 	0.492 0.652 	0.0147 	1.837 	1.310 	3.222 	0.00434 4 2.000 

Cu-0 	0.375 0.470 	0.0174 	1.519 	2.223 	2.843 	0.01565 4 1.955 

Cu-S 	0.289 1.305 	0.0165 	1.998 	0.445 	2.388 	0.0612 	4 2.283 

	

Cu-Cu 0.830 0.0109 	0.0281 -1.441 	2.0889 4.123 	0.0194 	1 2.614 

a. Cu-N From Cu(TRI)
4
(C10

4
)
2 , 

Cu-0 from tetrakis(pyridine N-oxide)copper 

tetrafluoroborate, Cu-S from diisopropyl dithiocarbamate and Cu-Cu 
from copper acetate monohydrate. 



b. Coordination 'number from X-ray diffraction measurements. 

c. Bond distance from X-ray diffraction measurements. 

The values of E
0 
 for Cu-N , Cu-0, Cu-S and Cu-Cu are 

9002, 9000, 8995 ,and 8990 eV respectively. 

A l  = C
5 

- 2R 1 _ 

The values of A l  for Cu-N , Cu-0, Cu-S and Cu-Cu are 

-0.778, -1.067, -2.178, and -1.105 respectively. 



TABLE IV.6 PHASE SHIFT AND AMPLITUDE PARAMETERS FOR MODEL COMPOUNDS 

OPTIMIZED FUNCTION 

C
C1 e 

sin CC
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k
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/k

3
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Fitting function, F = C k 
6
( x

expt
(k) - x(k))

2
/N ]

1/2 

-1 

Fitting range = 4 - 13 CA c ] 	 k
6 

- weighting 

convergence limit = 1 x 10
-6  

Number of iterations = 1000 

ATOM a 

 PAIR 

C 
1 

N b R c C
2 	

C
3 	

C
4 	

C
5 	

C
6 	

C
7 	1 	1 

(A° ) 

Cu-N 0.204 0.5304 0.0166 1.647 3.919 3.755 -0.01373 193.291 4 2.000 

Cu-0 0.210 0.8874 0.0157 1.874 0.072 3.198 0.00063 112.831 4 1.955 

Cu-S 0.246 1.4864 0.0172 2.035 0.322 3.671.-0.00289 184.263 4 2.283 

Cu-Cu 0.378 0.0204 0.0262 1.073 3.452 3.886 0.03011 -090.999 1 2.614 

-C
2

k
2 

a. Cu-N From Cu(TRI) 4 (C104 ) 2  , Cu-0 from tetrakis(pyridine N-oxide)copper 

tetrafluoroborate, Cu-S from diisopropyl dithiocarbamate and Cu-Cu 
from copper acetate monohydrate. cc 



b. Coordination number from X-ray diffraction measurements. 

c. Bond distance from X-ray diffraction measurements. 

The values of E
0 
 for Cu-N , Cu-0, Cu-S and Cu-Cu are 

9002, 9000, 8995 ,and 8990 eV respectively. 

A l  = C
5 

- 2R 1  
1 

The values of A l  for Cu-N , Cu-0, Cu-S and Cu-Cu are 

-0_245, -0_712, -0_895 and -1_342 respectively_ 



TABLE IV.7 CALCULATION OF SINGLE-SHELL DISTANCES AND COORDINATION NUMBERS 
IN TEST COMPOUNDS. 

Compound 	Atom 	F 	C
1 	

C
5 	

C
2 
	 R 1  (A° ) 
 N 1 

Pair 

Cu(imid)
4 
Cu-N 0.204 0.568 
	

3.799 0.0166(0.0140) 2.020(2.050) 4.2(4.3) 

I
2 

CuSe0
3 	

Cu-0 0.490 0.971 	3.232 0.0141(0.012) 	1.972(1.980) 4.3(4.4) 

2H
2
0 

Copper 	Cu-S 0.520 1.642 	3.815 0.0230(0.017) 	2.314(2.340) 4.3(4.4) 

(et
2
dtc)

2 

Cu prop- Cu-Cu 0.400 0.00533 3.786 0.0040(0.002) 	2,590(2.620) 1.2(1.6) 

ionate 

CuTPP 	Cu-N 0.500 0.494 	3.715 0.0120(0.009) 	1.980(1.990) 3.8(3.9) 

+ Quantities given in parantheses are obtained from the analysis of Fourier 

transform using the formula : Nu  = (Ru
2 
 u s  M N)/(M R

2
) where M , N and R 

s s 	 s 	s 	s  

are the observed peak height of FT curve, coordination number and bond 

distance for a model compound. M
u 

, N
u

, and R
u 

refer to unknown compound. 

* The quantity in parantheses shown in the column of C 2  is obtained by 

floating the C2  parameter along with C 1  and C5. 

Std. 



TABLE IV.B CALCULATION OF SINGLE-SHELL DISTANCES AND COORDINATION NUMBERS 
IN CuPA AND RELATED COMPLEXES 

Complex 	F 	C
1 	

C
5 	

Bond Distance(e) 	Coordination Number 

FT 	Curve-Fit 	FT 	Curve-Fit 
Dist. 	Dist. 	 Number 	Number 

Cu(acac)
2 

0.304 	0.803 	3.755 	1.950 	1.930 
	

3.6 	3.9 

Ba-Cu 
galacto 
ronate 

Ba-Cu 
glucu 
ronate 

	

0.500 	0.959 	3.208 	1.970 	1.960 

	

0.420 	0.905 	3.188 	1.950 	1.950 

	

4.5 	4.3 

	

4.4 	4.1 

Mg-Cu 	0.480 	0.879 	3.228 	1.940 	1.970 	 4.3 	3.9 
glucu 
ronate 

CuPA 	0.340 	0.938 	3.210 	1.952 	1.961 	 4.2 	4.2 

Quantities given in parantheses are obtained from the analysis of Fourier 

transform using the formula : N
u 

= (R
2 
M N )/(M R

2
) where M , N and R 

u u s 	s s 	 s 	s 	s  

are the observed peak height of FT curve, coordination number and bond 

distance for a model compound. Mu  , Nu , and Ru  refer to unknown compound. 

13 
0 



TABLE IV.9 CALCULATION OF SINGLE-SHELL DISTANCES AND COORDINATION NUMBERS 
IN THREE FORMS OF Cu-Zn SUPEROXIDE DISMUTASE 

Complex Std F C
1 

C
5 

 R 1 (A° ) N 
1 

Cu/Zn Cu-N 0.280 0.557 3.755 2.000 4.2 
SOD Cu-0 0.390 0.845 3.256 1.984 3.7 
Native Cu-S 0.610 -1.671 3.409 

Cu/Zn Cu-N 0.450 0.567 3.735 1.995 4.3 
SOD Cu-0 0.630 0.819 3.248 1.980 3.6 
Native Cu-S 0.620 -2.889 3.382 

Cu/Zn Cu-N 0.310 0.447 3.610 1.963 3.5 
SOD 	. Cu-0 0.440 0.970 3.186 1.949 4.4 
Native Cu-S 0.820 -2.530 3.442 - - 
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CHAPTER V 

VANADIUM K-ABSORPTION EDGE STRUCTURE 
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V.1 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

V K-edge XANES spectra of vanadium metal and typical vanadium 

compounds are shown in Figs.V.1, 2 , 3, 4 and 5. In Fig.V.6 are 

given the near-edge spectra of vanadium nitrogenase along with the 

vanadium sulphide, V2S3 , and some organometallic complexes. These 

spectral curves are obtained by averaging the results of a very 

large number of spectra recorded for each sample. For the vanadium 

nitrogenase and DMF complex, 25 scans were recorded in order to 

confirm all the fine structure peaks. 

It is observed from Fig.V.1 that the K absorption edge of 

vanadium metal splits into three components. In the case of the 

vanadium compounds and complexes the absorption discontinuity is 

seen to split into three or more components. Our results in this 

respect are in good agreement with those obtained by Wong et al l 

for vanadium metal and some of the compounds studied in this work. 

For compounds and complexes viz. [V0 2 (hshed)7 2  , Cd2V207  , PbV206  , 

Na
4
[VO-dl-tart]

2
' 12H

2 
 0 Ca

3  V2  Ge3 
0
12 ' VO(C12 H 18  N2 02' 

 ) VO(acac)
2 	' 

 VO(C
32

H
34

N
4
)C

2
H
4
C1

2' 
 SmVO

4 
, etc., no experimental data 	are 

available for comparison. 

The zero of the energy scale of the XANES spectra was taken 

with respect to the first inflection point of the vanadium metal in 

the first derivative spectrum at 5465.0 eV, which, according to 

Bearden and Burr - , marks the threshold or onset of photoejection of 

the is electron in vanadium metal. All the spectra were normalized 

by fitting a linear function to the pre-edge data and fitting cubic 

spline to the EXAFS region of the data upto 400 eV, extrapolating 

21 3 
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both functions to the zero of energy i.e. the inflection point 

energy [and taking the difference (the edge step height)], 

subtracting the pre-edge data function from each point in the 

experimental spectrum, and dividing by the step height. This 

procedure results in a normalization of the data to the unit step 

height. The energy positions of the important spectral features in 

all the compounds studied in this work are given in Table V.1. and 

relevant structural data are presented in Table V.2. 

We shall first discuss our results on the near edge structure 

in model compounds having vanadium ions at tetrahedral, square 

pyramidal and octahedral sites and then we shall use these results 

to extract structural information in the biological complexes. 

V.2 VANADIUM K - EDGE IN MODEL COMPOUNDS 

The K - absorption near edge spectra of transition metal 

compounds are rich in information from which details—on the - 

coordination environment can be deduced. The profiles of the 

vanadium K - absorption edge in Figs.V. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 show a 

pre - edge feature at the threshold followed by a shoulder on the 

rising absorption curve which culminates in a strong absorption 

peak. The pre-edge peaks are due to the transitions of the 

photoelectron to final states that are essentially vanadium 3d 

bound states. These transitions are quite sensitive to the crystal 

field3 ' 4  due to ligands around vanadium and hence the number, 

position, and intensity of these pre-edge peaks give information 

about the coordination environment of vanadium. 

220 
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The main reason for this can be found in the d 0
, d

l
, d

2
, d

3 

electronic configurations of V
5+
, V

4+
, 	V

3+ 	
and 	V

2+ 	
ions 

respectively. All the d symmetry molecular levels are vacant 

completely or partially depending on the oxidation state of 

vanadium and available to receive the photoelectron to give 

1 
(1s)

1 
 (3d) 1 , 	(is)

1 
 (3d)

2
, 	(1s)

1 
 (3d)

3 
and 	(1s) (3d)

4 
excited 

electronic configurations. The symmetry of the final state is that 

of the d levels since the is core hole is totally symmetrical and 

all other shells below the valence band are filled. Taking into 

account only the dipole electron transitions (0 dipole operator), 

the transition moment is given by the general Fermi golden rule
5 

2 
M a < w

ground' 
0
dip I Wexcitcd > [N(E)7 6(hy — Eground 

+ E
excited

) 

  (V.1) 

In this expression, N(E) is the number of vacancies in the excited 

states. This number is 0 or i or 2 in a molecular orbital 

description of a filled, singly occupied, or vacant orbital; 6 is a 

Dirac function, and the matrix element is a complex quantum 

function quite difficult to be computed exactly in the present 

state of the art.
6-8 

In a pure tetrahedral symmetry, the pre — edge absorption is 

an outstanding feature in the K — edge XANES spectra of vanadium 

compounds, as can be seen from Fig.V.3. In every spectrum, an 

intense single peak is observed. It corresponds to a dipole 

721 
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allowed transition from the is to t
2 

molecular orbitals formed from 

the 3d and 4p metal orbitals and from the 2p orbitals of 

neighbours. 

In an octahedral symmetry, a weak pre-edge feature is observed 

(see Fig-V.2), the intensity of which is rather low due to the 

presence of an inversion centre at the V site (I-
0lu). The 

weakness of the intensity is due to the absence of A
lg 

in the 

direct product and there is no more 3d-4p mixing. The presence of 

such weak transitions may be assigned
3 
to some relaxation of the 

Laporte selection rules, by vibronic coupling, or to the 

interference of a quadrupolar mechanism, as already demonstrated in 

a square planar CuC1
4
2- 

complex
9

. 

Although the oxidation state of vanadium ion is not known in 

VIS2C2 (C5H5 ) 2 1 3  , its K-absorption edge profile (see Fig.V.5) is 

similar to that in V2S3 . This may be due to the same coordination 

numbers of vanadium ions in both these compounds.
10-11  However, 

the energies of spectral features are slightly different. 

The assignment of the first peak after threshold i.e. shoulder 

on the rising absorption curve (and other weak peaks between this 

shoulder and ls 4 3d peak) is still controversial.
12-13 
 According 

to the self-consistent Xa multiple scattering wave calculations of 

Kutzler et al., this feature, which has been assigned by several 

authors to a ls 4 4s transition, appears to be an inherent feature 

of the continuum. However, according to the ab initio 

self-consistent field calculations of pair and Goddard
7
, this 

feature cannot be assigned to any single electron transition. In 

222- 
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the calculations of these authors, the is 4 4s monopole transition 

strength is found to be too weak to be observed and appears at the 

wrong energy to fit the shoulder peak data. Rather, this feature is 

reassigned by these authors as a is 4 4p transition plus 

simultaneous shakedown. It appears always much below the main 

transition with weak intensity and it will not be discussed 

further. Nevertheless, its presence in our spectra of liquid 

samples allows us to rule out any interpretation of this transition 

based only on 3d solid-state interactions. 

As mentioned earlier, the profiles of the X-ray absorption 

spectra of tetrahedrally coordinated vanadium compounds given in 

Fig.3 shows a very intense pre-edge peak. The intensity of this 

pre-edge feature (in Figs.V.4 and 5) is slightly lowered for 

compounds in which vanadium ion has square-pyramidal coordination 

and its intensity is the least for octahedrally coordinated 

vanadium compounds as can be seen from Figs.V.2 and 4. 

In the following sections before we discuss the XANES spectra 

of biological complexes, we will try to see if there exists any 

correlation between the peak separations and the bond distances in 

structurally known model vanadium compounds. For this purpose, like 

copper compounds, we have plotted in Fig.V.7 the energy separations 

CAE ) between the multiple scattering resonances in the 
3d-4p 

continuum ( is 	4p transition)and bound (Is 	3d transition) 

states versus the reciprocal of square of the interatomic distances 

(R) for a number of vanadium compounds covering a wide range of 

structures.
14-40 
 As can be seen from Fig.V.7, Natoli's simple 

2-3 
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relation
41-43 

at first glance, does not seem to hold true for these 

compounds. However, when these compounds are classified according 

to the coordination number of vanadium and AE 
sd-4p 

vs 1/R
2 

graphs 

were plotted for 4-fold, 5-fold, and 6-fold coordinated compounds 

separately , a fairly good linear relation was found to exist 

between 
AE3d-4p 

and 1/R
2 
in each case as shown in Fig.7. For 

tetrahedrally coordinated compounds, the correlation coefficient is 

found to be 0.902. For penta coordinated compounds, if we take into 

account the data for all nine compounds for regression analysis, we 

get the value of correlation coefficient as 0.738. However, for two 

complexes namely VOPc and VOTPP, the deviation for the 

least-squares line is very large. Such large deviations for these 

two biological compounds have also been observed in the plots of 

intensity of pre-edge peaks vs average bond lengths of first shell 

ligands in various ligand geometries in the work of Wong et.al
1

. 

Excluding the data points for VOPc and VOTPP, if we perform the 

analysis the value of correlation coefficient is 0.801. In the case 

of octahedrally coordinated compouhds, if we carry out the 

least-squares analysis excluding 	the 	data 	for 	VN, 	V2
S
3' 

VES
2
C
2
(C
6
H
5

)
23' 

and VC, the correlation coefficient come out to be 

0.590. Although it is difficult to 	give 	any 	satisfactory 

explanation for the large deviation observed for these four 

compounds, the nature of bonding seem to have some role to play in 

the large energy separation. For example, the V-S and V-N bonds are 

strongly covalent and strongly ionic in nature respectively and all 

other compounds have mixed bond character. The correlation 
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coefficient for the regression analysis of the data excluding these 

four compounds comes out to be 0.882. Barring such a few 

exceptions, We may conclude that Natoli's relation is valid for a 

series of compounds wherein the metal ions have the same 

coordination geometry. i.e., AE
3d-4p 

x R
2 

constant for a 

particular coordination polyhedron of ligands around metal ions. 

The constants for tetrahedral, square pyramidal and octahedral 

coordination geometries were determined from the least-squares 

fitting of the data to a linear equation of the form AE3d-4p 
x R

2 
= 

C , where C is the constant for each coordination geometry and are 

given in Table V.3. Once the constants are known it is easy to use 

this formula to predict coordination geometry and bond distance 

from the profiles and energy positions of the XANES peaks. We have 

employed this method to predict the interatomic distances for 

biological complexes for which the values of AE have been 

determined from the XANES spectra. 

V.3 TEST OF TRANSFERABILITY OF STRUCTURAL CONSTANTS 

As a first test of the transferability of these constants, we 

have chosen three complexes. These complexes are EVO
2
(hshed)]

2' 

(where hshed=N-salicylidene-N-(2-hydroxyethyl )-ethylenediamine ) , 

deoxophylloerythroetioporphyrin complex, VOEC32H34N4 ).C2H4C1 2  and 

Me
4
NIVFe

3
S
4
C1

3
(DMF)

3
3.2DMF (where DMF is dimethyl formamide), whose 

structures had been elucidated previously by X-ray 

crystallography
24,38,40

. The absorption spectra of these 	three 

vanadium complexes were recorded and the spectra are presented in 
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Figs.V.5 and 6. To obtain structural information , the profiles of 

the edges of these compounds were compared with those of the model 

compounds. The comparison suggests that vanadium ions are six-fold 

coordinated in CVO
2
(hshed)]

2' 
and Me

4
NEVFe

3
S
4
C1

3
(DMF)

3 ].2DMF and 

five-fold coordinated in VOEC32H34N4).02H4C12 complexes. Therefore 

using the constant Coct. , we have calculated the V-X (X=ligand) 

bond distances in the these complexes. The bond lengths 1.967 A °  

O 

and 1.915 A 
	

in 	CVO
2
(hshed)]

2 	
and 	VOCC

32
H
34

N
4
).0

2
H
4C1 2 

respectively determined in this work are in good agreement with 

those 	reported 	in 	literature.
24

'
38 	

In 	the 	case 	of 

(Me 4
N)EVFe

3
S
4
C1

3
(DMF)

3
].2DMF , the distance determined from XANES 

is 2.214 A. This agrees well with the average crystallographic 

distance of V-0 and V-B bonds obtained from X - ray diffraction 

data.
40 The close correlation of both the coordination geometry and ' 

bond distances lends confidence to our ability to predict the 

coordination numbers and distances in compounds 	of 	unknown 

structures by XANES spectroscopy. 

V.4 XANES SPECTRA OF ORGANOMETALLIC AND BIOLOGICAL COMPLEXES 

In this work we have studied vanadium 	nitrogenase 	of 

Azotobacter Chroococcum along with vanadyl tetraphenyl porphyrin 

(VOTPP) and three organometallic complexes, vanadyl phthalocyanine 

(VOPc), vanadyl benzoyl acetonate, VO(bzac) 2 
and the cluster 

compound (Me4N)[VFe 3S4C1 3 (DMF) 3 ] 2DMF . The structural information 

on these later four complexes is known.
22 '

25-26,40 

In vanadium tetraphenyl porphyrin, the vanadium is square 
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-r 

pyramidally coordinated
22 

to four nitrogen atoms in a plane and to 

one oxygen atom above this plane. We observe a sharp pre edge 

peak ( Fig.V.6 ) in this biological complex. The main absorption 

peak at 25.7 eV is slightly sharp as compared to the other square 

pyramidally coordinated complexes shown in the Figs.V.2 and 4. 

However, in vanadyl phthalocyanine, the pre-edge is even more 

sharper than that in VOTPP and the main peak is similar to that in 

all the other compounds. 

In vanadyl benzoylacetonate (VO(bzac) 2 ) and other complexes, 

the spectra are similar to that in VOTPP. The intensity of the 

pre-edge peak in VOTPP, VOPc, and other 5-coordinated vanadium 

compounds (see Figs.V. 5 and 6) seems to depend on the bond 

distances. The smaller the distance, the higher the intensity of 

this transition. On the basis of the results of XANES calculations 

of Kutzler et a1
6 
on molybdenum compounds, one can say that the 

molecular cage effect due to the surrounding ligands around the 

vanadium ions is also operative in the vanadium complexes. 

The free living, nitrogen-fixing bacterium Azotobacter 

Chroococcum has recently been shown to contain two nitrogenase 

systems.
44 

One of these is well characterized 

molybdenum-containing enzyme
45-46 

and the other, which is encoded 

by different genes, contains vanadium metal ions. According to the 

literature available hitherto on this nitrogenase
47

, it seems that 

it is not fully characterized. Moreover, though the evidence for 

the existence of this vanadium-containing nitrogenase has existed 

r- 	 for more than half a century
48 , the understanding the structural 

228 
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properties of this enzyme has only come recently. 49 

We have examined the vanadium K-absorption near-edge spectrum 

of this enzyme. It is shown in Fig.V.6. We note that the pre-edge 

feature is weak and the profile of the vanadium edge of the enzyme 

is very similar to that in (Me 4N)EVFe 3S4C1 3 (DMF) 3 ] 2DMF and to 

those in the six-coordinated vanadium compounds. This suggests that 

the vanadium ions in this enzyme are octahedrally coordinated. The 

inflection point energy of the enzyme is in between that of 

Tutton's salt and V
2
S
3 
implying thereby the presence of VIII / 

III) ions.The bond distance 2.20 A obtained from our XANES spectra 

is in fair agreement with the average bond distance re0Orted by 

George et al"  in similar complex. It is difficult to identify the 

nature of'surrounding ligands on the basis of XANES spectra alone. 

However, taking clues from the work of George et a1
58 

and assuming 

that there exist V-0 and V-S types of bonds in this enzyme , we can 

in principle calculate the XANES spectra for this complex using 

multiple scattering model of Durham et al. 51 
Because of time 

constraint and limited computing facility available to us, it is 

difficult to carry out such calculations in our laboratory. 

Whenever a large computing facility becomes available 	we will 

perform such calculations. We feel that the combination 	of 

calculated XANES spectrum which results from scattering from oxygen 

and sulphur cells in appropriate proportion will produce the 

observed spectrum and it will help us to identify the nature of 

ligands. 
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V.5 XANES AND BOND VALENCE 

The Pauling bond strengths (in valence units), referred to as 

bond orders or bond valences of the metal - non-metal bonds are 

useful in discussing the structural properties of compounds. The 

bond valence (s) reflects the relative strength of a chemical bond 

and shows the distribution of available valence electrons in the 

chemical bonding of a molecular species. Also, according to 

Pauling's valence sum rule
52 

, there is a conservation of valency 

associated with the metal cation. A general relationship has been 

developed by Brown and 
Wu52-53 

that relates the cation-anion bond 

valence s to the interatomic distance R. The empirical expression 

for relating a V-0 bond length to its bond valence is 

X 	
V-0 
	(R / 1.791) -5.1 	

(V.2) 

where 1.791 A is the estimated bond length for a V-0 bond of unit 

valency. The empirical parameters in equation (V.2), 1.791 and 

-5.1, were determined by Brown and Wu from the data of 43 vanadium 

compounds having different environments54 . Though this relation i s 

given for V-0 bond only, it is equally applicable for other bonds 

also 

In our work we have calculated the bond valence (s) and 

plotted it against LE 3d_4p  for vanadium compounds in Fig.V.B. It is 

seen that, like the correlation between AE
3d-4p and 1/ R2 , a fairly 

linear relationship exists between AE
3d-4p and s for 4-fold, 5-fold 

and 6-fold coordinated 	vanadium compounds. This relationship 
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Fig. V.8 A plot ofE
3d-4p 

versus bond valences for vanadium 

compounds 
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• 

renders the possibility of determination of bond valence in 

structurally unknown compounds. For example, in the vanadium 

nitrogenase the bond valence estimated from the least-squares 

analysis of the data on 
AE3d-4p 

and s is found to be 0.478 

indicating that the vanadium ions are in mixed valence state (i.e. 

between 2+ and 3+). • 

It is interesting to mention here that in Raman spectroscopy 

correlations between vanadium-oxygen bond valence and 

vanadium-oxygen stretching frequencies have been shown and 

fruitfully used
64 

for the determination of oxidation states in 

compounds in complicated oxide systems such as vanadium oxides 

supported on alumina and titania substrates. In EXAFS spectroscopy 

also, such correlations have been used
4 to estimate the bond 

valence from the distances determined from the Fourier transform 

analysis of the EXAFS spectra. 

V.6 EXAFS OF VANADIUM NITROGENASE AND RELATED COMPLEX 

To confirm our results from XANES, we have recorded the EXAFS 

associated with the vanadium K-edge in vanadium nitrogenase. As 

mentioned earlier and taking clue from the EXAFS work of George et 

a1
50 on a very similar vanadium enzyme, we have also measured the V 

K edge EXAFS in the V-Fe-S cluster compound, 

(Me 4
N)EVFe

3
S
4
C1

3
(DMF)

3
7.2DMF. This complex is chosen as a reference 

standard for the analysis of EXAFS spectra of vanadium nitrogenase. 

The background subtracted vanadium K - edge EXAFS of these two 

complexes are shown in Fig.V.9. The two EXAFS spectra are very 
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Fig. V.9. Background subtracted EXAFS spectra 

(a);and vanadium nitrogenase (b). 

of Me4N(VFe 3 S4C 13 ( DMF ) 3  ) 2DMF 
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similar in the complexes . However, the noise level (not indicated 

in the figure) in EXAFS oscillations is slightly more, probably due 

to the low concentration of vanadium in both the complexes. The 

Fourier transforms of the two complexes are shown in Fig.V.1O. One 

observes a slightly broad peak and a weak shoulder which is not 

clear on high R side in the vanadium protein. However, the shoulder 

peak is slightly resolved in the DMF complex as compared to that of 

nitrogenase. It is difficult to comment on this feature. We do not 

know whether this shoulder is genuine or whether it is due to the 

computer artifact. The broad peak appears at 2.20 A °  . This value 

of the bond distance is very close to that obtained from XANES. 

However, because of more noise in the experimental data, it is 

difficult to do the further analysis to get the number of near 

neighbours and to predict the nature of the ligands. Maybe using 

synchrotron radiation, if X--ray absorption spectra were recorded in 

fluorescence mode, it may give good noise free EXAFS and then the 

detail analysis will have to be carried out in order to get 

accurate values of structural parameters. 

It may be interesting to mention here that George et a1
50 
 have 

carried out the EXAFS analysis of vanadium nitrogenase of Azobactor 

vinelandii which is very similar enzyme to the one we have studied 

in this work. According to their three-shell fit, the vanadium ions 

are surrounded by four oxygen and two sulphur atoms at 2.136 and 

2.336 A respectively in the first shell and in the second 

coordination shell, it is bonded to three iron atoms at 3.24 A. 

They have observed two clearly resolved peaks in FT spectra of the 
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Fig.V .10 . Fourier transforms of EXAFS spectra given in Fig.V. 9. 
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enzyme corresponding to V-0 and V-S interactions. Since our FT peak 

is not resolved clearly, it may be appropriate to take an average 

of V-0 and V-S bond lengths. This average from the work of George 

et al comes out to be 2.23 A °  . The distance in our case from FT 

peak is very close to this average. we thus conclude that in the 

vanadium nitrogenase of Azobactor chocoocum, the average bond 

distance is 2.20 A °  and the coordination geometry around vanadium 

ion from our XANES study is octahedral. This agrees very well with 

the work of George et al 50 on Azobactor Vinelandii. 

V 
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Table V.1. ENERGY POSITIONS OF VARIOUS SPECTRAL FEATURES IN VANADIUM K - EDGE 

SPECTRA IN VANADIUM COMPOUNDS AND COMPLEXES t 0.5 eV 

Sr. 
No. Absorber 

Pre- edge 
peak (eV) 

Main Absorption 
peak (eV) 

Energy separation 
AE 	(eV) a d-4p 

is-.3d is -+4p 

1. 	V metal - 19.3 - 
2. 	Na VO 4.8 27.4 22.6 

3 	4 

3. 	CrVO 4 
4.7 24.6 20.1 

4. 	Ag 3VO4  4.7 26.4 21.7 

5. 	Cd V 0 4.6 26.4 21.8 
2 	2 	7 

6. 	SmVO 3.9 24.7 20.8 
4 

7. 	Pb 	(VO 	) 	Cl 3.9 25.1 21.2 
5 	4 	3 

8. 	Ca V Ge 0 4.1 25.7 21.6 
3 	2 	3 	i4 

9. 	NH VO 4.1 25.6 21.5 
4 	3 

10. Na EVo-dl-tart] 3.5 20.6 17.1 
4 	 2 

.12H2 0 
2 

11. 	VO(acac) 3.9 20.5 17.0 
2 

12. 	VO(bzac) 4.1 20.8 16.7 
2 

13. 	VO(C 	H 	N 0 ) 
i2 	10 	2 	2 

4.0 20.6 16.6 

14. VO(C 	H 	N )C H Cl 4.1 22.0 17.9 
32 	34 	4 	2 	4 2 

15. VOPc 3.9 27.3 23.4 

16. VOTPP 4.0 25.6 21.6 

17. VOMoO 
4 

4.4 21.4 17.0 

18. 	V 0 4.8 23.0 18.2 
2 5 

12- VO 	  3-2 	 24-2 	 12-2 	 



TABLE V.1 cont. 

20. (NH ) SO .VSO .6H 0 3-4 20.4 17.0 
4 2 	4 	4 	2 

21. V 0 3.5 22.9 19.4 
2 	3 

22. GdV0 3.3 23.6 20.6 
3 

23. V S 3.1 23.1 20.0 
2 	9 

24. (Me N)CVFe S Cl 	(DMF) 3.0 18.E3 15.8 
4 	 3 	4 	3 	 3 

.2DMF 

25. VN 4.8 20.0 15.2 

26. VCS C 	(C H 	) 2.9 20.4 17.5 
2 2 	6 5 2 	3 

27. VO 2  4.5 25-8 21.3 

28. V 0 4.1 25.2 21-1 
4 7 

29. VC 5.2 20.5 15.3 

30. CVO 	(Fished)] 3.8 23.8 20.0 
2 

31. PbV 0 5.0 24.6 19.9 
2 6 

32. Na V 	0 	.18H 0 4.9 24.9 20.0 
3 	10 	29 	2 

33. Vanadium nitrogenase 2.9 18-9 16.0 



TABBLE.V.2. STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS FOR VANADIUM COMPOUNDS AND COMPLEXES 

Sr. 
No. 

Compound Bond 
type 

No.of 
Bonds 

R
b 

(A) 
s
c 

1. V 	metal V -V 8 2.622 

Tetrahedrally coordinated compounds 

2. Na 3  VO4  5 V-0 	 4 1.691 1.341 

3. CrVO 5 V-0 	 4 1.765 1.077 
4 

4. Ag 3 VO4  5 V-0 	 4 1.720 1.229 

5. Cd V 0 5 V-0 	 4 1.715 1.248 
2 	2 	7 

6. SmV0 5 V-0 	 4 1.760 1.093 
4 

7. Pb 
5 
(VO 4  ) 9 Cl 5 V-0 	 4 1.750 1.125 

8. Ca 
9  V 2  Ge 3 0 12 

5 V-0 	 4 1.724 1.215 

9. NH VO 5 V-0 	 4 1.735 1.176 
4 	9 

Penta 	(Square pyramidally) coordinated compounds and complexes 

10. Na [Vo-dl-tart] 	.12H 0 4 V-0 	 5 1.886 0.768 
4 	 2 	2 

11. VO(acac) 4 V-0 	 5 1.889 0.761 
2 

12. VO(bzac) 4 V-0 	 5 1.894 0.752 
2 

13. VO(C 	H 	N O) 4 V-0 	 5 1.868 0.807 
12 	18 	2 	2 

1 

V-N 

14. VO(C 
92

H 
 34

N 
4
)C 

2
H 
4
Cl 

2 
4 V-0 	 5 1.843 0.865 

V-N 

15. V0Pc '4 V-0 	 5 1.937 0.671 

V-N 



TABLE V.2 cont. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

VOTPP 	 4 	V-0 1 

V-N J 

VOMoO 	 5 	V-0 4 
V 2  0 5 	 5 	V-0 

5 

5 

5 

2.006 

1.913 

1.840 

0.562 

0.715 

0.871 

Octahedrally coordinated compounds and complexes 

19. VO 	 2 	V-0 6 2.050 0.502 

20. (NH ) SO VSO .6H 0 	2 	V-0 6 2.140 0.403 
4 	2 	4 	4 	2 

21. V 0 	 3 	V-0 
2 	3 

 6 2.010 0.555 

22. GdVO 	 3 	V-0 
3 

6 1.929 0.685 

23. V S 	 3 	V-S 
2 	3 

 6 2.080 0.466 

24. (Me 4  N)EVFe 3  S 4  CI 3  (DMF) 3 ] 2,3 	V-0 .1 6 2.050 0.502 

.2DMF 	V-N 

25. VN 	 3 	V-N 6 2.070 0.478 

26. W 	
d 

S C (C H ) 	J 	 (2,3) 	V-S 6 2.338 0.257 
2 	2 	-6 	5 	2 	3 

27. VO 	 4 	V-0 
2 

6 1.930 0.683 

28. V 4  0 7 	
3,4 	V-0 6 1.982 0.596 

29. VC 	 4 	V-C 6 2.091 0.454 

30. CVO 2  (hshed)J 2 	 5 	V-0 1 6 1.973 0.610 

V-N J 
31. PbV 0 	 5 	V-0 6 1.962 0.629  

2 6 

32. Na V 	0 	.18H 0 	 5 	V-0 6 1.920 0.701 
3 	10 	28 	2 

33. Vanadium nitrogenase 	(2,3) 	- 6 (2.200) (0.478) 



TABLE V.2 cont. 

a 	Q = Oxidation state 

b 	R = Bond distance 
s = Bond valence 

d 	Trigonal prismatic complex 

tart = tartrate ( C H 0 ) 
4 2 6 

acac = acetylacetonate ( C 5H702 ) 

bzac = benzoylacetonate ( C 1oH902  ) 

C H N 0 = N,W-ethylenebis(1-acetonylethylidenimine) 
12 18 2 2 

C H N = deoxophylloerythro etioporphyrin 
32 34 4 

Pc = phthalocyanine ( C32HicsN ) 
B 

 

TPP = tetraphenyl porphyrin 

DMF = dimethyl formamide 

hshed = N-salicylidene-W-(2-hydroxyethyl)-ethylenediamine 



TABLE V.3. VALUES OF STRUCTURAL CONSTANTS 

Coordination 	 Notation for 	 Numerical Value 

polyhedron 	 for the constant 	of the constant 

Tetrahedron 	 C 	 63.95 
tetra 

Square Pyramid 	 C 	 60.58 
sq.pyr 

 

Octahedron 	 C
oct 	

77.41 

-r 
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CHAPTER VI 

RESUME 
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VI.1 THE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND THE PRINCIPAL RESULTS OBTAINED 

X-Ray spectroscopy occupies an important 
	

place 	amongst 

different techniques of investigating the electronic structure of 

matter. In recent years the position, shape and extended fine 

structure of X-ray absorption discontinuities have been frequently 

A. used to deduce useful structural and chemical bonding information 

on different kind of materials. In the present thesis an attempt 

has been made to observe the changes occurring in the various 

features of the X-ray K absorption discontinuities of copper and 

vanadium in their model compounds and biological complexes on 

account of chemical combination and to obtain information on local 

environment of the excited atom species in the complex systems. 

The thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter I gives an 

historical perspective of X-ray absorption spectroscopy and 

briefly reviews the work done on the structural aspects of 

biological complexes including a copper complex formed from the 

slime of pseudomonas aeruginosa, a copper 	zinc superoxide 

dismutase, and vanadium nitrogenase. It also defines the scope and 

outlines of present investigation. 

The experimental technique and the optimum conditions for 

obtaining the X-ray absorption spectra with finer details are 

described in Chapter II. A computer controlled Rigaku single 

crystal X-ray spectrometer equipped with a silicon monochromator 

and a Canberra detecting system with appropriate electronics has 

been employed to record the X-ray absorption spectra at room 

temperature. The preparation of the model compounds and biological 

.2)-0 
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complexes of copper, and vanadium studied in the present work is 

also given in this experimental section. 

The profiles of the X-ray K-absorption edge structure ( X-ray 

absorption near edge structure, XANES and extended X-ray 

absorption fine structure, EXAFS ) spectrum is determined by the 

arrangement of atoms in the immediate vicinity of the absorbing 

atom. Factors affecting the edge profiles include the coordination 

geometry, valence state, number and kind of neighboring atoms and 

their distances from the absorbing atoms. To extract these local 

structure parameters from the fine structure associated with the 

K - edge discontinuity in the compounds, various numerical 

techniques are generally used by all the spectroscopists. Standard 

numerical methods of doing this are described in a great detail in 

Chapter III. These methods generally involve the numerical 

techniques of Fourier transform, Fourier filtering and non-linear 

curve fitting or optimization. 

Chapter IV is subdivided into three sections. Section I gives 

the results of our observations on the shape of K 
	

absorption 

discontinuity in pure copper metal, in some of its model 

compounds and two biological complexes of copper namely, a copper 

complex formed from the slime of pseudomonas aeruginosa (CuPA) and 

a polynuclear metalloprotein, a native copper-zinc superoxide 

dismutase (Cu
2
Zn

2
SOD). It is observed that the copper K absorption 

discontinuity in pure copper splits into two components, and in 

the compounds and complexesPapart from these two components, we 

observe an additional weak intensity peak, called pre-edge, 
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appears on the low energy side of the discontinuity. Electronic 

transitions, is 4 3d (pre-edge), is 4 4p (shake-down) and is 4p 

(strong absorption) are assigned to these three peaks on the basis 

of simple atomic model supported by theoretical considerations. It 

is observed that the pre-edge peak is relatively intense in the 

case of compounds and complexes having copper ions at tetrahedral 

sites and very weak in compounds where square planar or octahedral 

symmetry prevails. This simple observation helps us to predict the 

coordination geometry of ligands around copper in biological 

complexes. Thus in the complexes CuPA and Cu 2 Zn 2SOD square planar 

Cu04 groups found to be present. A brief discussion on the 

presence or absence of weak or intense pre-edge peak on the basis 

of theoretical calculations of various authors is also given in 

this section. 

A correlation of energy separations between pre-edge feature 

and the strong absorption maximum ( which according to the 

multiple scattering formalism, correspond to the bound state and 

continuum resonance states respectively ) with the near-neighbour 

distances is observed for copper compounds and is used to obtain 

interatomic distances in biological complexes. Comparison 'between 

the values of bond distances deduced from XANES spectra and those 

obtained from other diffraction techniques is fairly good, 

suggesting thereby the usefulness of XANES technique as a probe 

for the determination of bond distances. 

Analysis of measurements of edge positions 	in 	copper 

compounds and complexes in Section II shows that the absorption 
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discontinuity of copper shifts to the higher energy side with 

respect to that in the pure metal. When these edge shifts are 

plotted against the atomic charges calculated according 	to 

Pauling's method, one observes a parabolic relationship between 

these two quantities. From these findings, it is inferred that the 

edge position is determined by the magnitude of the atomic charge 

on the absorbing atom. Fractional charges obtained from this 

relation in the case of biological complexes indicate that there 

always exists an admixture of the two types of bonding, namely, 

ionic and covalent, in any compound. In addition to the chemical 

bonding information,' the comparison of the shifts of K 

absorption edges in biomolecules with those of model compounds 

suggests that the valency of copper ions in two complexes studied 

is two. Our results in this respect are in good agreement with 

those obtained from other techniques. 

In Section III of Chapter IV our results on EXAFS spectra of 

model copper compounds and two biomolecules, CuPA and Cu
2
Zn

2
SOD are 

presented. These spectra are analyzed by a method which combines 

Fourier transform and curve - fitting techniques. Parameterized 

phase shifts and amplitude function for describing Cu - N , Cu - 

, Cu - S, and Cu - Cu interactions were obtained from the EXAFS 

spectra of four model compounds namely Cu(TRI) 4 (C104 ) 2, 

Cu(C5
H
5
NO)(13F

4  ) 2 
 , Copper (II) diisopropyl dithiocarbamate and 

Cu(CH3
COO)

2 
.H

2
O. Application of these phase shifts and amplitudes 

to the EXAFS spectra of CuPA and Cu2 Zn 2SOD gives Cu-0 and Cu-N bond 

distances of 1.961 and 2.00 A °  respectively with an accuracy 
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consistently better than 0.03 A °  and the predicted number of oxygen 

and nitrogen atoms coordinated to copper is found to be four in 

each case with a reasonable degree of certainty. Even in the case 

of cobalt-substituted derivative of native enzyme, Cu 2Co2SOD, no 

change is observed in Cu-N bond distance and coordination number of 

copper ion. This work thus demonstrates the applicability of EXAFS 

for providing structural information about a specific absorbing. 

centre under non-crystalline conditions, and it lays a foundation 

for the analysis of the X-ray absorption spectra of 

metalloproteins and other biological complexes of copper. 

Chapter V describes our results on the K-absorption edge 

structure in vanadium model compounds (wherein the oxidation state 

and coordination environment of vanadium vary widely) and two 

biological complexes namely, the well characterized V-Fe-S cluster 

compound, ( Me 4N )C VFe 3S4C1 3  (DMF) 3  ]2DMF ( DMF . = N, N - dimethyl 

formamide) and VFe protein, azotobacter chroococcum. The pre-edge 

feature and the edge position are almost identical in position and 

intensity in both biomolecules, suggesting thereby the same 

oxidation state and electronic configuration for vanadium ion in 

each case. The position of absorption discontinuity indicates 

oxidation state of between 2
+ 

and 3
+
, consistent with the views 

expressed by Kovacs and Holm C.J. Am. Chem. Soc. 108 , 340 (1986)] 

in respect of the V - Fe - S cluster. The relatively weak is .-. 3d 

transition precludes the presence of terminal V=0 bonds or 

tetrahedral symmetry at the V site. Comparison of the edge 

profiles of these complexes with corresponding data for a range of 
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well defined model vanadium compounds studied in this work implies 

octahedral coordination of vanadium, as established by X-ray 

crystallography, for (Me 4N) (VFe3 S4 C1 3 (DMF) 3 ). Correlation of 

energy separations between pre-edge and strong-absorption peaks 

with the bond distances in also observed in the vanadium 

compounds. In vanadium biocomplexes, this correlation gives 

vanadium - ligand distance of 2.235 A °  which agrees well with that 

obtained by us from the Fourier transform analysis of EXAFS 

spectra of these complexes. 

VI.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

Our work, which has been confined to the K-absorption spectra 

of copper and vanadium, show that X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

can be used to obtain fruitful and direct information regarding 

the electronic structure and the nature of chemical bonding in 

different kinds of materials. This information is however of a 

limited value to certain extent because of low intensity X-ray 

source and the low resolving power of the instrument used. The 

investigation of the absorption edges on a spectrometer of higher 

dispersion can no doubt increase the precision of observed 

results. However, such spectrometer usually of bigger dimensions, 

enhance the difficulties in recording the spectra with low 

intensity X-ray source. In our laboratory, we are trying to design 

and develop two crystal X-ray spectrometer with two detectors with 

suitable electronics to measure the original X-ray beam intensity 

and transmitted intensity throw:01 sample in order to record X-ray 
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fl* 
absorption spectra with finer details. This may probably enable us 

to obtain more precise and accurate information on the electronic 

structure of materials. It will be interesting to extend this work 

to the biological complexes of some other transition metals, 

particularly those of chromium, magnesium, iron, nickel and 

cobalt, which exhibit many interesting physicochemical properties. 

In our work we have studied the correlation between the effective 

charges on the absorbing atoms and the chemical shifts of the 

absorption discontinuity in different environments, but we do not 

know how the (AE,q) relation depend upon the atomic number Z. A 

systematic extension of our work to other complex materials of 

transition metals may throw light on the role played by the atomic 

number in determining the X-ray chemical shifts. 

We have used the Pauling's model to calculate the atomic 

charges on the absorbing atoms. Although this model is simple and 

very useful - one, it would be worthwhile to develop more refined 

and sophisticated approach to calculate atomic charges and other 

chemical parameters, such as electronegativity, ionic character of 

chemical bonds etc. It will also be interesting to study the L 

X-ray absorption spectra of copper and vanadium in their compounds 

and complexes. Coupled with X-ray emission studies and absorption 

spectra recorded on two-crystal X-ray spectrometer using 

synchrotron radiation source or a rotating anode X-ray generator 

in a fluorescence mode such investigation may prove to be 

extremely useful in obtaining more comprehensive information 

regarding the electronic structures of the compounds concerned. 

C ?, 
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Finally it may be mentioned that it would be worthwhile to 

undertake investigation on the biomolecules studied in this work 

using various other spectroscopic techniques such as 	X-ray 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy Appearance Potential 

Spectroscopy (APS), Bremsstrahlung Isochromat Spectroscopy (BIS), 

I.R. and Raman Spectroscopy etc. A correlation between the 

findings of the different experiments with our results would 

indeed be very valuable. 
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APPENDIX I 

During the period of investigation on biocomplexes of copper 

by X-ray absorption spectroscopy at the Department of Physics, Goa 

University, Goa, I have also done work on i) Oxygen free-radicals 

damage to human erythrocyte membranes, ii) Early postnatal 

undernutrition impairs proteins kinase C-dependent phosphorylation 

in rat brain synaptosomes and iii) Protein cross-linking during 

oxidative denaturation of methemoglobin with the Biochemistry 

group at Goa Medical College, Bambolim, Goa, led by Professor S. 

Chakrabarti. Three short research articles have been published on 

this work. The two reprints which are available are enclosed in 

this thesis. The reference of these publications is made in the 

list of publications (see Publication Nos. 2, 3 and 4). 
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Early postnatal undernutrition impairs protein kinase C-dependent 
phosphorylation in rat brain synaptosomes 

S. Chakrabarti, B. Sonaye, P.P. Nadkarni and S.V.M. Da Silva 

Deparuneni Biocheinisiry. Goa Medical College, 13ambolim, Goo (India) 

(Received 22 September 1992: Revised version received 28 October 1992; Accepted 2 November 1992) 

Key words.: Undernutrition: Protein kinase C: Phosphatidylserine: Rat 

Undernutrition in rat pups was established by restricting feeding time daily. Protein kinase C-dependent phosphorylation in vitro was studied by 

incubating the mitochondrial-synaptosomal membrane fractions from adult. 18-day-old control and undernourished rats with y-[ 2 P]ATP in presence 

of Ca' and phosphatidylserine. In adult and 18-day-old control rats, an increased phosphorylation of three major proteins (49, 53, 84 k Da) were 

detected in presence of calcium and phosphatidylserine. However. in 18-day-old undernourished rats, calcium/phosphatidylserine activated phospho-

rylation was found to be significantly impaired with only a slightly increased labelling detected in the 49 kDa protein. 

Undernutrition during brain growth spurt period ad-
versely affects the development of brain [5]. In rats the 
brain growth is essentially post-natal and nutritional in-
sult during early post-natal period causes extensive struc-
tural and metabolic deficits, including alterations of neu-
rotransmitter systems in brain [11, 13. 14. 16, 17]. The 
reports are, however, almost non-existent on the status 
of protein phosphorylation in brain exposed to undernu-
trition during growth spurt period, although one study 
has shown diminished incorporation of [ 32 P]ortho-
phosphate into proteins of brain slices from undernour-
ished rat pups [8]. Since protein phosphorylation has 
been linked to modulations of several neuronal functions 
including neurotransmitter release and actions of neuro-
transmitters through metabotropic receptors [6, 15, 16], 
it was thought interesting to investigate the effects of 
early post-natal undernutrition On protein phosphoryla-
tion in rat brain. In this study, synaptosomal membrane 
protein phosphorylation activated by calcium and 
phosphatidylserine (PS) has been investigated in adult 
and 18-day-old control and undernourished rats. 

Inbred albino rats kept on laboratory chow and water 
ad libitum were used for this study. The rats were under-
nourished by maternal deprivation following the method 
of Culley and Mertz [2] as used by Chakrabarti and 
Shankar [I ]. Litters consisting of 6-8 pups were selected. 

Corre.spoildence: S. Chakrabarti, Department of Biochemistry, Goa 

Medical College, Barnbolim, Goa, 403 202 India. 

Half of the pups from a litter were kept separated from 
the darn 14 h a day whereas the rest of the pups (control) 
remained with the mother throughout. The schedule of 
undernutrition was started from day 6 after birth, count-
ing the day of birth as day 0. The undernutrition was 
carried out up to 18 post-natal day. 

The rats were decapitated and brains removed. The 
brains (either one adult brain or 2-3 pooled brains of 
control or undernourished rat pups) were homogenized 
in 9 volumes of 320 mM sucrose and 5 mM HEPES at 
pH 7.4 containing 0.1 mM phenylmethanesulphonyl-
fluoride. The crude mitochondrial-synaptosomal frac-
tion (P, pellet) was prepared by the method of Gray and 
Whittaker [7]. This synaptosomal fraction (P, pellet) was 
lysed in 5 mM HEPES pH 7.4/5 mM EDTA/1 mM ,8-
mercaptoethanol (lysis buffer) and mitochondrial-synap-
tosomal membranes collected by centrifugation at 
100,000 x g for 30 min in a Beckman ultracentrifuge. The 
pellets were suspended in the lysis buffer (3-5 mg/ml pro-
tein) and used for protein phosphorylation experiments. 

The protein phosphorylation experiments were carried 
out as adapted from Wu et al. [18]. The phosphorylation 
of membrane proteins (150-250 dug) in presence or ab-
sence of calcium (free conc. 0.1 mM) and/or PS (80 dug/ 
ml) was initiated by addition of 10 duCi of y-[ 32 P]ATP 
(3000 Ci/mmol; mixed with enough unlabeled ATP to 
give a final ATP concentration of 2 ,uM in the incubation 
mixture) and incubated for 45 s. The reaction was 
stopped by the addition of electrophoresis sample buffer 
containing 3.3% SDS and 5% ,8-mercaptoethanol fol- 
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Fig. 1. Protein phosphorylation in brain mitochondrial-synaptosomal membrane fractions from adult and 18-day-old control and undernourished 

rats. The phosphorylation of membrane proteins in the presence or absence of calcium (free conc. 0.1 mM) and/or PS (80 pg/m1) was carried out as 

described in the text. The major PKC-dependent phosphoproteins are shown by arrows. The numbers indicate molecular weights in kDa. A: adult 

rat. The low-molecular weight phosphoprotein is indicated by the down-most arrow in track a. B: 18-day-old rat pups. Tracks a—d, undernourished; 

tracks e—h, control. 

lowed by heating in a boiling water bath for 3 min. The 
samples were analysed by SDS—polyacrylamide gel elec-
trophoresis following the method of Laemmli [9]. The 
gels were stained in Coomassie brilliant blue R, followed 
by destaining and drying between two wet squares of 
cellophane paper. The dried gels were subjected to au-
toradiography. All experiments were performed 3-4 
times using different litters. Protein content in the mito-
chondrial-synaptosoinal membrane suspension was de-
termined by the method of Lowry et al. [10], after precip-
itating the protein with trichloroacetic acid. 

The quantitative assessment of protein phosphoryla-
tion was done by aligning the dried gel with the autora-
diogram and cutting out the appropriate bands and 
measuring the radioactivity in each band by liquid scin-
tillation counting using a toluene-based scintillation 
fluid. 

Results presented in Fig. IA indicate that in mitochon-
drial-synaptosomal membranes from adult rat, three 
major proteins (49, 53, 84 kDa) are phosphorylated in 
presence of phosphatidylserine and Ca 2.+, apart from one 
more low-molecular weight protein similarly phosphor- 

ylated and migrating just behind the dye. Another pro-
tein (43.5 kDa) seems to be dephosphorylated in pres-
ence of Ca' or Ca 2+ and phosphatidylserine. The 
phosphorylated proteins are presumably protein kinase 
C (PKC) substrates in rat brain synaptosomal mem-
branes. Earlier studies also identified a number of pro-
tein kinase C substrates in synaptosomal lysate or mem-
brane preparition [4, 18], but some variations have been 
noted in the apparent molecular weights of these bands 
in SDS-polyacrylamide gels [6]. The molecular weights 
mentioned here are the means from several different ex-
periments and an individual band showed a variation of 
± 1.5 kDa in different experiments. The dephosphoryla-
tion of 43.5 kDa protein could be due to competition of 
various kinases for the limited substrate (ATP). 

In Fig. ,1B, autoradiographic patterns of calcium/ 
phosphatidylserine activated phosphorylations of synap-
tosomal membrane proteins from 18-day-old control 
and undernourished rats have been presented. In control 
18-day-old rats, the PKC-dependent phosphorylation of 
synaptosomal membrane proteins produced an essen-
tially similar pattern to that found in adult rats. On the 
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other nano, in undernourished rat pups calcium and 
phosphatidylserine virtually had no effect on the phos-
phorylations of mi ((whom -synaptosomal membrane 
proteins, except causing .—iightly increased labelling of 
49 kDa protein (lanes a-U. l ig. I B) indicating an impair-
ment of PKC-dependent phosphorylation. 

For a quantitative assessment of PKC-dependent 
phosphorylation, incorporation of [ 32 P] into the 49 kDa 
protein of mitochondrial-synaptosomal membrane frac-
tion from 18-day-old control and undernourished rat 
pups was measured by counting the radioactivity in the 
excised band in four separate experiments. In control 
group, calcium/phosphatidylserine together caused a 
250-350% increase in labelling of the 49 kDa protein 
band over the basal value (without calcium and 
phosphatidylserine), while the increase varied between 
50-115% in the undernourished group (data not pre-
sented). 

Results of these experiments, therefore, indicate that 
protein kinase C-dependent rphosphorylation is substan-
tially impaired in mitochondrial-synaptosomal mem-
branes from undernourished rats. Since the electro-
phoretic patterns of mitochondrial-synaptosomal mem-
brane proteins as seen in Coomassie blue stained gels are 
virtually identical in control and undernourished rats 
(results not shown), the impaired phosphorylation of 
proteins in the latter could possibly be due to a dimin-
ished activity of protein kinase C and not as a result of 
any quantitative reduction of substrate proteins. 

The results reported here may have important implica-
tions as protein kinase C dependent phosphorylations 
are involved in regulating many neuronal functions. 
More specifically, the PKC-dependent phosphorylation 
of synaptosomal membrane associated B-50 protein 
(GAP-43) has been suggested to be involved in neuro-
transmitter release [3, 4] and axonal elongation and re-
generation [19]. The 49 kDa phosphoprotein mentioned 
here appears from electrophoretic mobility to be identi-
cal to B-50 protein described elsewhere. It will be, there-
fore, tempting to further identify the 49 kDa 
phosphoprotein and also to investigate if impaired phos-
phorylation of this protein leads to any alteration of neu-
ronal functions in undernourished rats. 

The work was supported by a grant from Roussel Sci-
entific Institute, India. The authors wish to thank Prof. 
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OXYGEN FREE-RADICALS DAMAGE TO HUMAN ERYTHROCYTE 
MEMBRANES 

BHAGATSINGH SONAYE* 
ASHA A. NAIK** 
S. CHAKRABARTI*** 

Oxygen free-radicals generated in solution from phenylhydrazine cause cross-linking 
and proteolysis of human erythrocyte membrane proteins including spectrin and band 
3 protein. The proteolysis is a direct effect of free-radical attack and largely indepen-
dent of any endoprotease activity that may be associated with erythrocyte membranes. 
Such oxidative damage to membrane proteins may be important in erythrocyte 
senescence. 

Introduction 

Free-radicals of oxygen have been im-
plicated with tissue damage associated with 
radiation injury, hyperbaric oxygen toxici-
ty, ischaemia-reperfusion injury as also with 
several degenerative diseases of nervous 
system and cellular ageing. 13  Active oxygen 
species like superoxide radical (02), hydrox-
yl radical (OH), singlet oxygen and 
hydrogen peroxide are known to occur in 
vivo.' These highly reactive free-radicals at-
tack different bio-molecules including 
phospholipids, proteins and nucleic acids 
leading to widespread functional and struc-
tural derangement of cells.' 

The unsaturated fatty acids of 
phospholipids  of biomembranes are attack-
ed by such free-radicals leading to the 
phenomenon of lipid peroxidation which 
has been thoroughly investigated. More 
recently, several studies have established the 
deleterious effects of oxygen free-radicals on 
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cellular proteins and enzymes. 8 • 17  In such 
cases, the hydroxyl radical is generally iden-
tified as the major damaging species. These 
hydroxyl radicals are formed superoxide 
radical, and hydrogen peroxide by a transi-
tion metal-catalysed Haber-Weiss reaction. 

(0 2 +H202 	  0H+OH +02 ) 

Cu +  + or Fe +  + + 

At the sites where transition metals like 
Cu + + or Fe + + + are bound to protein 
molecules, a localised formation of highly 
reactive hydroxyl radicals may take place 
leading to an attack on vulnerable 
neighbouring amino-acid residues. Such 
'site-specific' damage may lead to inactiva-
tion of enzymes or fragmentation of other 
proteins." , 17  

Oxidative damage to erythrocyte or 
reticulocyte membranes results in an increas-
ed lipid peroxidation and cross-linking of 
proteins!• 16  

On the other hand, some workers have 
shown that oxidatively damaged proteins of 
red blood cells are rapidly degraded by a 
novel intra-cellular proteolytic system. 3,  ' 
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We have shown earlier' that oxygen free-
radicals generated from phenylhydrazine in 
solution lead to extensive degradation and 
cross-linking of erythrocyte membrane 
cytoskeletal proteins, presumably by a 'site-
specific mechanism'. In this article we pre-
sent data to emphasize the fact that degrada-
tion of erythrocyte membrane proteins by 
phenylhydrazine, results from a direct attack 
by free-radicals and is mostly independent 
of any protease activity associated with red 
blood cell membranes. Secondly, we have 
demonstrated that while breakdown of pro-
teins by free-radicals possibly occurs both in 
intact and solubilized erythrocyte mem-
branes, cross-linking takes place only in 
structurally intact cell membranes. 

Materials and Methods 

Phenylhydrazine hydrochloride was pur-
chased from Loba-Chemie, India. 
Acrylamide, N, N' methylene bisacrylamide, 
sodium sulphate, Coomassie brilliant blue 
R, iodoacetate, glycine were obtained from 
Sisco Research Laboratory, Bombay. 
Aprotinin, phenylmethane sulphonyl 
fluoride, were obtained from Sigma 
Chemical Company, U.S.A. All other 
chemicals used were of the highest analytical 
grade available. 

Human blood was collected from normal 
healthy volunteers in 3.2% sodium citrate. 
Leucocytes and platelets were removed from 
blood as described earlier.' 5  Erythrocytes 
ghosts were prepared after haemolysing the 
red blood cells with 5 mM phosphate buf-
fer, pH 8.0. 5  The creamy white ghosts were 
suspended in 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 
7.4 (Buffer A) for further experimentation. 
Incubation of erythrocyte ghosts (0.4 to 0.6 
mg/ml of protein) in the same Buffer A was 
carried out for a period of 4 h in presence 
of phenylhydrazine (0.2 mM or 50-uM) with 
other additions as necessary in a total  

volume of 500A/1. After the incubation 250 
,u1 of sodium do decyl sulphate-
polycrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-
PAGE) sample buffer was added in each 
tube and the tubes heated in a boiling water 
bath for 3 minutes. SDS-PAGE of the 
samples was carried out immediately in a 
discontinuous buffer system using 4.5% 
stacking and 10% separating gel." The gels 
were stained by Coomassie brilliant blue R 
and destained in 5% methanol and 7.5% 
acetic acid. For some experiments, the 
erythrocyte membranes were solubilized in 
1% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), heated 
for 5 min in boiling water-bath and subse-
quently incubated as described above. 

Protein was estimated by the method of 
Lowry et al, using 1% SDS to solubilize the 
membranes." 

Results and Discussion 

Results presented here indicate that 
erythrocyte ghosts incubated with 
phenylhydrazine show extensive loss of ma-
jor protein components as seen by SDS-gel 
electrophoresis (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). The ma-
jor proteins of erythrocyte membrane 
cytoskeleton.are clearly seen in membranes 
unincubated or incubated for 4 h with buf-
fer alone (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 lanes a and h). 
However, loss of major protein bands are ap-
parent when membranes are incubated in 
presence of phenylhydrazine (Fig. 1 lane c 
and Fig. 2 lanes c and d). This is associated 
with appearance of high-molecular weight 
cross-linked proteins. However, no distinct 
degradation products are identifiable. 
Similar changes are also visible when mem-
branes are incubated with phenylhydrazine 
in presence of a cocktail of protease in-
hibitors (iodoacetate 2 mM, phenylmethane 
sulphonyl fluoride 8.5,ug/m1 and aprotinin 
0.5 mg/ml (Fig. 1, lane e). 

When erythrocyte ghosts are solubilized 
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Fig 1 : SDS-PAGE of human erythrocyte membrane under 
different incubation protocols. Each lane contains an equal 
aliquot of a suspension of membranes. Lane a; unin-
cubated membranes. Lane b; membranes incubated for 4 
h with buffer only. Lane c; membranes incubated for 4 
h with phenylhydrazine (0.2 mM) Lanes d and e; mem-
branes incubated 4 h with protease inhibitor (lane d) and 
protease inhibitor with phenylhydrazine (lane e). The ma-
jor polypeptides of erythrocyte ghosts have been named in lane 
a according to Fairbanks et aP. The intense band at lower part 
of lanes d and e (arrow mark) along with some minor com-
ponents is due to aprotinin. 

by heating in a water-bath for 5 min in 
presence of 1% SDS and the ghosts subse-
quently incubated with phenylhydrazine, 
significant loss of membrane proteins in-
cluding spectrin and band 3 could be 
detected without the formation of am cross-
linked protein (Fig. 2 lane f) rig that 
proteolysis is responsible for disappearance 
of bands. It is possible that in intact mem- 

Fig 2 : Phenylhydrazine effects on intact and solubilized 
human erythrocyte ghosts. Each lane contains an equal 
aliquot of a suspension of membrane. Lane a; incubated 
membranes. Lane b; membranes incubated for 4 h. Lanes 
c and d; membranes incubated for 4 h with 0.2 mM and 
50.uM phenylhydrazine respectively. Lanes e and f; SDS-
solubilized and heat: treated membranes incubated for 4 
h with buffer (lane and with phenylhydrazine (lane f). 
The major bands in line a have been marked according 
to Fairbanks et al. 5  

branes cross-linking and proteolysis together 
contribute to protein damage and less of 
membrane protein components seen in SDS-
PAGE. Moreover, these changes are also 
present even in the presence of a mixture 
of protease inhibitors, which suggests that 
protein degradation is largely a direct effect 
of free-radical attack and independent of any 
endoprotease action. Other workers have 
shown an enhanced degradation of ox-
idatively damaged erythrocyte proteins by 
some uncharacterized protease present in 
red blood cells. 3. However, our data sug-
gests a direct effect of oxygen free-radicals 
in damaging the membrane proteins of 
human erythrocytes. It has been earlier 
shown by use that such damage occurs by 
a site-specific formation of OH radicals by 
transition metal ions bound to proteins. 
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• 

Oxygen free-radicals induced damage to 
erythrocyte membranes leading to cross-
linking or degradation of membrane proteins 
is likely to alter the deformability of red 
blood cells. Such changes may be of impor-
tance in senescence of erythrocytes either in 
vivo or during in vitro storage. It is in-
teresting that 'senescent cell antigens' pre-
sent in old and damaged erythrocytes have 
been shown to be derived from band 3 pro-
tein and these antigens play a key role in 
removal of aged red blood cells from circula-
tion:), 10  Oxidative damage and degradation 
of band 3 protein may be a likely mechanism 
of generation of senescent cell antigen. 
However, further studies are necessary to 
establish the importance of oxidative damage 
to membrane proteins in erythrocyte 
senescence. 
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